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Individual and dual exercises for Decreasing Bilateral weakness of the Lower limb and its effect on performance of scoring in handball

Assist Prof /Dr. Qais Saeed Alfoaady
University of Al Qadisiyah / Physical Education College

Abstract:
This study aims to identifying Bilateral weakness of the Lower limb of female players in handball also identifying the preference of using exercises with single or double leg to developing muscle strength of the lower limb. Most of exercises that we used like in weightlifting or plyometric are exercises performed with two legs so the force and lodes that pushed on both legs that will ease work and contribute effect on both legs, the same load will be difficult in case use one leg. The sample consisted by female students of Physical Education College, Qadisiyah University, age 20-21 years, (18) players has divided into two groups (A) (9 player) single exercises to each leg (single leg) (B) (9 player) exercises of double leg (together leg). Before start exercises, samples were tested (pre test), exercises were used by two groups 3 days weekly for (8) weeks. Exercising like (weightlifting, plyometric, skills performance) used for all players. After that post test was used to identify the development that achieved in muscle strength of lower limb for two groups (A) and (B). The test data managed by suitable statistical means in Spss.

Introduction
Most of exercises that we used like in weightlifting or plyometric are exercises performed with two legs so the force and lodes that pushed on both legs that will ease work and contribute effect on both legs, the same load will be difficult in case use one leg.

Purpose of study:
This study aims to identify the bilateral weakness of lower limb of female hand ball players and increasing muscle strength throw identify favorite way to use exercises with on leg or double to decreasing bilateral weakness of lower limb.

Methodology:
This study is experimental study on sample of female players of Physical Education College – Qadisiyah University aged 20-21 years of (18) players, divided into two groups randomly
Group (A) 9 female players use exercises of one leg
Group (B) 9 female players use exercises of double legs.
Before start exercises, samples were tested (pre test).
Exercises were used by two groups 3 days weekly for (8) weeks.
Exercising like (weightlifting, plyometric, skills performance) used for all players.
After that post test was used to identify the development that achieved in muscle strength of lower limb for two groups (A) and (B)

Test that used in study:
1- skills performance with using EMG test (Thigh/Vastus lateralis-medialis muscle) and Galve /Gastrocnemius muscle (mv)
2- Sergeant test.
3- standing long jump (Broad jump).
**Discussion:**

Table (1): Mean, SD and t.test of group (A) and (B) in pre and post test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Group A (n.9)</th>
<th>Group B (n.9)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre test</td>
<td>post test</td>
<td>Pre test</td>
<td>post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sargent (Watts)</td>
<td>2201 (±135.7)</td>
<td>2958** (±111.3)</td>
<td>2265(±129.4)</td>
<td>2277** (±143)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>11.128</td>
<td>7.338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sig</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG (Thigh/Vastus lateralis-medialis muscle) (mv) Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>1253 (±205)</td>
<td>1552** (±198)</td>
<td>1363(±201)</td>
<td>1485* (±223)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sig</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG (Galve/Gastrocnemius muscle) (mv) Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>305.1 (±33.7)</td>
<td>320.7** (±45.3)</td>
<td>294.6 (±43)</td>
<td>301.9* (±51.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>4.760</td>
<td>5.340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sig</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perform (degree)</td>
<td>5.67 (±1.02)</td>
<td>7.24* (±1.9)</td>
<td>5.91 (±1.4)</td>
<td>6.62* (±1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing long jump (m)</td>
<td>1.98 (±0.13)</td>
<td>2.32* (±0.21)</td>
<td>1.87 (±0.11)</td>
<td>2.03* (±0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant at (* 0.05  -** 0.01) level

Through the statistical treatment of table (1) and (2) that show there is a differences between pre test and post test of both groups (A) and (B) for benefit post test that proves the exercises with one and two legs effect positively in developing muscle strength for both groups, also proves there is bilateral weakness in legs of lower limb of female players.
Table (2): Mean, SD and Independent Samples Test between group (A) and (B) in post test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>post training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A (n.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sargent (Watts)</td>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>2958** (±111.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>8.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG (Thigh/Vastus lateralis-medialis muscle) (mv)</td>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>1552* (±198)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>3.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG (Gavle/Gastrocnemius muscle) (mv)</td>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>320.7** (±45.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>11.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perform (degree)</td>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>7.24* (±1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>6.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standing long jump (m)</td>
<td>Mean (±SD)</td>
<td>2.32** (±0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t.test</td>
<td>9.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant at (*0.05  - ** 0.01)

Table (2) shows there is a differences in median between groups (A) and (B) in post test and benefit of (A) group that exercises of one leg at Sig, (0.03 ) for EMG (Thigh) test, (0.000) EMG (Gavle) test, (0.001 ) for sargent test and ( 0.000) for standing long jump test that effected by exercises that used in study like (weightlifting , plyometric, skills performance ) that differs from group A that use one leg and B group that use two legs.

Conclusions :  
There is increasing in muscle strength of lower limb that decreasing bilateral weakness through exercise like weightlifting, plyometric, exercises by one leg most effective than two legs.

References :  
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muscle
Coaching Behavior in Relation to Sports Performance and Athletes’ Satisfaction among College Varsity Athletes.

Samong, Nenita P.
Graduate Thesis, Master of Science in Physical Education (MSPE), College of Sports Physical Education and Recreation, Mindanao State University, Marawi City, March 2014.
Adviser: Prof. Hendely A. Adlawan

Abstract: This study ascertained a significant relationship between coaching behavior, and sports performance and athletes’ satisfaction among 188 varsity athletes and 20 coaches in various institutions in Cagayan de Oro City. Also, it tried to investigate whether the athletes’ and coaches’ age, gender, years of playing/coaching experience, type of sports played/coached, highest level of competition participated, coach trainings attended, and coach educational attainment impinged the relationship of the main variables. A total sampling technique was employed in this study. Tools used are purely questionnaires that measure the respondents’ profile, coaching behavior, sports performance, and athletes’ satisfaction. Results revealed a highly significant correlation between coaching behavior and athletes’ satisfaction. This connotes that good coaching behavior will result to a highly satisfaction of athletes. Probably the over-all support from their respective coaches, institutions, teammates and parents may contribute also. Besides, type of coaching behavior and sports played showed a significant relationship. Meaning, coaches in team sports have better coaching performance than individual and dual events. Likewise, gender had a significant correlation with sports performance and athletes’ satisfaction which signify that male perform better and are satisfied than female athletes. Also, years of playing experience and sports performance had a significant correlation which means athletes played longer years perform better than less experience players. Finally, those athletes competed nationally were highly satisfied.

Introduction
The success and failure in a certain performance be in competition or in training relies much on the coach ability to handle an athlete or group of athletes. His motivations, clear instructions, proper guidance, his ability to discipline a player or team members are the few key factors in reaping good performance. Besides, a coach who posses fully competent is fully committed to attain success in every endeavor he does.
A coach is somebody who trains sports players and athletes. He is also considered as a trainer, teacher, instructor or tutor. The coach become more as a profession working with a sports team (Duxbury, 2004). Likewise, a coach is also known to be a person shouting out instructions from his bench, calling the attention of his players through his body language, or merely setting down and trying to observe the performance of his athlete.
Moreover, the coach is the most important person in determining the quality and success of an athlete’s sport experience. He/she is considered as a vehicle of athlete’s successful performance. A coach evaluates the climate of the individual performance at the highest peak of the game or even during performance training, thus a coach influences the performance and its satisfaction level and should possess good coaching behaviors (Williams, et. al, 2003).
On the other hand, team performance upliftment is the usual gauge of a good coach. Winning is the most evaluative tool to measure success and failure of a coach achievements which is the most dreamed of a coach or perhaps to the team itself. It always brings honor and prestige to a coach whenever the team wins in a competition. This study aimed to find out if coaching behavior influence team performance and athletes satisfaction among selected college varsity athletes in Cagayan de Oro City, Mindanao Philippines for this second semester, academic year 2013-2014. Coaches play an important role to its success so in this context athletes’ perception of their coaches’ leadership style and behavior were measured through its team performance. The interest of this study was to determine if coaches’ behavior could be linked to both team performance and athletes’ satisfaction.
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
In determining the relationships between coaching behavior, sport performance and athletes’ satisfaction among varsity athletes of colleges and universities in Cagayan de Oro City, a descriptive-correlational type of research was used. In this study, the independent variable was coaching behavior; the dependent variables were sports performance and athletes’ satisfaction. The study attempted to determine the influence of extraneous variables of the athletes’ and coaches’ age, gender, years of playing experience/coaching experience, type of sports played/coached, highest level of competition attended, coaches’ trainings attended, and coaches educational attainment would affect the other variables.

Population
The population of this study are the athletes and coaches of different colleges and universities participating in the 2013-2014 COSAA meet in Cagayan de Oro City. It consisted of male and female coaches as well athletes who participated in the different events during the athletic meet.

Samples and Sampling Procedures
The samples for this study were the male and female athletes and coaches who participated in the 2013-2014 COSAA Meet in Cagayan de Oro City with a total of 118 athletes and 20 coaches. Total sampling technique was used.

Instrumentation
To measure athletes’ satisfaction, a self-made questionnaire was used. It comprised of fifteen (15) statements where the scores for all statements were added and the total score was classified into three (3) levels of satisfaction, namely: Highly satisfied, Slightly satisfied, and Dissatisfied. High score signified high level of satisfaction, and the low scores connoted dissatisfaction. The construction of the self-made questionnaire was based on readings, experience, interviews, and observations. To check the validity and reliability, it was pilot-tested among eighty-three (83) Varsity Athletes of the Mindanao State University, Marawi City during academic year 2013-2014 who participated in the Mindanao State University System Athletic Association Meet last December, 2013. In gathering the data for the sport performance of the respondents, the coaches were asked to answer the over-all rank of his or her team during the 2013-2014 COSAA meet. Said coaches were asked to complete the questionnaire on the personal profile that included the following: coaches’ age; gender; years of coaching experience; type of sports being coached by the respective coaches; highest level of competition attended; trainings attended; educational attainment and over-all rank of the team. Coaching Behavior Questionnaire developed by Williams et al. (2003) was used to determine the coaches’ behavior. It comprises of 20 items with positive and negative statements having choices of always, often, seldom, and never. To score, point value of 4 for always, 3 for often, 2 for seldom, 1 for never for positive statements, while 1 point for always, 2 for often, 3 for seldom, and 4 for never for negative statements. Results obtained from the questionnaire would classify the coaches’ behavior into the following categories: Very Good, Good, Satisfactory, Poor and Very Poor. The athletes were asked to answer the questionnaire on the demographic profile that included the following: age, gender, years of playing experience, type of sports, and highest level of competition.

Statistical Treatment
IBM SPSS Statistics 20 was used in analyzing the data for this study. The descriptive statistics in the form of frequency and percentage distribution was used to assess the demographic profile of the respondents. To assess the significant relationship between the variables, Pearson Product Moment Correlation of Coefficient or Pearson r and Chi-Square were employed.

Summary, Findings, Conclusions And Recommendations
Summary
This study ascertained a significant relationship between coaching behavior, and sports performance and athletes’ satisfaction among 188 varsity athletes and 20 coaches in various institutions in Cagayan de Oro City. Also, it tried to investigate whether the athletes’ and coaches’ age, gender, years of playing/coaching experience, type of sports played/coached, highest level of competition attended, coach trainings attended, and coach educational attainment impinged the relationship of the main variables. A total sampling technique was employed in this study. Tools used are purely questionnaires that measure the respondents’ profile, coaching behavior, sports performance, and athletes’ satisfaction. And for the statistical descriptive statistics in the form of mean, frequency and percentage distribution was used, and for the correlation, Chi-square and Pearson Product Moment Correlation of Coefficient or Pearson r were utilized.
Findings
Based on the study, the following are the findings revealed that among athletes’ respondents most are belonged to 18 years old (19.5%), majority were males (77.1%), had 5 years of playing experience (46.6%), majority played team events (92.4), and played local competition (82.2) as the highest game attended. Among coach respondents, most of them belonged to ages 25, 26, 33, and 45 years old, majority were male coaches (85.0%), had two (2) years of coaching experience (20.0%), coached team events (55.0%), considered both local and national coach (45.0%), attended camp and clinics in various events, and majority were coaches with masters degree holder (60.0%).
Also, results revealed a highly significant correlation between coaching behavior and athletes’ satisfaction (p=0.000). This connotes that good coaching behavior will result to a highly satisfaction of athletes. Probably the over-all support from their respective coaches, institutions, teammates and parents may contribute also. Besides, coaching behavior and type of sports played (p=0.023) showed a significant relationship. Meaning, coaches in team sports have better coaching performance than individual and dual events. Likewise, gender had a significant correlation with sports performance (p=0.000) and athletes’ satisfaction (p=0.027) which signify that male performs better and are satisfied than female athletes. Also, years of playing experience (p=0.024) and sports performance had a significant correlation which means athletes played longer years perform better than less experience players. Finally, those athletes competed nationally (p=0.043) were highly satisfied.

Conclusions
With the given findings, the following conclusions are drawn: that the moderating variable of type of sports had a significant correlation with coaching; that gender and years of playing experience showed a significant relationship with sports performance; that gender and highest level of competition attended and athletes’ satisfaction revealed a significant correlation; that coaching behavior and athletes’ satisfaction confirmed a highly significant relationship, thus reject null hypotheses postulated regarding the aforementioned variables correlated, but accept the null hypotheses for other variables having no correlation. Findings to those variables correlated having significant relationships imply that good coaching behavior highly satisfies athletes, male athletes who played longer years show good performance, and those who played higher level of competition are highly satisfied with the supports given to the athletes.

Recommendations
Based on the findings and conclusions of the study the following recommendations are drawn: There is a need to encourage more women to coach and ensure equal opportunity for women coaches. Likewise, there is a need to have women coaches to coach women teams. There is much need for women coaches not just in the region but for the country as a whole. Establish standards for coaching so that it will emphasize positive and appropriate coaching behavior to ensure positive development of athletes and enhanced performance. Regular monitoring evaluation of coaches and their coaching behaviors are necessary to ensure that athletes are handled by coaches whose behaviors on and off the court are worthy of role models for the athletes. Encourage coaches to possess good coaching behavior toward their athletes either individual/dual or team events in order that athletes be satisfied with their coaching style or ways and other support rendered to athletes, and in return athletes may show also good-quality performance in their upcoming competitions. Sports administrators should provided varsity programs such as trainings among athletes, coaches or trainers to enhance team events but motivate also dual and individual events so as to develop coaches' behavior. Both male and female athletes and other sports enthusiasts are encourage to sincerely do good in trainings and unceasingly join various sports competitions either local, national or international competitions in order to have good performance. Also institutions should fully support the needs of every athlete.

Further studies should be conducted using bigger and wide in scope, and with varied population. The College of SPEAR should offer courses or training program for coaches that will enhance or develop their coaching ability. Develop a continuing coaching education program that will enhance not only knowledge and competencies of coaches to ensure skills and performance of athletes but also right attitude in helping young athletes become champions in sport and in life.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to establish the reliability of Anxiety (CSAI-2D) during competition with the help of the thirty eight (38) athletes. The competitive state anxiety examined on International and National Level Indian athletes from National Athletics Coaching camp at the gap of one week. The relationship between 3x2 variables at intensity and directional interpretation of anxiety proves that the anxiety can be facilitative and debilitative the performance of athletes. The responses on Competitive state anxiety questionnaire in bilingual (Hindi and English) responded by athletes, which assess sub-scales (Cognitive Anxiety, Somatic Anxiety and Self-confidence). The statistical analysis defines the Reliability of Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2D (modified version) on Indian population. The Pearson's Product Moment Correlation method was used to measure the significant relationship between variables of anxiety during competition which reflects low and high anxiety at intensity interpretation of athletes and the Perception of these anxiety symptoms reflects facilitative and debilitative responses of anxiety on the performance of athletes. These competitive state anxiety measures with Cognitive state anxiety, Somatic state anxiety and Self-confidence.

Key words: Modified CSAI -2 Scale, Athletics, Indian Athletes, National and International Level

Introduction
Sport competition has become important in today’s society and extremely high expectations are placed on competing athletes regardless of competitor’s capacities, reasons for participation and skill levels. An inherent aspect of competitive athletics is the need for players to meet the demands of competition and to perform well under pressure (Craft, L.L., et. al.; 2003).
Anxiety is not directed or construed correctly, athletes lose control and performance levels when increase in performance has been the foundation need of athletes in their respective sports. Anxiety or arousal increases from drowsiness to alertness, there is a progressive increase in performance levels. When anxiety is not managed or explained correctly, athletes lose control and their performance level decreases (Weinberg, et. al.; 2010 - Raglin, J.S., et. al.; 2000). Athletes train hard to help their skills and faculty's regardless of the time they take to fulfil their expectations (Parnabas, V.A., et. al.; 2009). Anxiety has a negative influence on balance parameters and these parameters can be measured with catastrophe theory of Hardy. Catastrophe theory (Hardy, 1990), significantly influence the level of cognitive anxiety and interfere with the performance outcome. This theory states that performance is influenced by physiological arousal and cognitive anxiety. In a state of low cognitive anxiety, the relationship between physiological arousal and performance will be an inverted U. In a state of high cognitive anxiety, on the other hand, the relationship will be a catastrophe. This means that after reaching the optimal level of physiological arousal, performance will decrease dramatically (catastrophe). As a consequence, it is cognitive anxiety that prescribes the influence of physiological arousal on athletic performance. In other words it stated that
physiological arousal should only be negatively related to performance when the level of cognitive anxiety is high. In this theory, it is clear that the relationship between anxiety and performance is dynamic and may change within a few seconds. To capture these temporal dynamics of competitive anxiety, continuous measurement of anxiety during performance is necessary.

Competitive state anxiety has been one of the most important in sports. Athletes deal with anxiety which are goal-setting, breath control, imagery, positive self-talk, focus on the present, progressive relaxation, biofeedback, etc. with the help of coping strategies. These are the environmental demands which are causing of imbalanced situations of arousal or stress and these abilities are required to fulfill the expectations of competition demands. Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2D scale of John & Swain which is modified in 1995, assessed firstly, the anxiety of athletes during competition with intensity level of scale and secondly assessed the perception of these anxieties of athlete with directional level of scale. The influence of competitive anxiety upon performance has received considerable attention. It is often assumed that anxiety during competition that is, a negative emotional state characterized by feelings of nervousness, worry, apprehension and bodily arousal – has beneficial or detrimental effects upon sport performance (Weinberg & Gould, 1995).

Objective: To establish the Reliability of the CSAI-2D (Modified version) subscales on Indian Population.

Hypothesis: A high reliability of CSAI-2D (Modified version) was found on Hindi language which translated with 3x2 variables. It was further concluded that significant correlation was found among the selected 3 subscales of Competitive state Anxiety with Intensity level and directional level interpretation with the help of English and Hindi language on the Indian athletes.

Procedure and Methods

Participants:
The Indian elite level athletes (N=38) of age from 17 years to 26 years were selected for the present study. At the time of collection of the data the subjects were attending Junior National Athletics coaching camp at Sports Authority of India North centre Sonipat, Haryana, India and coaching camp of the Indian Athletics team in preparation of IIIrd Lusofonia Games 2014 at Goa, India. The data was collected with the help of Mr. Wazir Singh Athletics coach of the Indian team.

Instrument: A standardized questionnaire CSAI-2D (Modified version of CSAI-2) developed by John and Swain in 1995 was used to evaluate the extent of selected state anxiety of athletes. The CSAI-2D was translated in Hindi language with help of the expert and again rechecked by the other two experts. The questionnaire examined competitive state anxiety in 6 sub-scales (3x2 sub-scales): Cognitive State Anxiety, Somatic State Anxiety and Self-Confidence at both intensity and directional level.

Statistical Method:
As per the objective of the study selected statistical techniques use in this study were descriptive statistics, and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation to measured relationship between competitive anxiety variables to assessed the effect of anxiety on sports performance of Indian athletes and establish the Reliability of the CSAI-2D (modified version) on Indian athletes.

Results
Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation and descriptive statistical analysis was used to measure the results which shows most of the athletes used mental skills strategies to cope with anxiety symptoms during competition. There was found the significant relationship between competitive state anxiety sub-scales with the help of test-retest.

Table No.-1: Descriptive Results in Relation to Competitive State Anxiety (3x2 Variables)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Re-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cognitive State Anxiety_Intensity</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>19.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety_Intensity</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14.92</td>
<td>16.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Self-Confidence_Intensity</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>27.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Cognitive State Anxiety_Direction</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-.63</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety_Direction</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-5.45</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As depicted and evident in the table 1, the descriptive result of competitive state anxiety of athletes performance, The descriptive values (Mean ± SD) of anxiety were measured on intensity and directional level interpretation on Cognitive State Anxiety, Somatic State Anxiety and Self-Confidence of athletes. Mean and SD of athletes at Intensity level were 18.26 ± 5.44 (test) & 19.71 ± 5.73 (Retest) of cognitive state anxiety, 14.92 ± 3.99 (test) & 16.84 ± 4.78 (Retest) of somatic state anxiety, 28.05 ± 3.78 (test) & 27.26 ± 4.90 (Retest) of self-confidence, and at Directional level Mean and SD value are -.63 ±11.12 (test) & 1.58 ± 11.65 (Retest) of cognitive state anxiety, -5.45 ± 9.57 (test) & -2.92 ± 8.93 (Retest) of somatic state anxiety, 14.29 ± 5.48 (test) & 14.53 ± 5.69 (Retest) of self-confidence.

Table 2: Correlation between Test & Retest of Competitive State Anxiety (3x2 Variables)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>‘r’</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cognitive State Anxiety_Intensity</td>
<td>.635**</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety_Intensity</td>
<td>.607**</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Self-Confidence_Intensity</td>
<td>.553**</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Cognitive State Anxiety_Direction</td>
<td>.458**</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety_Direction</td>
<td>.584**</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Self-Confidence_Direction</td>
<td>.337*</td>
<td>.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Correlation significant at 0.01 levels (2-tailed)
* Correlation significant at 0.05 levels (2-tailed)

Table no.2 states the results of test-retest of all variables of competitive anxiety are significantly correlated at 0.01 levels and 0.05 levels. Self-Confidence at directional interpretation of athletes’ anxiety is significantly correlated at 0.05 levels and in case of Cognitive State Anxiety, Somatic State Anxiety & Self-Confidence at Intensity interpretation of anxiety and Somatic State Anxiety and Self-Confidence at directional interpretation of anxiety are significantly correlated at 0.01 level.

Discussion and Conclusion The purpose of the present study was to establishing reliability of 3x2 variables of competitive state anxiety at Intensity and directional Interpretation on Indian Population developed by John & Swain, 1995. Through this study, we found that the significant relationship between the Competitive State Anxiety variables on Indian Population, which are helpful in developing facilitative approaches of anxiety on athletes’ performance during competition. With the help of Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation researcher found that CSAI-2D (Modified version) scale is Reliable on Indian Population in relation to their performance.

CSAI-2D scale assessed the intensity of cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety and self-confidence which represents the affect of state anxiety on performance and in other hand directional interpretation represents the affects of these anxiety symptoms which perceived as being facilitative or debilitative to performance.
As per the previous researches on CSAI-2D the result of competitive anxiety scales is significantly effective to find the effects of anxiety on competition and training performance that means anxiety facilitative and debilitative the athlete performance through cognitive and somatic state anxiety and self-confidence.

Competitive state anxiety inventory 2D scale is helpful to find out the influence of anxiety on athletes performance and shows the positive score responses which facilitates the performance and negative score responses debilitative the performance of athlete. Further, researcher found with study materials that anxiety affects on the performance of individual. Facilitative and debilitative response of anxiety reflects individual or team performance, but in some cases Intensity interpretation of anxiety reflects high anxiety which means decreasing in the performance but the directional interpretation shows that the performance of athletes is facilitative. It means the anxiety uncertainty regarding goal attainment and coping with the situation with experienced by the athlete’s during competition performance.

To measure the parameters of anxiety we uses catastrophe theory model which reflect the influence of anxiety on athletes performance. This theory states that performance is influenced by physiological arousal and cognitive anxiety. In a state of low cognitive anxiety, the relationship between physiological arousal and performance will be an inverted U. In the other hand state of high cognitive anxiety, the relationship will be a catastrophe. This means after reaching the optimal level of physiological arousal, performance will decrease dramatically (catastrophe) and in other hand physiological arousal should only be negatively related to performance when the level of cognitive anxiety is high and dynamic changes occurs within a few seconds.

**Suggestions**

Anxiety experiences develop directly from “autonomic arousal” these are such a problematic for athlete performance which increases the physiological arousal may accompany other emotions, such as excitement or anger. These problematic physiological arousals in athlete performance can be controlled and cope with anxiety, and achieve their desired goals with the help of mental skills training. Mental Skills Training program plays an important role to facilitative performance of athletes which are requirement for best performance during sports competition.

According to this study it was found that an athlete’s without any mental skills training in their training session use to face many physiological and psychological arousal which creates negative expectancies, self-doubt, increases in heart rate and muscular tension. Changes in physiological and psychological arousal of athletes performance can be controlled with the uses of mental skills training (MST) program in their training session as it had a high correlation in terms of performance in competition.

**References**


Abstract
The study is designed to analyze the effect of foot arch index on speed and power performance of college boys and girls of age ranged between sixteen to twenty years. For this purpose the researcher selected 2000 boys and girls in total at random from different institutions of Vikrama Simhapuri University area, of Sri Potti SreeRamu Nellore district, Andhra Pradesh. Out of them data of 300 boys and 300 girls with high foot arch -100 students, medium foot arch -100 students, low foot arch -100 students were taken for the study. It was hypothesized that boys may be better than the girls in speed and power performance. High foot arch students may be better than the medium and low foot arch students in the speed performance. Medium foot arch students may perform better than low foot arch students in the speed and power performance. To find out the speed and power of the subjects long jump test was administered. ANOVA statistical technique was used to find out the results of the study. The results show that boys have better than the girls in speed and power performance. High foot arch students have better than the medium and low foot arch students in the speed and power performance. Medium foot arch students have perform better than low foot arch students in the speed and power performance.

Key words:- Foot arch, Speed, Power, Long Jump, ANOVA.

Introduction
Foot is the main organ for the all Physical fitness activities of the body. Speed and power of any athlete depends on their foot structure. All the physical education professionals generally select the students to which the game/event based on their physical structure (body type) only. As a result many of the students are not perfectly performing in their respective game/events. If we categorize the subjects not only depending on their physical structure (body type) but also on the anatomical structure of the foot and its arch one can expect good results. The human foot is at once the most functional, the most intricate part of the anatomy. The intricate skeletal structure of the foot is capable of propelling the body in any direction at high speed. As the structure that supports the body in every aspect of upright movement, the foot is exposed to constant physical stresses.

SPEED: Speed is the ability to make rapid movement of the same type in the shortest possible time. Speed is a combination of reaction time and movement time.

POWER: The ability to perform a movement with strength at speed. Power is the combination of speed and strength but needs to be trained regularly to get the best coordination between these two attributes. It is the quality of a muscle to contract forcefully in the quickest possible time.

HYPOTHESIS: It was hypothesized that boys may be better than the girls in selected variables. High foot arch students may be better than the medium and low foot arch students in the selected variables. Medium foot arch students may perform better than low foot arch students in the selected variables.

METHODOLOGY:
The purpose of this investigation is to analyze the effect of foot arch index on Power and Speed of college boys and girls of age ranged between sixteen to twenty years. The study is designed to analyse the effect of foot arch on power and speed of college boys and girls of age ranged between sixteen to twenty years. The scholar selected 2000 boys and girls in total at random from different institutions of VikramaSimhapuri.
University area, of Sri Potti SreeRamulu Nellore district, Andhra Pradesh. Out of them data of 300 boys and 300 girls with high foot arch-100 students, medium foot arch-100 students, low foot arch-100 students were taken for the statistical analysis.

**FOOT ARCH INDEX:** Foot arch angle is measured using the method described by Cavanaugh and Rodgers (1987). This has been considered to be an easy and reliable method to calculate the foot arch index. The foot arch index has also been taken to be a valid predictor of arch height by MC. Crory et al. (1995)

Speed and power of the subjects were measured by using long jump test.

**LONG JUMP TEST**

**TABLE – I**
Means & S.D’s of scores on Long Jump

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot type</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Average Boys &amp; Girls Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>4.373</td>
<td>3.192</td>
<td>3.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S D</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>4.296</td>
<td>3.180</td>
<td>3.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S D</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>3.913</td>
<td>3.158</td>
<td>3.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S D</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFA</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>4.194</td>
<td>3.181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S D</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows that the long jump performance of the subjects with high foot arch could jump maximum distance (M=3.783 m) followed by the subjects with medium foot arch (M=3.744 m) whereas subjects with low foot arch could jump least distance (M=3.536 m) only. And also table clearly shows that girl subjects shows poor performance when compare with boys in all three foot arches.

**TABLE – II**
Summary of ANOVA of scores on Long Jump

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>7.084</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.542</td>
<td>17.366*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENDER</td>
<td>153.986</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>153.986</td>
<td>754.995*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA *Gender</td>
<td>5.150</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.575</td>
<td>12.625*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>121.150</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>287.370</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a R squared=.578 (Adjusted R Squared=.575)

**Significant at 0.01 level**

The ‘F’ value of 17.366 for the variable foot arch is significant beyond 0.01 level, clearly indicating that there are significant differences among the 3 groups of students with different foot arch types in their long jump event. The shape of the Foot Arch has significant effect on long jump event. Among the 3 groups of subjects with different shapes of foot arch students with high foot arch covered a longer distance of 3.783 m and the medium foot arch students mean=3.744 and subjects with low foot arch, whose performance is very poor covered a distance of 3.536 m

**Discussion:**
The first hypothesis states that boys and girls differ significantly in their power and speed for long jump event are significant beyond 0.01 level of significance indicating that there is significant difference between boys and girls in their power and speed performance. In long jump event boys perform better (M=4.194 m) when compared to girls (M=3.181 m) and it was also found that high foot arch boys and girls were significantly better than that of medium foot arched and low foot arch. The second hypothesis stated that there would be significant differences among the subjects with the different types of foot arch in
their long jump performance. The F value of 17.366 for long jump event is significant beyond 0.01 level suggesting that subject with high foot arch index have better performance than the medium and low foot arch index in both gender.

The third hypothesis stated that the medium foot arch index boys (M= 4.296) and girls (M= 3.180) shows that better performance than the low foot arch index boys (M=3.913) and girls (M=3.158).

Conclusions

Based on the results of the data the following conclusions are made,

- Boys performed better than girls in power and speed activity in long jump.
- Subjects with high foot arch performed better than subjects with medium foot arch and low foot arch respectively on power and speed activity in long jump.
- There is a significant interaction between gender and foot arch type with regard to power and speed activity in long jump.
- Subjects with high foot arch can execute any movement coordinately and efficiently than others.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to assess and found interactive relationship between directional interpretation and intensity interpretation during the competition anxiety. The total thirty eight (38) athletes were selected to measure the correlation between Intensity and direction of Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2D (Modified version) with the help of Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation. The responses of the athletes had given on Competitive anxiety questionnaire in Hindi and English language. According to responses researcher assessed the interactive relationship between sub-scales Intensity and Directional interpretation on Cognitive Anxiety, Somatic Anxiety and Self-confidence. This study revealed that Anxiety is required to measure the performance during competition. The competitive state anxiety assessed on International and National Level 38 Indian athletes from Athletics discipline, whose prove that the anxiety can be facilitate and debilitate the performance of athletes’. With the help of statistical techniques Descriptive and Pearson’s Correlation statistical analysis use to define the Interactive relationship between the Direction and Intensity interpretation of Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2D on Indian population. The Pearson’s Correlation method used to measures significant relationship between direction and intensity variables of state anxiety scales during competition. To find the effects of Intensity of anxiety and Perception of these anxiety symptoms on performance State anxiety had been measured with Cognitive state anxiety, Somatic state anxiety and Self-confidence sub-scales. According to the results and finding of the present research study, it is recommended that coaches must use mental skills program to learn the strategies for coping with anxiety during training and competition and to create facilitative approaches in relations of anxiety and higher performance.

Key words: Modified CSAI -2 Scale, Athletics, Indian Athletes, National and International Level

Introduction
“Winning means doing your best and the key to doing your best is correctly understand your goals, strengths and weakness. You can have two athletes of equal skill and physical make up but the one with the stronger mind will usually be the one who will come out on top” (Dr. Andrew Jacobs, 1991). Sport competition has become important in today’s society and placed extremely high expectations on competing athletes regardless of competitors’ capacities, reasons for participation and skill levels. An inherent aspect of competitive athletics is the need for players to meet the demands of competition and to perform well under pressure (Craft, L.L., et. al.; 2003). Anxiety or arousal increases from drowsiness to alertness, there is a progressive increase in the performance levels. On the other hand, when arousal continues to increase beyond alertness to over-excitement, the performance levels decrease significantly.
Anxiety is not directed or construed correctly, athletes lose control and performance levels when increase in performance has been the foundation need of what dreamed by all athletes to stand out in their respective sports. Athletes train hard to help their skills and faculty’s regardless of the time they take to fulfill this (Parnabas, V.A., et. al.; 2009). When anxiety is not managed or explained correctly, athletes lose control and their performance levels decrease (Weinberg, et. al.; 2010 - Raglin, J.S., et. al.; 2000). It is not possible that fatigue and anxiety are synonym with sport across different cultures with the kind of stress present in each society.

Anxiety has a negative influence on balance parameters and these parameters can be measured with catastrophe theory of Hardy. Catastrophe theory (Hardy, 1990), significantly influence the level of cognitive anxiety and interfere with the performance outcome. This theory states that performance is influenced by physiological arousal and cognitive anxiety. In a state of low cognitive anxiety, the relationship between physiological arousal and performance will be an inverted U. In a state of high cognitive anxiety, on the other hand, the relationship will be a catastrophe. This means that after reaching the optimal level of physiological arousal, performance will decrease dramatically (catastrophe). As a consequence, it is cognitive anxiety that prescribes the influence of physiological arousal on athletic performance. In other words it stated that physiological arousal should only be negatively related to performance when the level of cognitive anxiety is high. In this theory, it is clear that the relationship between anxiety and performance is dynamic and may change within a few seconds. To capture these temporal dynamics of competitive anxiety, continuous measurement of anxiety during performance is necessary.

Competitive anxiety has been one of the most important in sports. Athletes deal with anxiety which are goal-setting, breath control, imagery, positive self-talk, focus on the present, progressive relaxation, biofeedback, etc. with the help of coping strategies. These are the environmental demands which are causing of imbalanced situations of arousal or stress and these abilities are required to fulfill the expectations of competition demands. Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2D scale of John & Swain which is modified in 1995, they assessed firstly, the anxiety of athletes during competition with intensity level of scale and secondly assessed the perception of these anxiety of athlete with directional level of scale. The effect of competitive anxiety upon performance has received considerable attention. It is often assumed that anxiety during competition – that is, a negative emotional state characterized by feelings of nervousness, worry, apprehension and bodily arousal – has beneficial or detrimental effects upon sport performance (Weinberg & Gould, 1995).

Objective
The main objectives of the study were to find out the competitive state anxiety scales interactive relationship on Indian athletes,

Hypothesis
There would be significant interactive correlation among the selected 3 sub-scales of Competitive state Anxiety on Indian athletes.

Procedure and Methods
Participants:
The Indian elite level athletes (N=38) above aged from 17 years were selected for the present study. At the time of collection of the data the subjects were attending Junior Indian National coaching camp of Athletics at coaching center of Sports Authority of India at Sonnepat, Haryana, India and IIIrd Lusofonia Games 2014.
coaching camp of Athletics at Goa, India. All the data would be collected with the help of National Coach, Sports Authority of India Mr. Wazir Singh,

Instrumentation:
A standardized questionnaire CSAI-2D (Modified version of CSAI-2) developed by John and Swain in 1995 was used to evaluate the extent of selected state anxiety of athlete’s. The questionnaire was used in Hindi and English both language for examine the interactive relationship between variables Cognitive State Anxiety, Somatic State Anxiety and Self-Confidence of competitive state anxiety at intensity and directional level both.

Statistical Method:
As per the objective of the study selected statistical techniques Descriptive Statistics, and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation was used in the present study to measured interactive relationship between competitive anxiety variables, which used to assessed the effect of anxiety on Indian athletes sports performance.

Results
Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation and descriptive statistical analysis was used to measure the results which shows most of the athletes used mental skills strategies to cope with anxiety symptoms during competition. There was found the significant interactive relationship between competitive state anxiety sub-scales.

Table No.-1: Descriptive Results of Interactive Relationship between the Competitive State Anxiety Variables at Direction and Intensity Interpretation of Anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cognitive State Anxiety_Intensity</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety_Intensity</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.92</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Self-Confidence_Intensity</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety_Direction</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>-5.45</td>
<td>9.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Self-Confidence_Direction</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Sport Performance</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Achievements</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Total Performance</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As depicted in the table no.-1, the descriptive result of Interactive Relationship between the Competitive State Anxiety Variables at Direction and Intensity Interpretation of Indian Athletes’. The descriptive values (Mean ± SD) of anxiety were measured on Intensity and Directional interpretation on Cognitive State Anxiety, Somatic State Anxiety and Self-Confidence of athletes with performance. Mean and SD value of athletes at Intensity level are 18.26 ± 5.44 value of cognitive state anxiety, 14.92 ± 3.99 value of somatic state anxiety, 28.05 ± 3.78 value of self-confidence, and at Directional level Interpretation Mean and SD value are -.63 ±11.12 value of cognitive state anxiety, -5.45 ± 9.57 value of somatic state anxiety, 14.29 ± 5.48 value of self-confidence of Competitive state Anxiety Inventory-2D scale.

Table No.-2: Correlation between the Interactive Relationship between Competitive State Anxiety Variables at Direction and Intensity Interpretation of Anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Interactive relationship between Direction and Intensity</th>
<th>‘r’</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cognitive State Anxiety</td>
<td>Interactive relationship between Direction and Intensity</td>
<td>.674*</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Somatic State Anxiety</td>
<td>Interactive relationship between Direction and Intensity</td>
<td>.484*</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Self-Confidence</td>
<td>Interactive relationship between Direction and Intensity</td>
<td>.344*</td>
<td>.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table no.2 states the results of Interactive relationship between Competitive State Anxiety variables at Direction and Intensity interpretation of anxiety was significantly correlated. There was positive interactive relationship between Direction and intensity interpretation of anxiety on the variable Cognitive State Anxiety and Somatic State Anxiety and Self-Confidence.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

The purpose of the present study was to measure the Interactive relationship between Direction and Intensity interpretation of anxiety during competition on Indian Population with the help of **CSAI-2D (Modified version) developed by John & Swain, 1995**. In this study with the help of Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation researcher found the significant relationship between Direction and Intensity interpretation of anxiety variables, which are helpful in developing facilitative approaches of anxiety on athletes’ performance during competition. According to further research anxiety effects on athletes’ performance during competition which facilitate and debilitating the performance through cognitive and somatic state anxiety and self-confidence. CSAI-2D scale assessed the intensity of cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety and self-confidence which represents the affect of state anxiety on performance and in other hand directional interpretation represents the these anxiety symptoms affects which perceived as being facilitative or debilitating the performance. At the Directional interpretation of CSAI-2D is helpful to find the effect of anxiety on athletes’ performance where positive score responses facilitative the performance of athlete and negative score debilitating the performance of athlete.

**Suggestions**

According to the positive relationship between variables of anxiety scale reflects uncertainty regarding goal attainment and coping with the situation which experienced by the athlete’s in relation to performance. This anxiety indicates belief that an athlete experiences develop directly from “autonomic arousal” these are such a problematic for athlete performance which increases the physiological arousal and may accompany other emotions, such as excitement or anger. The problematic physiological arousal in athlete performance can be controlled and cope with anxiety, and achieve the desired goals with the help of mental skills program strategies. Mental Skills Training plays an important role to facilitative performance of athletes which are requirement for best performance during sports competition. According to the present study it was found that an athlete’s without any mental skills training in their training session use to face many physiological and psychological arousal which creates negative expectancies, self-doubt, increases in heart rate and muscular tension. Changes in physiological and psychological arousal of athletes performance can be controlled with the uses of mental skills training (MST) program in their training session as it had a high correlation in terms of performance in competition.
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Abstract:
Risk usually arises out of uncertainty and is usually interpreted in layman's terms as the probability of failure. Most significant among all the other risks, credit risk is applicable to all banks as they give loans. Credit risk is risk due to uncertainty in counterparty's ability to meet its obligations. The level of risk will be indicated by risk ratings. Based upon the credit rating, the lending institution decides whether or not to extend credit. The pricing of loans normally should be linked to risk rating. At best-practice banks, the internal loan grading system is used as the basis for the determination of "economic capital" allocations that vary substantially across grades. Risk-sensitive determination of minimum capital requirements is an essential goal of Basel II. The option of using internal rating systems for the assessment of credit risks is extremely relevant to achieve this goal. A significant innovation of the revised Framework is the greater use of assessments of risk provided by banks' internal systems as inputs to capital calculations. The internal ratings-based approach (IRB), according to Basel II, enables financial institutions to utilize their many years of experience and industry-specific knowledge in the form of internal ratings models. This will increase the precision of their determinations and achieve lasting competitive advantages in the area of tension that exists between loan default risk and costs of capital. Credit Risk Rating Platform offers a comprehensive solution for Basel II-compliant credit risk management. This platform supports the multi-dimensional requirements involved in implementing credit risk rating models as well as ensuring compliance with supervisory provisions. RBI has already issued the guidelines for implementing the Basel II framework in the Indian banking system. Banks must have robust systems in place to evaluate the accuracy and consistency system, processing and the estimation of the PDs.
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Introduction
Credit risk means risk of payment default. Credit risk or default risk involves inability or unwillingness of a customer or counterparty to meet commitments in relation to lending, trading, hedging, settlement and other financial transactions. Credit risk is the primary financial risk in the banking system and exists in virtually all income-producing activities. Credit risk affects the lenders highly. Trust is fundamental to the existence of any bank. The public deposit their hard-earned savings in the bank based on the confidence that the bank would return their money on demand and pay them interest for the money deposited. A prudent banker would thus need to ensure that the funds placed in their custody by public are deployed in avenues that are safe. The lending activity of a bank is particularly important to the economy as it caters to the credit requirements of business concerns for their expansion activities or working capital requirements. To sum up main idea of credit risk assessment of Baroda bank is to develop an understanding of how credit risk rating of corporate loans is carried out in a bank. With the changing business environment and emergence of the global economy, the risks associated with lending have increased manifold. However, of the many risks, the most fundamental of all is the credit risk. The challenge for any banker is to do a thorough credit assessment of the customer to ensure safety of loan. Any negligence on part of the assessing can lead to bad debts, which affect the asset quality and financial health of the bank. Improper financial health of the bank erodes the trust of the depositors, which makes it vulnerable to a 'run' on its deposits. Dealing with non-performing loans also results in a huge waste of employee's time and energy in legal wrangling and recovery proceedings. Credit risk assessment at the point of the customer interface holds the key in the overall credit risk management policy of any bank. The basic information needed to assess the creditworthiness is 3 C's of Credit: Character, Capability and Collateral. A banker will have to collect
information from the client so as to arrive at the creditworthiness in the form of a credit rating for the company or entity.

Also under the Basel II norms, risk profiling of borrowers would become necessary, as banks would have to allocate capital depending on the credit rating of the borrower. An understanding of the client's track record, managerial expertise and integrity will help the banker’s assessment regarding the safety of the bank’s funds. A basic understanding of the nature of the client's business is necessary while evaluating the loan proposal. “Bank of Baroda” was founded by Maharaja of Baroda Sir Sayajirao Gaekwad III on July 20, 1908 in the princely state of Baroda, in Gujarat. The bank, along with 13 other major commercial banks of India, was nationalized on 19 July 1969, by the Government of India. BoB has total assets in excess of Rs. 2.27 lakh crores, or Rs. 2,274 billion, a network of over 3000 branches and offices, and about 1100+ ATMs.

**International Presence:** In its international expansion Bank of Baroda followed the Indian Diaspora, and especially that of the Gujaratis. It has significant international presence with a network of 72 offices in 25 countries, six subsidiaries, and four representative offices.

**Methodology:**

The methodology used is as follows:

In order to fulfill the stated objectives of the study, the needed Information was collected from ‘Integrated Risk Management Department’ (IRMD) of Bank of Baroda.

**Primary data:** Primary data was collected from the bank’s process notes, rating systems annexure, rating model circulars, risk rating modules, rating sheets and one to one interaction with employees of the bank.

**Secondary data:** Secondary data was collected from books, journals, and web based resources. This included RBI guidance note on credit risk management, CRISIL industry rating reports, financial newspapers, RBI website, as well as BIS website.

In addition, the operations of IRMD department (credit risk rating for Basel-II purpose), Bank of Baroda were studied through:

- Interaction with senior officials
- Observation of credit risk rating model application

**Data analysis:**

A descriptive analysis was used with respect to the rating process and rating model.

**SCOPE:**

An extensive study was done on the new Basel-II compliant credit risk rating model and on the loan process note of bank with respect to corporate loans alone.

The basic differences between Basel-I & Basel-II

- **Basel-I:** Banks are required to maintain capital only for credit risk. Uniform risk weights are prescribed for various types of exposures. Banks are required to use the same risk weights irrespective of the quality of the portfolios. This made the accord risk non-sensitive.
- No capital charge for Operational Risk.

- **Basel-II:** Banks have to maintain capital for Credit Risk, Market Risk, & Operational Risk also.

Risk weights depend on the quality of the portfolios. Risk weights are to be decided based on the credit rating by approved External Credit Rating agencies such as CARE, CRISIL, FITCH or ICRA.

Banks have to maintain capital charge for operational risk too. And it is revised frame work on banking supervision. Basel-I only acts for credit risk and market risk, but Basel-II includes operational risk and other risks also. Basel-II aims to make capital requirements more risk sensitive.

**Findings:**

BANK OF BARODA has adapted BASEL II model with effect from April 2006. This enabled it keep pace with competition and to retain market share. All corporate accounts with exposures above Rs. 1.00 crore are rated under the new Credit Risk Rating model and the basic differences between Basel-I & Basel-II was:

- Basel-I only acts for credit risk and market risk, but Basel-II includes operational risk and other risks also.

Basel-II aims to make capital requirements more risk sensitive.

CRRM rigorously evaluates the risk associated with a particular borrower.

The new credit risk rating model is software driven and technical in nature, users need some training on its usage. The new credit risk rating model provides a scientific and robust method for assessing credit risk rating of a client. Bank of Baroda has rated over 300 accounts with credit exposure of Rs.1.00 crore and above, under the new credit risk rating model in parallel run.

The Bank is following RBI guidelines promptly and with diligence. It helps the bank to cope with competition. This discipline can contribute to a safe and sound banking environment.
Various credit rating models followed by Bank of Baroda result in differentiating the degree of credit risk in different credit exposures of a bank. The Bank prices different products differently for different customers based on the credit rating assigned to them. Bank's capital requirements depend on the rating of the structured assets they hold, as well as large losses in the banking industry. Borrowers work diligently to improve their credit rating, which helps them to get the credit easily and with less interest rate. The decisions related to renewal, enhancement of limits will depend mostly on upgradation or degradation of loan. Credit risk assessment is also not a one-time activity, but an ongoing part of the relationship with the customer.

**Conclusion:**
Given the pressures of globalization, liberalization, consolidation and disintermediation, it is important that banks have robust credit risk management policies and procedures which are sensitive and responsive to these pressures. Banks need risk management packages not only to adhere Basel II, also for effective risk management and mitigation, effective capital allocation, gain competitive advantage, develop the robust system and process, improve reporting systems and transparency, and cost reduction through detailed data analysis. The soundness of the banking system is one of the most important issues for the regulatory authorities and for the financial system stability. A well managed credit risk rating systems promote bank safety and soundness by facilitating informed decision making. Rating systems measure credit risk and differentiate individual credits and groups of credits by the risk they pose. This allows bank management and an examiner to monitor changes and trends in risk levels. The process also allows bank management to manage risk to optimize returns. Credit approval and underwriting use the credit ratings to determine or influence who is authorized to approve a credit, how much credit will be extended or held, and the structure of the credit facility (collateral, repayment terms, guarantor, etc). Credit risk ratings also guide price settings in a way that taking credit risk must be sufficient to compensate for the risk to earnings and capital. Higher risk credits should be reviewed and analyzed more frequently. Thus credit risk ratings strongly influence banks decision to buy, sell, hold and hedge credit facilities.

**Suggestions For Further Study:**
Each borrower within a portfolio must be assigned the rating before a loan is originated. The risk rating system should be dynamic ratings should change when risk changes. Given the importance and subjective nature of credit rating, the credit ratings should be subjected to review at least annually. Rating must be updated at least on annual basis. Higher risk credits should be reviewed and analyzed more frequently, and higher risk borrowers normally should be concentrated more frequently.
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Abstract
The purpose of the present study was to find out the effect of weight training and circuit weight training on strength and physiological variables among male players of various games and sports. For this purpose, forty five male players studying in various colleges around Thiruvallur, Tamilnadu, were selected as subjects. The age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 23 years. They were divided into three equal groups, each group consisted of fifteen subjects, in which experimental group - I underwent weight training, experimental group - II underwent circuit weight training and group - III acted as control who did not participate in any special activities apart from their regular activities. The training period for the present study was three days (alternative days) in a week for twelve weeks. Prior to and after the experimental period, the subjects were tested on back strength, strength endurance and resting pulse rate. Back strength was assessed by administering dynamometer in kilograms, strength endurance was assessed by administering sit-ups test in numbers per minute and resting pulse rate was assessed by counting the pulse at resting condition of the subject for one minute. The Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was applied to find out any significant difference between the experimental groups and control group on selected criterion variables. Whenever the adjusted post-test mean was found to be significant, the Scheffé S was used as post-hoc test. The result of the study shows that the weight training and circuit weight training groups were increased the back strength, strength endurance and resting pulse rate significantly (P > .05). It was concluded from the results of the study that weight training and circuit weight training has brought positive changes in back strength, strength endurance and resting pulse rate as compared to the control groups. It was concluded that no significant difference was found between the weight training group and circuit weight training group on selected criterion variables.

Key words: Weight training, Weight circuit training, Back strength, Strength endurance, Resting pulse rate, ANCOVA.

Introduction
Weight training is a common type of strength training for developing the strength and size of the skeletal muscles. It uses the force of gravity (in the form of weighted bars, dumbbells or weight stacks) to oppose the force generated by muscle through concentric or eccentric contraction.[1] The basic principles of strength training involve a manipulation of the number of repetitions (reps), sets, tempo, exercises and force to cause the desired changes in strength, endurance, size or shape by overloading a group of muscles.[2] Weight training boosts VO2 max, the maximum capacity of an individual’s body to transport and use oxygen during incremental exercise, which reflects the physical fitness of the individual.[3] Circuit training is a workout routine that combines cardiovascular fitness and resistance training. It was first proposed in the late 1950s as a method to develop general fitness.[4] In planning a circuit training programme, exercises are chosen to fit the need of the individual. [5] Circuit weight training (CWT) was developed in the 1950's to address the question of whether one program can increase muscular strength and endurance while working the aerobic system.[6] In a circuit weight training session, heart rate average around 80% of max, but oxygen consumption only 40% of VO2max, which is the minimum level for aerobic fitness improvements.[7] Back strength plays a vital role in the daily activities of human being. It is an essential factor for including in almost all games and sports. Strength endurance is defined as the capacity of the whole organism to
The pulse of an individual, or the rate at which his heart beats, can facilitate a quick evaluation of the individual's health.

Methodology
Forty-five male sports persons around Thiruvallur, Tamil Nadu studying in various colleges were selected as subjects. The age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 23 (mean age = 21.0 ± 0.7 months) years. Design: The selected subjects were divided into three equal groups, each group consisted of fifteen subjects, in which group - I (n=15) underwent weight training, group - II (n=15) underwent circuit weight training and group - III (n=15) acted as control, which did not participate in any special activities apart from their regular curricular activities. The training period for weight training group and circuit weight training group was three days (alternative days) per week for twelve weeks. The researcher consulted with the physical education professionals and coaches of various games and sports and selected the following variables as criterion variables: 1. back strength, 2. strength endurance and 3. resting pulse rate. The back strength was assessed by using leg lift with dynamometer and it was recorded in kilograms, strength endurance was assessed by administering sit-ups test and it was recorded in numbers per minutes and resting pulse rate was assessed by using the wet spirometer and it was recorded in liters. For the purpose of collection of data the subjects were asked to report early morning, one day prior and one day after experimental period. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was applied to find out the significant difference if any, among the experimental groups and control group on selected criterion variables separately. In all the cases, .05 level of confidence was fixed to test the significance, which was considered appropriate. Whenever the ‘F’ ratio was a significant in adjusted post test mean, the Scheffé S was applied as post-hoc test.

Results
The data collected on back strength, strength endurance and resting pulse rate among weight training group, circuit weight training group and control group were analysed and presented in Table – I. ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON SELECTED CRITERION VARIABLES AMONG EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS AND CONTROL GROUP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Weight Training Group</th>
<th>Circuit Weight Training Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>‘F’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back strength (in Kgs.)</td>
<td>Pre-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>58.60 ± 5.816</td>
<td>58.33 ± 6.17</td>
<td>56.4 ± 6.127</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>62.13 ± 5.693</td>
<td>61.33 ± 5.92</td>
<td>55.40 ± 4.595</td>
<td>6.871*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adj. Post-test Mean</td>
<td>61.454</td>
<td>60.874</td>
<td>56.539</td>
<td>22.285*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength Endurance (No./min)</td>
<td>Pre-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>32.47 ± 3.226</td>
<td>30.67 ± 2.19</td>
<td>32.07 ± 3.282</td>
<td>1.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>35.27 ± 3.081</td>
<td>34.13 ± 2.20</td>
<td>31.20 ± 3.052</td>
<td>8.381*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adj. Post-test Mean</td>
<td>34.680</td>
<td>34.987</td>
<td>30.933</td>
<td>31.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting pulse rate (No./min)</td>
<td>Pre-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>66.267 ± 4.21</td>
<td>65.467 ± 3.06</td>
<td>66.53 ± 3.33</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>64.867 ± 4.22</td>
<td>63.933 ± 3.03</td>
<td>66.87 ± 3.39</td>
<td>2.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adj. Post-test Mean</td>
<td>64.692</td>
<td>64.545</td>
<td>66.430</td>
<td>29.754*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*Significant 0.05 level of confidence. (The table values required for significance at .05 level of confidence with df 1 and 28 and 1 and 27 were 4.20 and 4.21 respectively).

Table – I shows that pre and post test means 'f' ratio of weight training group, circuit weight training group and control group on back strength were 0.593, which was not significant (p > 0.05) and 6.871, which was significant (p < 0.05). The adjusted post test mean 'f' ratio value of experimental groups and control group was 22.285, which was significant (p < 0.05). The pre and post test means 'f' ratio of weight training group, circuit weight training group and control group on strength endurances were 1.555, which was not significant (p > 0.05) and 8.381, which was significant (p < 0.05). The adjusted post test mean 'f' ratio value of experimental groups and control group was 31.22, which was significant (p < 0.05). The pre and post test means 'f' ratio of weight training group, circuit weight training group and control group on resting pulse rate was 0.362 and 14.25, which was not significant (p > 0.05). The adjusted post test mean 'f' ratio value of experimental groups and control group was 29.754, which was significant (p > 0.05).

Table - II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHEFFÉ’S TEST FOR THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED POST-TEST MEAN ON SELECTED CRITERION VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusted Post-test Mean on Back strength</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Training Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Adjusted Post-test Mean on Strength endurances</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Adjusted Post-test Mean on Resting pulse rate</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at .05 level of confidence.

Table – II shows that the Scheffé’s Test for the difference between adjusted post-test mean in back strength of weight training group and control group (4.915) and circuit weight training group and control group (4.335), which were significant at .05 level of confidence. There was a significant difference in strength endurances between weight training group and control group (3.747) and circuit weight training group and control group (4.054) and also there was a significant difference on resting pulse rate between weight training group and control group (1.738) and circuit weight training group and control group (1.885) which was significant at 0.05 level of confidence after the respective training programme.

**Conclusions**

There was a significant improvement in back strength after the weight training period [11,14]. There was a significant improvement in strength endurance due to weight training [11] and circuit weight training [13]. The decrease in resting pulse rate was significantly higher for weight training group [15,14] and for circuit weight training group [16] when compared with the control group. It was also found that there was no significant difference was found between the weight training group and circuit weight training group on selected criterion variables.
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Abstract
This investigation was purported to analyze the selected psychological skills of male and female participants in different sport domains. For this reason, 320 sportsperson from different sport domains (individual and team sports) were selected as subjects from Guntur district, Andhra Pradesh, India. These subjects were in the age group of 18 to 21 years, and they were tested for their level of achievement motivation and competitive anxiety using standardized instruments. The data collected were subjected to statistical analysis by means of Two-way ANOVA, and simple effect test. The confidence interval was fixed at p < 0.05 in all cases. The research findings imply that difference in gender and participation in different sport domains contributes to the variation in developmental process on achievement motivation and anxiety.

Introduction
Every human being is born with specific physical and psychological strengths and weaknesses, yet the skills are learned and developed through day to day endeavours. Irrespective of the sport in question, an athlete’s success or failure is dependent on a combination of physical and mental abilities (Nideffer, 1976). Psychological, social and physical development process project powerful influences on sport participation, defined broadly as engagement, learning, and performance in sports. Sport experiences often foster citizenship, social success, positive peer relationships, leadership skills, and a sense of initiative in participants.

The highly desirable benefits of a physically active lifestyle are mastery of motor and sport-specific skills that contribute to competence in lifelong physical activities, attaining social and psychological life skills (e.g., interpersonal skills, resistance skills), and improving developmental outcomes such as confidence, self-regulation, character, motivation, and perseverance (Weiss, 2008).

Developmental sport psychology is the term for the area of study focused on determining the role of sport participation experiences in developing psychological, social, and physical competencies. The acquisition of sport skill expertise is both a product of development and a process for development, meaning that psychological development affects sport skill acquisition and that the sport skill acquisition process results in psychological changes.

Youth sport participants themselves give many specific reasons or motives for sports participation, and typically have higher perceptions of competence and control than those who drop out. Competence motivation theory suggests that mastery behaviour in activities such as sport is predicted by one’s perceptions of ability and sense of control over performance situations. Achievement goal theory shows that behaviour is often predicted by children’s perceptions of their abilities and their goal perspectives, meaning their views on what it means to be successful in sport.

Contemporary thinking views stress as a dynamic relationship between athletes and their practice and competition environment. Specifically, performers appraise the demands to cope with these demands. Inherent within this approach is the perspective that performers will encounter many different demands that
tax their resources and it is the athletes’ perceived ability to cope with these that form the process of stress. If athletes feel that they cannot cope with the demands then they are then likely to experience different levels of competition anxiety.

Elite athletes repeatedly have to perform under high pressure, and it is therefore not surprising that psychological characteristics often distinguish those successful at the highest standard from their less successful counterparts (Morris, 2000). Early research evidence already supported an association between psychological characteristics and sports performance (Morgan & Pollock, 1977; Morgan, 1979; May et al., 1985). Further research evolved with an emphasis in identifying psychological skills relevant to sport (Meyers et al., 1996). Yet, it is not self-evident that the relation between psychological skills and performance level is similar for different types of sports or for males and females. The conceptualization of sport structure plays a vital role in the modification of psychological skills. Furthermore, gender differences play a prominent role in the enhancement of psychological skills of athletes participating in different sports. Thereby, the analysis of psychological skills of male and female athletes participating in different sports is necessitated to understand the gender difference and nature of activity in developing the psychological skills. The main aim of this investigation was to analyze the selected psychological skills (achievement motivation and competitive anxiety) of male and female participants in different sport domains.

Methodology
In this study, 320 sportsperson from different sport domains (individual and team sports) were selected as subjects from Guntur district, Andhra Pradesh, India. The subjects selected in the domain of individual sports consist of 74 male and 58 female sportsperson, whereas, 105 male and 83 female sportsperson considered as subjects from that of team sports. The subjects selected were position holders in the district level tournament in respective sports. The age of the subjects were ranged between 18 and 21 years. The participants in athletics, badminton, table tennis, tennis, power lifting, and weight lifting were considered to be as subjects categorized as individual sports in this study, while the basketball, cricket, football, handball, hockey, kabaddi, khokho, and volleyball players were considered as subjects belonging to team sports. These sports of different domains were chosen considering the popularity and achievement of the sportsperson in State level tournaments. The selected subjects were tested for their level of achievement motivation and competitive anxiety using standardized instruments. The data collected were subjected to statistical analysis by means of Two-way ANOVA, and simple effect test. The confidence interval was fixed at p < 0.05 in all cases.

Results
The data on achievement motivation and competitive anxiety were analysed for statistical significant gender difference and the influence of participating in individual and team sports. And all those results were tabulated in tables from 1 through 6.

Table – 1: Mean and Standard Deviation on Achievement Motivation among Sportsperson of different Sports Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Sports Domain</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Individual Sports</td>
<td>26.689</td>
<td>3.420</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Sports</td>
<td>24.962</td>
<td>3.905</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Individual Sports</td>
<td>25.431</td>
<td>3.550</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Sports</td>
<td>27.289</td>
<td>2.878</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious from Table-1 that female has more achievement motivation than their counterpart irrespective of their sports. Furthermore, it is observed that participants in individual sports are highly motivated to achieve compared to those engaged team sports. The data on achievement motivation have been analyzed by two-way analysis of variance to determine the gender difference and the influence of participation in different sports domains, and the obtained results are presented in Table-2.

Table – 2: Two-Way Analysis Of Variance On Achievement Motivation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>21.843</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.843</td>
<td>1.799</td>
<td>.181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It is observed from Table-2 that the achievement motivation between gender (male and female) irrespective of sports domain is $F(1, 316) = 1.799$, ($p = 0.181$), which indicates that no significant differences exist between male and female irrespective of sports domain (individual and team sports) on achievement motivation. Moreover, the achievement motivation between sports domain (individual and team sports) irrespective of gender is $F(1, 316) = 0.027$, ($p = 0.870$), which indicates that no significant differences exist between individual and team sports irrespective of gender on achievement motivation.

But, the obtained $F(1, 316) = 20.232$, ($p < 0.05$) value for the two-way interaction of gender (male and female) and sports domain (individual and team sports), reveals a significant difference on achievement motivation. It establishes the existence of significant differences in the two-way interaction effect on achievement motivation. Since, the interaction effect is significant, the simple effect test has been applied as follow up test and it is presented in Table-3.

### Table – 3: The Simple Effect Test on Achievement Motivation among Sportsperson of different Sports Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Squares</th>
<th>$F$ ratio</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Individual Sports</td>
<td>51.470</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51.470</td>
<td>4.239</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Team Sports</td>
<td>251.071</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>251.071</td>
<td>20.677</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Domain and Male</td>
<td>129.508</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>129.508</td>
<td>10.666</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Domain and Female</td>
<td>117.879</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>117.879</td>
<td>9.708</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3836.983</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>12.142</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-3 reveals that statistically significant difference on achievement motivation exists between male and female sportsperson participating in individual sports, as the obtained $F(1, 316) = 4.239$, ($p < 0.05$). Likewise, considerable difference on achievement motivation between male and female sportsperson participating in team sports is observed, as the obtained $F(1, 316) = 20.677$, ($p < 0.05$). It also shows that there is a statistically significant difference on achievement motivation between individual and team male sportspersons as the $F(1, 316) = 10.666$, ($p < 0.05$), per se, considerable difference on achievement motivation exists between individual and team female sportspersons as the $F(1, 316) = 9.708$, ($p < 0.05$).

### Table – 4: Mean and Standard Deviation on Anxiety among Sportsperson of different Sports Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Sports Domain</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Individual Sports</td>
<td>19.649</td>
<td>3.677</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Sports</td>
<td>20.391</td>
<td>2.669</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Individual Sports</td>
<td>15.862</td>
<td>3.247</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Sports</td>
<td>18.349</td>
<td>2.662</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious from Table-4 that male are more anxious than female irrespective of their sports. Furthermore, it is observed that participants in team sports are highly anxious compared to those play individual sports. The data on anxiety have been analyzed by two-way analysis of variance to determine the gender difference and the influence of participation in different sports domains, and the obtained results are presented in Table-5.

### Table – 5: Two-Way Analysis Of Variance On Anxiety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>$F$ ratio</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>649.028</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>649.028</td>
<td>70.488</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Domain</td>
<td>199.275</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>199.275</td>
<td>21.642</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender * Sports Domain</td>
<td>58.226</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58.226</td>
<td>6.324</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is observed from Table-5 that the anxiety between gender (male and female) irrespective of sports domain is $F(1, 316) = 70.488$, ($p < 0.05$), which indicates that significant differences exist between male and female irrespective of sports domain (individual and team sports) on anxiety. It also shows that the anxiety between sports domain (individual and team sports) irrespective of gender is $F(1, 316) = 21.642$, ($p < 0.05$), which indicates that significant differences exist between individual and team sports irrespective of gender on anxiety. Furthermore, the obtained $F(1, 316) = 6.324$, ($p = 0.012$) value for the two-way interaction of gender (male and female) and sports domain (individual and team sports), reveals a significant difference on anxiety.

A finding of the study establishes the existences of significant differences in the two way interaction effect on anxiety. Since, the interaction effect is significant, the simple effect test has been applied as follow up test and it is presented in Table-6.

Table 6: The Simple Effect Test on Anxiety among Sportsperson of different Sports Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Squares</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Individual Sports</td>
<td>466.208</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>466.208</td>
<td>50.633</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Team Sports</td>
<td>193.121</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>193.121</td>
<td>20.974</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Domain and Male</td>
<td>23.888</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.888</td>
<td>2.594</td>
<td>.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Domain and Female</td>
<td>211.229</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>211.229</td>
<td>22.941</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2909.619</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>9.208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-6 shows that there is a statistically significant difference on anxiety between male and female sportsperson participating in individual sports, as the obtained $F(1, 316) = 50.633$, ($p < 0.05$). Per se, considerable difference on anxiety between male and female sportsperson participating in team sports is noticed, as the obtained $F(1, 316) = 20.974$, ($p < 0.05$). However, it also demonstrates that statistically significant difference on anxiety didn’t exist between individual and team male sportspersons as the $F(1, 316) = 2.594$, ($p = 0.108$), whereas, considerable difference on anxiety exists between individual and team female sportspersons as the $F(1, 316) = 22.941$, ($p < 0.05$).

Conclusion

The research findings of this study imply that difference in gender and participation in different sport domains contributes to the variation in developmental process on achievement motivation and anxiety.
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Abstract:
Sport has become a psycho-social activity, full of tension, anxiety, fear and stresses. In competitive sports teams and individual players play to win and this spirit of winning the matches and individual events causes intensive psychological stresses. So the job of the coach is to prepare or train the individual athlete as well as lean in such a way that the players individually as well as, in their capacity, as members of the team are to bear all types of stresses and overcome the effect of over-stresses and strains which may deteriorate the sports performance. The players need to undergo such an arduous, training that they should be able to have physical during practice schedules and can have psychic stress during the period of competition, because it is during competition that athletes as well as teams inevitably come under psychological stress.

Key Words: Personality, Aggression, Self-esteem, Achievement motivation, Self confidence, Social adjustment, Locus of control

Introduction
Maharashtra is the pioneer state to popularize this game and bring it to the national platform. It was only in 1918 that certain rules and regulations were laid down and efforts were made to give the game a National status. The rules and regulation were brought out in print for the first time in 1923 and an All India competition was conducted the same year at Baroda on the basis of these rules. The game received International exposure during the 1936 Olympic Games at Berlin when it was demonstrated by the Hanuman Vyayam Prasarak Mandal, Amravati, and it received good appreciation.

Kabaddi was introduced in the Indian Olympic Games at Calcutta in 1938. An All India Kabaddi Federation came into existence during 1950. Regular National Championships commenced from the year 1952. The first men's National was held in Madras and the first women's National was held in Calcutta in 1955. New rules were framed in 1954 at the National Championship held in New Delhi. Efforts were made to demonstrate the game in the World Youth Festival held at Moscow in 1957 but unfortunately due to various reasons this could not be accomplished.

The Indian university Sports Control Board included Kabaddi as one of the main sports disciplines in their curriculum during 1961. The School Games Federation of India included the discipline in the school games during 1962.

The Amateur Kabaddi Federation of India, a new body, came into existence in the year 1972 with the prime motive of organizing competitions at the National level and popularizing the game in the neighboring countries. Junior sections were also included in the national competitions.

The National Institute of Sports, the premier institute to develop to sports in the country included the game in the coaching curriculum with effect from 1971. Since then, qualified coaches are being produced every year, to train players at different levels in a systematic and scientific manner.

The Indian men's team toured Bangladesh in 1974 as a part of the Cultural Exchange Program and played test matches in different parts of the country. The Bangladesh team visited India in 1979 and played 5 test matches in our country.

The Asian Amateur Kabaddi Federation was formed in the year 1978, at Bhilai, on the occasion of the silver jubilee of National Championship in Kabaddi. The first Asian Championship was conducted in the year 1980 at Calcutta. In 1981, India men and women teams went on a goodwill tour of the Asian countries and played exhibition matches in Thailand, Japan, Malaysia etc in order to popularize the game abroad.
competitions for men and women commenced in the same year i.e., from 1978. In the IX Asian Games held at New Delhi, Kabaddi was included as a demonstration game.

An open international tournament was conducted in Bombay in 1984. The game was included in the South Asian Federation Games held at Dhaka for the first time in 1985. On the occasion of the tri-centenary celebrations of the city of Calcutta, an International Invitation Kabaddi Tournament was organized at Calcutta.

Methodology:
Secondary data are used for the present research.

Objectives of the research paper:
To study the Definition and Explanation of Important Technical Terms.
To study the review of related research.

Definition and Explanation of Important Technical Terms:
Personality Allport (1961) believed, "personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those psycho-physical system that determine his unique adjustment to his environment
Aggression Aggression is defined as the infliction of an aversive stimulus either physical verbal on gestural, upon one person by another. Aggression is not with the intent to physical harm.
Self Esteem Self-esteem as the evaluation which the individual makes and customarily maintains with regard to himself. It expresses an attitude of approval and disapproval.
Achievement Motivation It is an athlete's predisposition to approach or avoid a competition situation.
Self Confidence Self Confidence refers to a person's perceived ability to tackle situations successfully without leaning on others and to have and to have a positive self-evaluation. In the words of Basavanna (1975), "In general effectively in a situation to overcome obstacles and to get things go all right".
Social Adjustment Social Adjustment is commonly defined as "change in habitual conduct or behavior which; an individual must make in or.der to fit into the community in which he lives".
Locus of control Locus of control generally refers to the mechanism through which individuals determine or do not determine. their action and behavioral controls.
Self Concept Self-perception encompassing the values, attitudes and behavior towards one-self in relation to environment.

Review Of Related Literature.
The following literature is reviewed for the present research paper.
Whitesell, Mitchell & Spicer (2009) Latent growth curve modeling was used to estimate developmental trajectories of self-esteem and cultural identity among American Indian high school students and to explore the relationships of these trajectories to personal resources, problem behaviors, and academic performance at the end of high school. The sample included, 611 participants from the Voices of Indian Teens project, a 3-year longitudinal study of adolescents from 3 diverse American Indian cultural groups in the western United States. Trajectories of self-esteem were clearly related to academic achievement; cultural identity, in contrast, was largely unrelated, with no direct effects and only very small indirect effects. The relationships between self-esteem and success were mediated by personal resources and problem behaviors.
Costello (2000) conducted this study to determine the techniques of neutralization self-Esteem, Sykes and Malza argued that delinquents use techniques of neutralization to enable them to engage in behavior they believe is wrong under most circumstances. One function of using these techniques is that individual is able to protect his or her self-concept while committing delinquent acts. This implies that delinquent youth, who use these techniques, should have higher levels of self-Esteem than delinquents who do not use them. Because Sykes and Matza hold that neutralization is necessary because of the delinquent's lies to conventional society this effect should be stronger among delinquent's youth who are more strongly attached to their parents. In contrast, Hirsch is social control theory predicts that delinquents who are able to maintain a bond to conventional society should be less likely to neutralize, but if they do neutralize, they should be unable insufficiently convince themselves of the validity of the neutralizations to protect Self-Esteem. These hypotheses are using data from the Richmond Youth Survey. The results differed depending on whether general neutralizations regarding the police were analyzed. Children who are attached to their parents are less likely to use police-related neutralizations, but delinquents who use these neutralization s have higher Self – Esteem, consistent with neutralization theory. Delinquents who are more strongly attached to their parents are also less likely to use general neutralizations, but this Self-Esteem, consistent with control theory.
Ackerman PL, et.al (2011) studied recent research has provided evidence for the predictive validity of personality traits in academic settings, the path to an improved understanding of the nature of personality influences on academic achievement involves a reconceptualization of both criterion and predictor construct spaces. For the criterion space, one needs to consider student behaviors beyond grades and level of educational attainment, and include what the student does among other things outside of the classroom. For the predictor space, it is possible to bring some order to the myriad personality constructs that have been developed over the last century, by focusing on common variance among personality and other non-ability traits. Methods. We review these conceptual issues and several empirical studies.

Conclusions:
Sport has become a psycho-social activity, full of tension, anxiety, fear and stresses. Prior to formation of VFI the game was controlled by the India Olympic Association and at the time Interstate Volleyball Championship was held every two years from 1936 to 1950 for men only. In the year 1974 when India participated in the Asian Games at Tehran it got 5th place and it was felt that India has lagged behind.

personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those psycho-physical system that determine his unique adjustment to his environment.
Latent growth curve modeling was used to estimate developmental trajectories of self-esteem and cultural identity among American Indian high school student.
Sykes and Malza argued that delinquents use techniques of neutralization to enable them to engage in behavior they believe is wrong under most circumstances.
The personality traits measured included anxiety, concentration, confidence, mental preparation, motivation, and cooperation.
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INTRODUCTION
Extracurricular activities are activities performed by students that fall outside the realm of the normal curriculum of school education. Extracurricular activities exist at all levels of education from 4th to 6th, secondary school, college and university education. Numerous studies have been conducted concerning the relationship between extracurricular activities and academic performance. Total extracurricular activity participation (TEAP), or participation in extracurricular activities in general, is associated with an improved grade point average, higher educational aspirations, increased college attendance, and reduced absenteeism” (Broh, 2002). Guest and Schneider (2003), in looking at the previous research on this subject said, “Researchers have found positive associations between extracurricular participation and academic achievement”. Although researchers agree that extracurricular activities do, in fact, influence academic performance, the specific effect that various activities produce is debated. One study, conducted by the National Educational Longitudinal Study, found that “participation in some activities improves achievement, while participation in others diminishes achievement” (Broh, 2002).

Many extracurricular activities have proven to be beneficial in building and strengthening academic achievement, even if the activities are not obviously related to academic subjects. “A number of studies revealed that students participating in extracurricular activities did better academically than students who did not participate” (Marsh & Kleitman, 2002). Researchers have particularly studied the relationship between extracurricular activities and academic performance in adolescents. One study found that “adolescents who participated in extracurricular activities reported higher grades, more positive attitudes toward school, and higher academic aspirations” (Darling, Caldwell, & Smith, 2005). Darling, Caldwell, and Smith (2005) conducted a longitudinal study concerning extracurricular activities and their effect on various aspects of development, including academic performance. A survey containing a list of twenty different extracurricular activities was distributed to students; they were asked to check which extracurricular activities they participated in that year. Demographic questions, such as their favorite activity, gender, and ethnicity were asked in order to take the social factors and influences into account when calculating the results. The students were also asked what their academic goals were and their grade point average. The results showed that the students who participated in school-based extracurricular activities had higher grades, higher academic aspirations, and better academic attitudes than those who were not involved in extracurricular activities at all.

6. Ibid.
Objectives of the Study:
The following research questions were selected:
1. Is the academic performance of secondary school students influenced by their choice of extracurricular activities?
2. What effects do specific activities have on academic performance?

Hypotheses:

\( H_{01}: \) Participation in athletics improve academic performance

\( H_{02}: \) Participation in television viewing improve academic performance

\( H_{03}: \) Participation in community service improve academic performance

\( H_{04}: \) Participation in musical programmes improve academic performance

\( H_{05}: \) Participation in extra-curricular activities improve academic performance

METHODOLOGY

**Method of Data Collection:** The survey instrument used in this study was designed to determine whether or not the activities that secondary school students choose have an effect on their academic performance and was based on a four point Likert-scale, with 1 means “I agree;” 2 means, “I agree somewhat;” 3 means, “I disagree somewhat;” and 4 means, “I disagree.”

**Statistical Procedures:** A total of 62 survey questionnaires were distributed to the students studying in secondary schools of Warangal urban area. The students who participated in the survey returned their completed questionnaires to the schools in one week. The survey questionnaires were completed and returned on a voluntary and anonymous basis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The subjects sampled for this study were the secondary school students attending different schools in Warangal urban area. 62 copies of the survey instrument were distributed; 50 were returned and 50 were used in this study. The data collected from the 50 students will be discussed, commencing with the reporting of the demographic findings. Table 1 summarizes the survey responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Question</th>
<th>Scale Number</th>
<th>No Response</th>
<th>Total Responses</th>
<th>Chi-Square Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My grades improve when I am involved in extracurricular activities</td>
<td>10 20 10 9 1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17.61</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I participate in musical performance (play a musical instrument) my grades improve</td>
<td>9 11 14 14 2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I participate in sports my grades improve</td>
<td>10 20 10 9 1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td>11.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I watch television my grades improve</td>
<td>4 10 11 25 1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>11.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I participate in community service my grades improve</td>
<td>8 17 12 13 0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

**Findings:** The results of the One-dimensional Chi-square test suggested that participation in extracurricular activities improves academic performance; participation in musical performance does not improve academic performance; athletic participation improves academic performance; watching television improves academic performance; and participation in community service improves academic performance among the secondary school students attending in Warangal urban area of Telangana state.
Conclusions:
On the basis of the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn:
   1. Participation in extracurricular activities has a positive effect on academic performance among the sampled secondary school students.
   2. Participation in athletics, television viewing and community service improve academic performance, while participation in musical performance does not improve academic performance among secondary school students.

Recommendations For Further Study
   The following recommendations for further research and study are offered:
   1. This study should be replicated, using a different population to determine whether extracurricular activities benefit or hinder the academic performance of students who participate.
   2. A study should be conducted to determine the effects of parental support in extracurricular activities on academic achievement.
   3. The views of extracurricular activities of various cities in Telangana state and other cities of India and their levels of academic performance.
   4. The effects of interscholastic extracurricular activities on academic achievement should be compared to the effects of extracurricular activities outside of school.
   5. The present research study concerning the effects of extracurricular activities on different aged children could be conducted.
   6. The research study determining which academic subject areas are most influenced by extracurricular activities can also be done.
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Introduction
The high jump as we know it today became popular in the 19th century and was included in the program of the first modern primitive technique for clearing the bar. It is the “Scissors style”, in which a straight run-up is used, from there; the technical evolution of the event has included techniques known as the “Western roll”, the “Straddle” and the “Fosbury Flop. Fosbury flop high jump consists of run-up with a curved approach and a vertical one-leg jump to clear a bar. This running one-leg vertical jump uses the mechanical principle of the transfer of the kinetic energy stored during the run-up into potential energy. Biomechanical studies of elite athlete’s skills have contributed to improving sports performance and records of the athletes with the findings of mechanical principles involved in the skills. The high jump motion involves a series of movements interrelated by mechanical causal relationships but for the convenience of analysis the technique was divided into four phases of run-up, take-off, bar clearance and landing. The performance of an athlete in high jump is determined primarily by the vertical velocity of the mass centre at the instant the athlete leaves the ground. The approach phase is used to place the athlete in a favorable position (Dapena, 1988) from which to generate this vertical velocity during the takeoff phase. The contact or takeoff phase, considered to be the most important part of a high jump (Dapena and Chung, 1988), is affected by a number of factors. Despite the considerable research into high jumping, investigations into optimal takeoff technique are very limited. The purpose of the present study was Biomechanical analysis of velocity of CoM in terms of horizontal and vertical velocity during takeoff phase of Indian national fosbury flop high jumpers.

Methodology
Sample: Thirteen male national high jumpers were selected for this study and get videotaped with three high speed video cameras during their competitive performance in the men’s high jump final during the 52nd National open athletics championship in outdoor with the informed consent of the athletes.

Tools and equipments:
The experimental apparatus used in this research work were three Panasonic-AG-DVX-102B, F11 sensitivity, high image quality, camcorders, Quintic Biomechanics v21 motion analysis software.

Collection of data and filming protocol:
For quantitative video analysis certain procedures must be followed carefully, at both the video recording and digitizing stages, to minimize the systematic and random errors in the digitized co-ordinates. For the collection of data three Panasonic camcorders were used. First camcorder was fixed at left standard line for left foot takeoff jumpers, the second camcorder was fixed perpendicular to the bar and third camcorder mounted at right standard line for right foot takeoff jumpers. Three camcorders captured the video clippings of Fosbury flop jumper’s last stride. Prior to digitizing the jump sequences, 18 landmarks on the image (top of the head, neck, left shoulder, left hip, right hip, right shoulder, left elbow, left wrist, left hand, right elbow, right wrist, right hand, left knee, left ankle, left toe, right knee, right ankle, right toe) were digitized manually. The variables selected for this study during takeoff phase were 1) horizontal velocity at touchdown and toe off (HVTD & HvTO) and change value (∆Hv) 2) vertical velocity at touchdown and toe off (VvTD & VvTO) and change value (∆Vv).

Analysis
The raw data were arranged separately, tabulated and subjected for the descriptive statistical analysis, followed by coefficient of correlation by using SPSS to distinguish if there any relation between performance and variables. The researcher reached at the results of this empirical investigation which is presented by the respective tables and graphs.

Table 1: Physical characteristics of the thirteen subjects and their best performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>BIB No</th>
<th>Name of the Athlete</th>
<th>Age(Y)</th>
<th>Ht(ms)</th>
<th>Wt(Kg)</th>
<th>Leg L(Cm)</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>Tr. age(Y)</th>
<th>B.J(cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Amarnath Ojha</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>18.30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>Arun Kumar</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>19.71</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>Ashok.M</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>20.37</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>Ch.Nikhil</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>Harishankar Rai</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>22.98</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>Harshith .S</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>Jagdeep singh</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>20.30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>Jithin thomas</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>19.92</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>K.Gotham</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>K.S.R.Singh</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>Navin.S</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>22.53</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>Rithesh kumar</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>Shaiju.A</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>20.45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data indicates that the average age of thirteen fosbury flop high jumpers is 22.85±2.7 years with an average height of 182.31±4.12; average weight is 66.92±4.6 kg average leg length was 95.00±3.7 cm, average BMI is 20.17±1.4 and training age is 6±2.9 years. The best performance was 222cm

Table 2: Horizontal and vertical velocity of best performance at touchdown and toe off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Name of the Athlete</th>
<th>Bar Ht</th>
<th>Hv TD</th>
<th>HvTO</th>
<th>∆Hv</th>
<th>% Ratio</th>
<th>VvTD</th>
<th>VvTO</th>
<th>∆Vv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Amarnath Ojha</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Arun Kumar</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ashok.M</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ch.Nikhil</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Harishankar Rai</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Harshith .S</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jagdeep singh</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jithin thomas</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>K.Gotham</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>K.S.R.Singh</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Navin.S</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Rithesh kumar</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Shaiju.A</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>205.38</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sd</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Height unit: centimeters, Velocity unit: meter per second.
*(HvTD) horizontal velocity at touchdown*(HvTO) horizontal velocity at toe off,* (VvTD) vertical velocity at touchdown. *(VvTO) vertical velocity at toeoff, *( ∆Hv, & ∆Vv) change values of horizontal and vertical velocity.*(% ratio) the horizontal velocity latter to the former horizontal velocity from TD to TO was decreased up to 3.59±1.05m/s and vertical velocity was increased up to 3.12±0.49m/s the ratio of the mean horizontal velocity latter to the former was almost equal i.e 54% to Dapena et al (1986) reported the average horizontal velocity was 7.37mps at touchdown and 3.92mps at takeoff (53%). Adashevskiy V.M et al (2013) reported that the male sportsmen of high class quality have horizontal running velocity ranged 6.5 – 8.00 mps. Dapena(1980a) and Dapena et. al. suggested that there
is a close interdependence between decreasing the horizontal velocity and increasing the vertical velocity. The third subject ratio (52%) was similar to the previous studies results than others.

Vertical velocity at touchdown mean value was 1.82mps and mean at takeoff was 4.93mps. Vertical velocity at touchdown by Dapena (1980a) found that the means was 0.44mps at touchdown and 4.30mps at takeoff respectively. Present study results showed similar value at takeoff but at touchdown mean value showed higher than the previous study results. Judging from the fact that the subjects of the former studies jumped higher it seemed that when the jumping height was high the downward vertical velocity was small. These results showed that vertical velocity at the time of toe off influence the CoM height is related to hand technique more than physique. Jithin Thomas, who used closed double arm action had highest vertical value change (ΔVv) of 4.26 m/s when compared to lower value of 2.94 m/s fourth subject who used running arm action. The difference in arm actions refers 13cm, even if the latter jumper is 1.88m tall.

Graph No 1: Horizontal velocity and vertical velocity change between touchdown and toe off

Above graph shows the horizontal and vertical velocity change between touchdown and toe off. Second and sixth subjects had higher value change than others. As per the ratio of horizontal velocity between TD and TO 53% reported by Dr. Dapena (1986) the higher change is not advantage to convert vertical velocity. In case of vertical velocity the eight subject who secured gold in this competition showed more lift i.e than others.

Summary And Conclusion
Higher percentage of subjects’ horizontal velocity at touchdown was maintained as per the previous study of Adashevsckiy V.M et al (2013). The third subject ratio (52%) was similar to the previous studies results than others. About vertical velocity the Present study results showed similar value at takeoff but at touchdown mean value showed higher than the previous results. Judging from the fact that the subjects of the former studies jumped higher it seemed that when the jumping height was high the downward vertical velocity was small. These results showed that vertical velocity at the time of toe off influence the CoM height is related to hand technique more than physique. Jithin Thomas, who used closed double arm action had highest vertical value change (ΔVv) of 4.26 m/s when compared to lower value of 2.94 m/s fourth subject who used running arm action. The difference in arm actions refers 13cm, even if the latter jumper is 1.88m tall. High jumper may lower the CoM from 2 to 3 strides before and run more parallel to the ground at the last stride. In this case the downward vertical velocity at the touchdown is moderate or the jumper may keep the CG relatively high up to the start of the last stride and then lower it at the last stride, here the downward vertical velocity becomes large. Another variation in which high jumper lower the CG as in the first alternative but heighten the CG at the last stride. In this case the downward vertical velocity is relatively small but it reduces the vertical distance of the CG at takeoff.

Recommendations
We would recommend that those who are weak in generation of more lift at the end of the takeoff concentrate on leg strength and ratio of velocity change. It requires a considerable amount of effort and training. We would caution that those who are using much faster run up’s at touchdown than ideal would be closer to collapse their take off leg. We also recommend that who have higher values of vertical velocity at TD the athlete has to try to make the last two foot contacts with the ground very quickly one after the other as well as the length of the last step is very long, it could contribute to a late planting of the takeoff foot, which in turn could lead to a large negative value at touchdown.
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Abstract  
The objective of the study was to assess the effects of fourteen (14) week aerobic training on abdominal adiposity, cardiovascular endurance and flexibility of overweight school boys of West Bengal. Forty overweight school boys were selected from Adabona Nagandra Nath High School (H.S.), Purulia; West Bengal, India. They were in the age group of 11 –14 years. They did not have any mental and physical disorder as recommended by the doctors. Ethical consents were taken from the student’s family as well as from the Head of the Institution. The overweight subjects were selected on the basis of BMI vs. Age table (WHO, 2007). All the subjects were divided into two groups: Experimental Group (N = 20) and Control Group (N = 20). The selected variables considered for the study were Body weight (kg.), Height (m), Abdominal Adiposity (cm.), cardiovascular endurance, Flexibility (cm.). Abdominal adiposity was measured by taking Waist circumference in centimeters by steel tape. Cardiovascular endurance was measured by 600-Yard Run/Walk Test in terms of time (Sec.). Flexibility was measured by Modified Sit and Reach test.  
To compare adjusted post test means of Experimental Group and Control Group in relation to Abdominal Adiposity, Cardiovascular Endurance and Flexibility ANCOVA were used. Statistical significance was tested at \( p < 0.05 \) level of confidence. Result of the study showed that intervention of aerobic training for 14-week had significant effect on the reduction of body weight, BMI and abdominal adiposity of the overweight school children of west Bengal. On the other hand this training intervention significantly increased the cardiovascular endurance and flexibility of the same population. Within the limitations of the study following conclusions were drawn-  
a) Participation in 14-week aerobic training program significantly reduces weight and B.M.I and abdominal adiposity. b) Participation in 14- week aerobic training programs significantly increases cardiovascular endurance and flexibility.

Key-words: Aerobic Training; BMI, Abdominal adiposity, cardiovascular endurance; \( \text{VO}_2 \text{max} \)

Introduction  
The prevalence of childhood obesity has been increasing dramatically worldwide, particularly in the last two decades. Although the prevalence of overweight and obesity varies quite substantially across ethnic groups and gender, numerous studies have shown alarmingly high levels of being fat among children. Estimates in several studies indicate that one in four children aged 6-14 years is presently overweight in developed and developing countries, which ranges from 11% to 39% (6-9). The prevalence of overweight and obesity was found similar or significantly different between genders, with difference found in studies that reported higher prevalence of overweight and obesity in either girls or boys. It is unclear what cultural, lifestyle, genetic, or environmental factors may explain these differences. Lack of physical activity and/or physical fitness and excessive calorie consumption are some reasons epidemiologists suggest for the increase of obesity in the last 20 years. The low level of physical activity and health-related physical fitness, represented by cardiorespiratory (aerobic) endurance, seems to contribute to the development of obesity, type 2 diabetes,
mental and physical disorder as recommended by the doctors. The overweight subjects were selected on the basis of Age table (WHO, 2007). All the selected subjects had known swimming previously. All the subjects were divided into two groups: Experimental Group (N = 20) and Control Group (N = 20). The purpose and experimental protocol of the study were critically examined to all the subjects prior to the study. Ethical consents were taken from the student’s family as well as from the Head of the Institution. All participants were assured of anonymity and were free to withdraw from the study at any time.

**VARIABLES STUDIED:** The selected variables considered for the study were Body weight (kg.), Body Mass Index i.e. BMI (kg.m⁻²), Abdominal Adiposity (cm), Cardiovascular endurance (Sec.), Flexibility (cm).

**MEASUREMENT OF VARIABLES:** The Date of Birth of the subjects were collected from their Birth Certificates and age was recorded in years. Body height was measured by adopting standard procedure as described by Sodhi, (1991). Body height was measured by the calibrated anthropometric rod. The distance from the floor to the highest position of the head (vertex) was measured with the help of anthropometric rod which indicated subject’s height. The height was recorded nearest centimeter. The body weight was measured by standard procedure adopted by Sodhi (1991). Body weight of the subjects was measure by digital weighing machine. The body weight was recorded to the nearest kilogram.

**Prediction of Body Mass Index (BMI):** In the present study Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated as a person’s Body Mass in kilograms divided by the squared Height in meters So the unit of B.M.I as kg.m⁻²

\[
\text{BMI (kg.m}^{-2}\text{)} = \frac{\text{Body Mass in kilograms}}{\text{(Height in meters)}^2}
\]

**Measurement of Abdominal Adiposity:** Abdominal adiposity in terms of waist circumference was measured by steel tape (M/s. Freemans Ltd.). The measurement was taken in centimeter. The accuracy of measurement was up to 0.1 cm (WHO, 2008).

**Prediction of Cardiovascular endurance:** Cardiovascular endurance was measured by 600-Yard Run/Walk in terms of time (seconds) taken to cross the distance. Time taken by each subjects were recorded by reliable Timing device (e.g., stop watch).

**Measurement of Flexibility:** flexibility was assessed by Modified Sit and Reach test. For measuring, the equipments used were a Flexometer, a sit-and-reach box made by wood. There was a measuring stick on top of a box (approximately 30 cm or 12 in. high) so that the 23-cm or 9-in. mark is on the edge of the box facing the participant. The measurement was taken to the nearest centimetre. **Scoring:** Maximum distance reached

**TRAINING PROTOCOL:** All initial data on selected variables were collected through different standard tests prior to the intervention of the treatment. The subjects underwent a scientifically structured aerobic training for duration of fourteen week which was started in the month of January and lasts up to the middle of April. The subjects were participated in the physical training every day except Sunday. They were gone through 12 minutes run and walk as initial treatment load for six days per week. The intensity of Run and walk of each individual was initially set at 65% of the total load taking ability on the basis of the Cooper - Test norms. After 4 weeks, the subjects were given calisthenics exercises, without any interruptions, as aerobic task for 12 minutes (70% intensity) on every alternate day in addition with 12 minutes run and walk (70% intensity). Gradually, after 9 weeks, the duration of calisthenics exercises was increased from 12 minutes to 15 minutes and the distance target was increased from 70% to 75% for 12 minutes Run and walk. The Run and walk was intervened for six days per week with the calisthenics and aerobic dance were intervened on alternate days in addition with 12 minute Run and walk. The data on selected variables were collected by two steps i.e. prior to the intervention of the treatment and after the completion of the treatment program.
Table 1: **FOURTEEN WEEK AEROBIC TRAINING PROTOCOL.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Period</th>
<th>Nature of Training</th>
<th>Days/Week</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>% of maximum load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 – 4) week</td>
<td>Run and walk</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>12 Minute</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 – 9) week</td>
<td>Run and walk</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>12 Minute</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calisthenics</td>
<td>3 alternate days</td>
<td>12 Minute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10 – 14) week</td>
<td>Run and walk</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>12 Minute</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calisthenics</td>
<td>3 alternate days</td>
<td>15 Minute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aerobic Dance</td>
<td>3 alternate days</td>
<td>15 Minute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS:** - The pre and post treatment Mean and Standard Deviation of each variable were calculated. Analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) were used as statistical technique to test the adjusted post test mean differences among the experimental and control groups. Statistical significance was tested at 0.05 level of confidence. All data were analyzed using the statistical package (SPSS Version 10.0).

**Results**

The personal data were comprised to age, height and body weight of the subjects. Computed mean and SD were presented in **Table-2**

Table-2: **DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS OF BOTH GROUPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Variable</th>
<th>Experimental Group Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Control Group Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre Test</td>
<td>Post Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>12.42 ± 0.92</td>
<td>12.69 ± 0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm.)</td>
<td>156.80 ± 7.30</td>
<td>157.96 ± 7.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (Kg.)</td>
<td>60.75 ± 6.72</td>
<td>55.48 ± 7.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table –2 shows the value of Means ± SD of Age for the Experimental Group in pre and post test was 12.42 ± 0.92 years & 12.69 ± 0.92 years respectively and for the Control Group was 12.67 ± 1.12 years & 12.94 ± 1.12 years respectively. Again the Height for the Experimental Group in pre and post test was 156.80 ± 7.30 cm & 157.96 ± 7.32 cm and for the Control Group was 156.85 ± 7.54 cm & 157.98 ± 7.46 cm respectively. The value of Means ± SD of Body weight in pre and post test was 60.75 ± 6.72 kg & 55.48 ± 7.07 kg respectively and for the Control Group was 60.31 ± 7.50 kg & 60.86 ± 7.47 kg respectively.

Table – 3: **COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON BODY WEIGHT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Experimental Group Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Control Group Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean squares</th>
<th>‘F’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (Kg)</td>
<td>Baseline Mean ± SD</td>
<td>60.75 ± 6.72</td>
<td>60.31 ± 7.50</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>50.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Treatment Mean ± SD</td>
<td>55.48 ± 7.07</td>
<td>60.86 ± 7.47</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>289.44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>289.44</td>
<td>5.475 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>2009.01</td>
<td>52.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted post test Mean</td>
<td>55.25</td>
<td>61.08</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>338.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>338.80</td>
<td>250.11 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>50.12</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table value of ‘F’ Indicates Significant at 0.05 level of confidence for df. (1, 38) = 04.10 and for df. (1, 37) = 04.11

In Table 3 the analysis of covariance of Body weight has shown. It was seen from the table that the pre-test means differed insignificantly implies that the random assignment of subjects to all the groups was quite successful. The post test mean of both the groups yielded an F-ratio of 5.475 which was found significant at 0.05 level of confidence. Again the difference between the adjusted post test mean was found significant as the obtained F-ratio was 250.11 and the F-ratio needed for significance at 0.05 level of confidence was 4.11.
Table – 4: COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON BODY MASS INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean squares</th>
<th>‘F’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>Baseline Mean ± SD</td>
<td>24.64 ± 1.15</td>
<td>24.41 ± 1.20</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Treatment Mean</td>
<td>22.14 ± 1.26</td>
<td>24.29 ± 1.19</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>46.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46.03</td>
<td>30.562 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57.23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted post test</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>24.40</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>55.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55.16</td>
<td>200.712 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table value of ‘F’ Indicates Significant at 0.05 level of confidence for df. (1, 38) = 04.10 and for df. (1, 37) = 04.11

In Table 4 the analysis of covariance of Body Mass Index (BMI) has shown. It was seen from the table that the pre-test means differed insignificantly implies that the random assignment of subjects of both the groups was quite successful. The post test mean of both the groups yielded an F-ratio of 30.56 which was found significant at 0.05 level of confidence. Again the difference between the adjusted post test mean was found significant as the obtained F-ratio was 200.71 and the F-ratio needed for significance at 0.05 level of confidence was 4.11.

Table – 5: COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON ABDOMINAL ADIPOSY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean squares</th>
<th>‘F’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal Adiposity</td>
<td>Baseline Mean ± SD</td>
<td>88.43 ± 4.99</td>
<td>88.32 ± 5.72</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1096</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Treatment Mean</td>
<td>85.33 ± 5.24</td>
<td>89.07 ± 5.85</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>139.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>139.88</td>
<td>4.533 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1172.68</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted post test</td>
<td>85.27</td>
<td>89.13</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>148.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>148.57</td>
<td>66.228 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>83.00</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table value of ‘F’ Indicates Significant at 0.05 level of confidence for df. (1, 38) = 04.10 and for df. (1, 37) = 04.11

In Table 5 the analysis of covariance of Abdominal Adiposity has shown. It was seen from the table that the pre-test means did not differed significantly implies that the random assignment of subjects of both the groups was quite successful. The post test mean of both the groups yielded an F-ratio of 4.53 which was found significant as the required F-ratio was 4.10 at 0.05 level of confidence. Again the difference between the adjusted post test mean was also found significant as the obtained F-ratio was 66.228 and the F-ratio needed for significance at 0.05 level of confidence was 4.11.

In Table 6 the analysis of covariance of Cardiovascular Endurance has shown. It was seen from the table that the pre-test means did not differed significantly implies that the random assignment of subjects of both the groups was quite successful. The post test mean of both the groups yielded an F-ratio of 39.623 which was found significant as the required F-ratio was 4.10 at 0.05 level of confidence. Again the difference between the adjusted post test mean was also found significant as the obtained F-ratio was 372.196 and the F-ratio needed for significance at 0.05 level of confidence was 4.11.
Table – 6: COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON CARDIOVASCULAR ENDURANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>‘F’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Endurance (Sec.)</td>
<td>Baseline Mean ± SD</td>
<td>210.90 ± 12.76</td>
<td>211.80 ± 11.95</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>5807</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>152.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Treatment Mean ± SD</td>
<td>187.50 ± 13.13</td>
<td>212.25 ± 11.69</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>6125.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6125.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>5874.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>154.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted post test Mean</td>
<td>187.93</td>
<td>211.82</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>5699.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5699.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>566.55</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table value of ‘F’ Indicates Significant at 0.05 level of confidence for df. (1, 38) = 04.10 and for df. (1, 37) = 04.11

In Table 7 the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) of Flexibility has shown. It was seen from the table that the pre-test means did not differed significantly implies that the random assignment of subjects of both the groups was quite successful. The obtained F-ratio value 4.41 for post test scores on flexibility which was greater than the required table value 4.10 for significance at df 1 and 38 at 0.05 level of confidence. Thus the differences in flexibility at post test between experimental and control group was significant. Again the difference between the adjusted post test mean was also found significant as the obtained F-ratio was 162.057 and the F-ratio needed for significance in df (1, 37) at 0.05 level of confidence was 4.11.

Table – 7: COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE ON FLEXIBILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>‘F’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility (cm)</td>
<td>Baseline Mean ± SD</td>
<td>88.43 ± 4.99</td>
<td>88.32 ± 5.72</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>1096</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post Treatment Mean ± SD</td>
<td>85.40 ± 5.18</td>
<td>89.07 ± 5.85</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>134.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>134.69</td>
<td>4.414 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>1159.62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjusted post test Mean</td>
<td>85.34</td>
<td>89.13</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>143.37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>143.37</td>
<td>162.057 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Within</td>
<td>32.73</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table value of ‘F’ Indicates Significant at 0.05 level of confidence for df. (1, 38) = 04.10 and for df. (1, 37) = 04.11

Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of aerobic training on Body Weight, Body Mass Index (BMI), Abdominal Adiposity, Cardiovascular Endurance and Flexibility of overweight school boys of West Bengal.

Body Weight - In Table-3 it was observed that the post test mean difference and adjusted post test mean difference was significant, revealed that the 14-week aerobic training programme significantly reduced body weight of the subjects represented as experimental group. The significant reduction of body weight of the experimental group may simply be explained as they gone through an active training schedule for few weeks that spend additional calories by the cost of the loose of saturated fat; body fluid and consequently reduced body weight. Thus, it revealed that aerobic training programme intervention reduces body weight.
**Body Mass Index (BMI)** - Table-4 revealed that the Aerobic training programme significantly decreased Body Mass Index among the subjects of experimental group.

The decreased value of BMI may be explained by the fact that the Body weight of the subject representing Exp. Group was decreased significantly at the same time the standing height of the subject was increased slightly thus the ratio of body weight by squared height i.e. B.M.I decreased. Hence, it revealed that aerobic training programme intervention had a significant role of weight as well as B.M.I reduction.

**Abdominal Adiposity** - Table-5 revealed that the aerobic training programme significantly decreased Abdominal Adiposity among the subjects of experimental group that may be due to expenditure of additional calories supplied by stored fat consequently reduced. Hence, aerobic training programme intervention had a significant role of reduction to Abdominal Adiposity among overweight school boys.

**Cardiovascular Endurance** - The results of this study showed that the cardiovascular endurance of intervention group was increased significantly at post tests. Also, it demonstrated that combination of Run & walk calisthenics and aerobic dance (aerobic exercise training) for 14 weeks had significant effect on the cardiovascular endurance of the overweight school boys. The improved cardiovascular endurance may be due to routine exercise program intervention that may improve the functional ability of the heart and lungs consequently circulorespiratory mechanism enhances as a result it increases aerobic capacity. At the same time the improvement of venous return may have some positive influence for the development of cardiovascular endurance. The findings of present study confirm the previous studies and shows that aerobic exercise training can improve the cardiovascular endurance in the overweight children.

**Flexibility** - Result of the present study revealed that the aerobic training programme significantly improved Flexibility among the subjects of experimental group (Table-7). The improvement of Flexibility may be explained by the fact that intervention of regular aerobic exercise training improves the mobility of joints due to increased exposure of various stretch receptors that increased stretch-ability of the ligaments, tendons, cartilage and other connective tissues consequently flexibility increases.

**Conclusion**

Within the limitations of the study following conclusions were drawn,
1) Participation in 14-week aerobic training program significantly reduces weight and B.M.I and abdominal adiposity.
2) Participation in 14-week aerobic training programs significantly increases cardiovascular endurance and flexibility.
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Abstract
Philosophy of Sport is an area of philosophy that seeks to conceptually analyze issues of sport as human activity. These issues cover many areas, but fall primarily into three philosophical categories: metaphysics, ethics and moral philosophy, and political philosophy. The philosophical perspective on sport originated in Ancient Greece, having experienced a revival in the latter part of the 20th century[1] with the work of Paul Weiss and Howard Slusher. A philosophical perspective on sports incorporates its metaphysical relationships with art and play, ethical issues of virtue and fairness and more broadly socio-politics. The philosophy of sport is concerned with the conceptual analysis and interrogation of key ideas and issues of sports and related practices. At its most general level, it is concerned with articulating the nature and purposes of sport. The philosophy of sport not only gathers insights from the various fields of philosophy as they open up our appreciation of sports practices and institutions, but also generates substantive and comprehensive views of sport itself. The philosophy of sport is never fixed: its methods demand an inherently self-critical conception of intellectual activity; one that challenges its own preconceptions and guiding principles continuously both as to the nature and purposes of philosophy and of sports. Important questions in Philosophy of Sport are concerned with the social virtues of sport, the aesthetics of sporting performances and display, the epistemology of individual and team strategy and techniques, sporting ethics, the logic of rules in sport, metaphysics of sport as a component of human nature or instinct, etc.
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Introduction
Ancient Greece is considered the birthplace of both ancient philosophy and Olympic sport. Hellenistic philosophies hung great significance on athletic performance. A leader's athletic prowess, according to the view of the times, reflected their ability to lead. (Games of the Phaeacians in Homer's Odyssey in The Iliad and Odyssey) Sport was seen as an epistemic inquiry, a methodological process by which we learn the objective truth of a person's athletic potential by actualizing it in athletic competition. Athletics as a measure of individual worth was seen as a cure to social inequality. Sport was even seen as moral education, with Plato advocating the participation of women in sport for their moral enrichment. Aristotle emphasized physical activity as an ethical responsibility. Mentions of sport were also found in the work of Socrates.

Contemporary philosophy of sport
The resurgence of interest in Philosophy of Sport was marked by Yale philosopher Paul Weiss' book publication Sport: A Philosophical Inquiry (1969), considered the first book-length text in Philosophy of Sport. In it, Weiss explains the dearth of work in Philosophy of Sport as a reflection of academic elitism. Sport was always considered vulgar or common, according to Weiss. Long before this, however, philosophical considerations of sport and physical and activity were discussed as a subset of educational reform in the late 19th century as the link between physical education and health and well-being gained appreciation among scholars. To many of the time, the health and educational benefits of physical activity were a component of public life. Inadvertently, many non-philosopher proponents of physical education took on philosophical positions on teleology, mind-body dualism and metaphysics as part of their model of human agency and personhood. In a broader context, political
philosophy entered the picture as thinkers of the time, in response to pressing social and political issues of the day associated civic duty, responsible citizenship and other political features to sport. While much of the focus has been on the work done in the west, philosophers of sport acknowledge the importance of work done in the east, particularly Japan.

**Purpose of the study**
It has most specifically interrogated substantive issues in the following sub-fields of philosophy as exemplified within sport and related human activities involving the use of the body in social practices and institutions. Other areas of intersection with contemporary areas of philosophy include Philosophy of Education, Philosophy of Law, Philosophy of Mind, Philosophy of Rules, Philosophy of Science and Social and political philosophy.

**Issues in philosophy of sport**
Ethical issues in Philosophy of Sport predominantly center on athlete behavior in relation to rules of the game, other athletes, spectators, external factors such as socioeconomic issues among supporters and communities, and issues of doping. Issues of doping focus on the ethics of medical intervention on athletic performance- what is acceptable versus what is not, and how boundaries can be drawn. Particular attention is given to the question of what factors ought to be taken into consideration when banning certain medical interventions. These and other issues are usually compared and contrasted through the lenses of three significant moral theories: Consequentialism, Deontology and Virtue-Ethics.

**Body of Knowledge**
Being a form of philosophical discourse, the philosophy of sport embodies the formal and contextual character of the parent discipline: philosophy. Unlike the biomedical sciences of sport, philosophers (just like social scientists and humanities scholars) generate research that is overtly reflective of its non-theory neutrality. Intellectual progress can be made in philosophy and the philosophy of sport without presupposing an idea of linear development - or at least largely shared view of cumulative, commensurable, knowledge – that is assumed within the natural or biomedical sciences of sport.

**Methodology**
Although early analytical philosophers saw themselves elucidating the concepts others used in their sports talk and research, there is a clear sense in which we can say the empirical researchers of the natural and social sciences and the humanities have themselves become much more sophisticated in their conceptual approaches to sports related research. So, one of the traditional roles of the philosophers of sport, to clear the conceptual ground for others to carry out their research, has diminished - though it is never likely to disappear altogether. In politics as in ethics and other branches of study there will always be disputes about what constitutes “democratic processes” or “good character” for these debates are in eliminable from the field itself. Yet the convergence of the conceptual and empirical cuts both ways. Philosophers of sport themselves are paying much greater attention to the processes and outcomes of empirical research. Nevertheless, their focus remains exclusively conceptual in character. Every philosopher worthy of the name still seeks to get things right – even if there is no clear and undisputed sense of what the truth of matters might be. Its task is, through dialogue, to aim at the truth by close attention to valid argumentation entailing the clear explication of ideas that aim towards truth. In this sense, philosophy does not try to be pure, nor do philosophers of sport attempt to view sports as if they were in a position of complete neutrality, as is presupposed in positivistic research. The old philosophical ideal of philosopher as an ideal spectator embodies a view of sports worlds from nowhere in particular within those worlds. Such a view has largely disappeared in contemporary philosophy of sport. In a clear sense, then, philosophy is returning to its ancient promise to bring wisdom to bear on important matters that concern us (in sports) and not merely to the detailed technical analysis of key concepts.

**Discussion**

**The Fields of Philosophy and their Application in Philosophy of Sport**
The philosophy of sport then, is characterized by conceptual investigations into the nature of sport and related concepts, areas and professions. It draws upon and develops many of the diverse branches of the parent discipline, philosophy, and reflects abroad church of theoretical positions and styles.

- **Aesthetics** (e.g. is sport a form of art? are sports events works of art? can we objectively evaluate sports actions aesthetically?)
- **Epistemology** (e.g. can kinesthetic awareness properly be called knowledge? what precisely do we know when we are able to perform skills? must a coach have performance knowledge at elite level to coach effectively at that level?)
- Ethics (e.g. does sport necessarily develop good character? what do we agree to when we agree to play a game? is there such a thing as the ethos of sports?)
- Logic (e.g. are sports separate from other spheres of logic by their nature? are the concepts of sport and game logically discrete?)
- Metaphysics (e.g. are humans naturally game playing animals?)
- Philosophy of education (e.g. can we morally educate through sport? is paternalism in sports coaching and teaching inevitable? What do we mean by the concept “sport skill”?)
- Philosophy of law (e.g. can children give consent to engage in elite sports training? do rules underdetermine conduct?)
- Philosophy of mind (e.g. is mental training just a form of imagination? are sportspersons simply to be thought of as machines?)
- Philosophy of rules (e.g. are regulative sports rules just a species of constitutive ones?)
- Philosophy of science (e.g. is there such a thing as a singular method for all science? what does sports scientist mean when they say a given statistical procedure has explanatory power? why do sports psychologists ignore the (post) Freudian tradition?)
- Social and political philosophy (e.g. did a pure conception of sport ever exist in a given social and political time and order? are sports competition necessarily capitalistic in nature? do sports institutions always corrupt pure play?).

East and West: the Traditions of Philosophy
Despite the diversity of these fields of applied philosophy in sport, there has been a tendency for one philosophical tradition to dominate: analytical philosophy. This is not to deny that continental philosophy has not developed a sport philosophical literature. Indeed the labels themselves are somewhat misleading – and both, being traditions of western philosophy take no significant account of Eastern philosophy, which in Japan notably has spawned a significant volume of sport philosophical literature.

Given that philosophical research is always and everywhere internally related to the expression of ideas, the idiom of that expression somewhat shapes the boundaries of what can be said. In contrast to the idea that the biomedical sciences of sport represent a universal language housed in technical rationality (“the” scientific method) philosophers working in the continental tradition have largely developed research within the fields of existentialism, hermeneutics and phenomenology. Although the label is itself driven by geographical considerations (the work emanated from communities of scholars in Continental Europe), one finds philosophers of sport right across the globe drawing upon those traditions. Similarly, analytical philosophy though the dominant tradition in the Anglo-American tradition of Western Philosophy is misleading in the sense that some of its founding fathers were indeed from Continental Europe. The drawing of distinctions to represent our experience of the world, however, is common to all schools or traditions of philosophical and sport philosophical endeavour. Given the dominance of the analytic tradition in the English-speaking world, a few more specific words are required in order to make sense of recent developments in the philosophy of sport.

Analytical philosophy emerged as an essentially conceptual enquiry whose aim was foundational. It is often captured in Locke’s famous remark about philosophical work being akin to an under labourer working in the garden of knowledge. As a second-order activity, its central aim was to provide secure foundations for other disciplines by articulating their conceptual geography.

Its pre-eminence was captured by the insistence that conceptual work precedes all proper empirical enquiry. Its exponents were equipped with the analytical tools of dissecting concepts for constituent criteria, drawing conceptual distinctions by their logical grammar and seeking fine-grained differences in their employment. In some quarters, the discipline of philosophy was reduced to the detailing of ordinary linguistic usages and their necessary and sufficient conditions in order to detect the proper meaning (or essence) of concepts that others had to operate with and between. Despite this “new” direction there remained a strong sense of continuity here with the ancient past. Philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle too were concerned with making distinctions, bringing clarity where before there was puzzlement or, worse, commonsensical acquiescence.

Many philosophers argue now that we are in a period of post-analytical philosophy. What this means is not entirely clear. We are living through a period of exciting intellectual development in the subject, which is
very much reflected in the Philosophy of Sport. While the careful attention to conceptual analysis will always be an essential component of the philosophers’ toolkit, research-driven analyses of the key concepts of sports, games and play, have to a clear extent declined.

Of much greater prevalence in the contemporary literature has been the development of substantive axiological issues ranging from social and political philosophy of sport to the rapidly growing field of ethics of sport. Philosophers have been clear about the need to throw off the cloak of apparent neutrality of analytical philosophy in favour of arguing for substantive positions in terms of the “co modification” of sports, their “commercialisation”, and their corruption”. The development of substantive normative positions has proceeded in addition - rather than in opposition- to the careful articulation of precisely what those concepts logically entail. If these debates have also raged in the social scientific literatures then it is clear that academics in this portion of the philosophy of sport have made their own important contributions, premised on a clear understanding of the potentially diverse conceptualizations of sport. Similarly, in ethics, philosophers of sport have attempted to argue for the aptness of different moral philosophical theories to capture sports’ nature and the nature of sporting actions therein. In these fields, philosophers have generated new ideas about the contested nature of sports ethics itself – whether as contract, or duty/obligation, or utility, or virtue. And in doing so they have often connected with the empirical research of other bodies of knowledge that would have been unimaginable to the ‘ordinary language philosophers’ who saw themselves neutrally dissecting the linguistic usage of others through much of the previous fifty years.

**Conclusion**
The diversity of practices that fall within the compass of the different schools and traditions of philosophy means that there is not a universal method to characterise the philosophy of sport. It is impossible therefore to state unequivocally what relations hold between philosophising and practice. While there will always be a portion of philosophical scholarship in sport that is more abstract (whether in the analytical, continental or eastern traditions), there is a growth of more applied work in the fields of axiology. Increasingly, philosophers are making contributions to national and international sports policy development, along with pressure groups, where the need for the knowledge and skills of argumentation philosophers characteristically bring to bear on challenging normative issues is clear. Examples of such applied work include research into diverse conceptions of equity in operation with respect to categories such as gender and race; arbitrating between proper and improper means of performance enhancement and genetic engineering; illuminating the fascistic tendencies of elite sports or the xenophobia of modern sporting nationalism. Many of these issues would have been unthinkable to philosophers fifty years ago but are increasingly becoming part of the standard work of philosophers of sport.
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Abstract:
Today, one of the major problems of governments in each country is the increasing rate of unemployment and so that is the reason why unemployment’s elimination and increasing rate of employment for young generation is the responsibility of the governments. Present research is associated with causes of youth unemployment in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province, Iran. This study is based on the data from the years 2011 and 2012 and method of it is documentary, tools of data collection in this research are referral to libraries, relevant organizations, magazines and the Internet and data analysis in this research is commentary analysis. The results show that; Fertility between the years, 1976 to 1986 and 1991, Villagers migration to the cities and rural underdevelopment, Shortage of Banking resources, Lack of investment in this province, Management and authorities weaknesses and administrative corruption, are the most important factors in the rise of unemployment rate in this province.
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Introduction
Work and job are important issues which are considered in each community and citizens in every community have the right to work, governments should provide employment field for their citizens so those people who are looking for job can find the appropriate job easily and thereby they can support their livelihood. If people are not able to find job and if unemployment becomes prevalent in the community and unemployment continues to be in the society, problems in governments will multiply and social deviances such as theft, drug addiction, evils and... will prevail. Each country defines unemployment in a different manner. According to Almanac’s definition of the latest census in 2011 in Iran, Unemployed people are those who are 10 years old and more who: 1- is unemployed in the reference week 2- is ready for work in the reference week or after that 3- is seeking job three weeks before And employed people are those who had worked at least one hour during the reference week or had left work temporarily due to some reasons (Governance of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad Province 2011: 118). Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad is one of Iran’s Province which is located in southwest of Iran, the space of this province is 16249 square kilometers and its population according to the last census in 2011, is 658629 persons. This province has abundant resources for example, 25% of oil and gas and 10% of water of Iran are situated in this small province. Despite of the abundant resources in this province, this province is one of the provinces in the country of Iran which has the highest rate of unemployment among youth, in other words, a large number of youth in this province are unemployed. This province has had this problem for many years. According to the last census in 2011, the unemployment rate in this province is 14.1%(Ibid), of course there are also many people who have underling and handy jobs with low wages or temporary jobs. Increasing of unemployment among youth in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province has caused social insecurity that appeared and this insecurity is increasing daily and youth tend to be thieves, addicts, criminals and evil doers. Unemployed youth in this province cannot marry so they are forced to migrate to other provinces to do any low-level job for their livelihoods. In this research, the researcher wants to study the factors which to cause that be appeared unemployment among the youth of this province? Valadkhani(2003) in a research on “The causes of unemployment in Iran: an empirical investigation empirical” showed that five factors appeared to have been responsible for unemployment in
Iran: inflation, output gap, economic uncertainty associated with an unstable currency, the real growth of investment, and a dummy variable capturing the devastating impact of Iraqi war. Chamberlin (2006) in the research under title "the rise in European unemployment: a bargaining perspective" found that:

The rise in European unemployment is predominately due to the slow and incomplete reaction of the supply side to negative demand shocks in the labour market. The traditional factors which generate low flexibility in the labour market are to be blamed. Grigoryeva (2012) in the research on “Impact of economic globalization on unemployment: global and national perspective” proved that there is a positive significant impact of economic globalization on the unemployment in Pakistan, in other words economic globalization has caused unemployment in Pakistan.

Bunaev (2011) in the research on "The rate of growth of wage rate as a function of unemployment rate" proved that The rate of growth of wage rate is proportional to inflation and is an increasing function of unemployment rate. The unemployment rate growth increases inflation. Arranz et al (2010) in a research on “The Influence of Temporary Employment on Unemployment Exits in a Competing Risks Framework” found that individuals who become unemployed due to the end of a temporary contract are more likely to exit unemployment by finding another temporary job and less likely to exit through permanent jobs, self-employment or inactivity. However, long tenures in temporary jobs enhance the probability of finding a permanent employment. Lahlum (2007) in a research on “Urban youth unemployment and human capital development in Iran” found that Deficiency in higher education is generally one of the key factors of unemployment problem in Iran.

Materials and Methods
Method of this is documentary and data analysis in this research is analysis commentary. Tools of data collection: researcher have referred to libraries, relevant organizations, magazines and the Internet. The universe of this research is youth of Kohgiluyeh and Boyerahmad Province. This study is based on data from the years 2011 and 2013 in Kohgiluyeh and Boyerahmad province in Iran.

Results & Discussions:
In the last census in 2011 year, the population of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province was 658629 persons, and according to the table-1 in the census of different years of 1956, 1966, 1976, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2006 and 2011 the annual growth rate of population has been toward up and down. For example, from 1956 to 1966, the population annual growth rate of this province has been % 4.53, from 1966 to 1976, the population annual growth rate of this province has reduced % 4.24, from 1976 to 1986, the population annual growth rate of this province has been % 5.36 and since the beginning of 1365 the annual growth rate of population of this province has reduced (Governance of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad Province 2011: 71).

(Table No. 1)
Population Growth in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual growth rate</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103439</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 4.53</td>
<td>161219</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 4.24</td>
<td>244370</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 5.36</td>
<td>411828</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 3.82</td>
<td>496739</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 1.85</td>
<td>544356</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 1.54</td>
<td>634299</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 0.76</td>
<td>658629</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As regards the highest unemployment rate among young people is between the ages of 15 to 35, than there is significance relationship between the annual growth rate from 1976 to 1991 years and youth unemployment, on other words, the growth of population in these years can be one of factors of youth unemployment.

In 1966 year, % 9.52 of people of this province was living in the city and % 90.48 of them was living in the villages. In the census of 1355, 1365, 1375, 1385 and 1390, the city's population has increased.
immensely and the rural population has declined, and until the last census in 1390, the population of the city was 52.60% and rural population was 47.40% and it is expected that this trend will continue. Villager’s migration to cities can be the result of underdeveloped villages. Ardalan Zeinal Zadeh (the director of Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare, in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province) in an interview with Fars News Agency says: If the problems of rural areas are resolved and if they are developed, the unemployment problems will be less. Villager’s migration to cities is one of the signs of underdevelopment of villages and will cause that unemployment population to increase in cities.

The population of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province in the last census in 2011 was about 1% of Iran’s population. According to Mr. Abdul Al-Hussein Nafeian (the Planning Deputy Governor), the banking resources in the province in 2011, was 442 billion USD (Toman) and this number is 0.4 of the bank deposit of the country. Mr. Nafeian believes that, the problem of unemployment is not solved in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province because the bank resource which is allocated to this province is very negligible and low. He says that, things have failed due to the lack of resources and this province in the context of industrial development in the country is the penultimate, Mr Nafeian (the Planning Deputy Governor of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province) said that, this province in the field of investment among the 31 provinces of the country has the rank of 29. One can see that, if the bank resource is negligible, the industry in one province cannot develop and therefore no jobs creation will be available. Since the formation of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad province in 1963 till now, foreign investors did not show any interest to work in this province, so after 47 years in 2010, only one foreign investor (non-Iranian), has invested in this province to build a Margoon cement factory, and much of the capital needed to build the factory was taken from the public facility.

Thus we can say that this province in the field of investment is approximately one of the last provinces and there has been a very little investment in it and as a result of low investment the factories and industries did not develop in this province so no new job was created and unemployment was increased.

The Governor of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad In March 2010, to Kabnanews reporter said that, the employment commitment for the year 2011, is 16503 persons, but according to the availability of a set of factors for job opportunities in all sectors, managers have to work to create over 30 thousand jobs for people. In the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad in the year of 1390, only 6852 new jobs were created which was the lowest rate in the country of Iran.

Montazeri, the Chief of Justice Administration (this organization inspects administrative violations of directors and staffs in Iran) at the meeting of the Administrative Council in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad said: A public complaint of population of 2012 year has been increased with 31 percent more than that of the year 2011. Public complaints could be a sign of corruption in the offices of the province. An employee must work 8 hours per day in the office. In 2011, the effective work in Iran was 1 hour and 44 minutes which was announced by the research center of the parliament, and in 2012, it was 1 hour and 22 minutes. The effective work time in the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad is less than one hour. In the developed countries out of 44 hours of work per week, the useful work is 30 hours. In Japan useful hours are 2420 hours, 1900 hours in South Korea, 1360 hours in America and 1600 hours in Germany.

According to ILNA news: Parandvar, the representative of this province in the Supreme Council of Provinces, said that, the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad has the first rank in the management replacement, which shows the managerial instability, he also said that, in this province there are valuable resources and although the province is one of black gold (oil) mines yet it has dark and gloomy days.

Conclusions:
The uncontrolled growth of population in the years 1976 to 1986 and 1991 is one of the most important factors of unemployment in the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad. When those who were born between these years, reached to the working age and were seeking work, many of them have been unemployed due to their abundance.
Another factor of unemployment in the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad is the villages underdevelopment, because it has caused many young individuals migrate to cities and this matter, increased the unemployment and dissonance, crowding and bustle of the cities. The shortage of banking resources is one of the causes of unemployment, because due to the lack of resources, employers and entrepreneurs cannot supply the necessary facilities for the development of economic infrastructures, therefore, there is no ground for Entrepreneurship and unemployment has increased.

Failure to attract investors to invest in the industrial and other sectors in the province of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer Ahmad resulted that, no new jobs were created for the youth of this province. Management inefficiency and administrative corruption in this province, is an important factor in the rising of unemployment in this province, because inefficiency and inadequacy of managers have caused all of these items such as; attraction of investors, control of population growth, schematization for development of villages and cities, resolving banking sources and disability of managers can be due to many factors such as being a non-specialist or having a less knowledge about the management job.

**Recommendations:**
Governments and local authorities should control the population growth according to the given resources, in other words, they should increase their population in the time of increase, and the decrease their population when the time demands. Population control policy is possible through education of women, the ways to prevent pregnancy and increase their literacy, cultural activities in order to control the population and reduce the migration. Creation of education and health facilities in rural areas to prevent migration of villagers to cities and doing some cultural activities to change people's negative prospective towards villagers, encouragement of the investors to invest in the villages, supporting the rural educated people for the development of villagers, development of rural tourism and adoption of policies for reduction of migration to cities. Governments and organizations can attract domestic and foreign investors with reducing the taxes, fixing of currency exchange rate or to give subsidies, creation of economic and social security and propaganda, to create jobs and reduce unemployment and governments must provide adequate banking facilities and resources for underdeveloped provinces. Special supervision of government on organizations and agencies, checking the performance of managers, encouraging the prolific managers and timely punishment of delinquent managers, improvement of level of literacy of staffs, establishing the self-control mechanisms in the offices, employment of managers based on expertise and their educational degrees is needed. And at the end it is required that governments should prevent illegal employments of managers and also they should encourage people in order to identify the violations.
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Abstract:
This article is about Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad one of the provinces that is located in the southwest of the country of Iran. One of the most important social problems in recent years is the addition of divorce and reduction of marriage annually according to the raise in the age of marriage. According to statistics of organization of registration, divorce has been increasing in this province annually. Divorce in literary words means to be released, in terms of ending the marriage by the husband and wife. Often, divorce has been defined as the most common solution and incompatibility of couple. This study is based on the data from the years 2011 and method of it is documentary. Tools of data collection in this research are referral to libraries, relevant organizations, magazines, the internet and data analysis in this research is commentary analysis. The results show that addiction of men, Male unemployment, Women’s employment, Education of women, Lack of honesty, transparency and veracity of couples, Men’s sexual disability, Growth of urbanity and fading of kinship groups are mostly the reasons of divorce in this province.
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Introduction:
Social changes in the world over the past decade have caused the family system to face changes, challenges, issues and new requirements. During this time, families especially due to complex causes have been threatened. Gradual decrease in family satisfaction firstly causes psychological rupture and then it causes social rupture and finally it causes legal event and this rupture is titled “divorce”. Although divorce is considered social injury and it is one of the factors of disintegration and rupture of the family circle yet for various reasons all of the marriages don’t have complete durability and some of them end in divorce. Therefore, to prevent the reduction of the incidence of divorces in society, factors of divorce should be identified and be attempted for eliminating or diminishing these factors. (fatehi&Nazari, 2011:2).

Divorce in literary words means to be released, in terms of ending the marriage by the husband and wife, often divorce has been defined the most common solution and incompatibility of couple, collapse of family life, marriage failure and disorder of communication of parents and children. (www.haghgostar.ir/ShowPost.aspx?ID=663). Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad are two of the provinces that are located in the southwest of the country of Iran. One of the most important social problems in recent years is the addition of divorce and reduction of marriage annually according to the raise in the age of marriage. According to statistics of organization of registration, divorce has been increasing in this province annually. Divorce has affected couples and their children in this province. Most criminal teenagers and youth depend on families whose parents have been divorced in this province. Parents are divorced and have sickened family disputes; divorce has also affected divorced couples physically, psychically and generally created an anomy. The researchers would like to know what the main cause of divorce in this province is?

Review of literature:
Strow&Strow (2006) in their article under topic “A history of divorce and remarriage in the United States” note how the advent of industrialization transformed the family and contributed to rising divorce rates for the dramatic increase in divorce throughout the 20th century and they believe the feminist movement along with
numerous legislative and demographic changes brought about the increased labor force participation of women and female economic independence, which allowed both men and women greater freedom to divorce. And hence divorce has become a more common event.

Taylor (2009) said that “most important determinant of a quick decision to divorce is outside interference from stepchildren and/or in-laws, much more so than abuse, falling in love with someone else, not being there physically, lack of marital effort, money problems, or substance abuse. A possible reason for the importance of outside interference follows from the work of biologist Hamilton (1964) who emphasized an individual's genes rather than his or her optimizing behavior. Not surprisingly, abandonment also hastens the divorce decision, and for male decision makers, sexual issues hasten divorce”. Janmardy (2011) in his article under the topic “Study of divorce in Iran provinces from 1977 to 1998: Emphasizing on the role of Iran-Iraq war” believes that war of Iran and Iraq caused heavy economic losses, unemployment, change in family structural and all of them led to increased divorce. Musai et al (2011) in their paper (The Relationship between Divorce and Economic-Social Variables in Iran) said that there is relationship between divorce and Iran's economic-social variables. They showed that there is a significant relation between income distribution and divorce such as the worse income distribution quality for the occurrence of more divorces. They discovered that there is direct relationship between divorce rate and monthly expenditures of Iranian households and its reverse relationship with income per capita and illiteracy rate.

Doherty (2012) said that the most common reasons people give for their divorce are lack of commitment, too much arguing, infidelity, marrying too young, unrealistic expectations, lack of equality in the relationship, lack of preparation for marriage and abuse. Some of these problems can be fixed and divorce can be prevented(http://www.divorce.usu.edu/files/uploads/Lesson3). Adegoke (2010) in the research on “Socio-cultural Factors as Determinants of Divorce Rates among Women of Reproductive Age in Ibadan Metropolis, Nigeria” found that childlessness within the first marriage, marriage support by family and relatives, age of marriage, couple’s role obligation and couple’s ethnic/cultural background and divorce rates among women of reproductive age effect on divorce rate. Khurshid et al (2012) showed that various personal, social and psychological factors are among the major perceived causes of the divorce. Present research increases our understanding regarding one of the social issues which has profound effects on the society through various corners.

Methodology:
The method used in this if of documentary method and the method of data analysis in this research is commentary analysis. Tools of data collection: researcher have referred to libraries, relevant organizations, magazines and the internet. The universe of this research is youth of Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad Province. This study is based on data from the years 2011 and 2012 in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province in Iran.

Findings & Discussions:
According to the Department of Social Welfare and Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad Province in year 2007, 2723 addicted people of self-referred have visited addiction treatment center of welfare organization and these figures in the year 2008 are 3520 people and in the year 2009 were 4752 people and in the year 2010 were 6505 people and in the years 2011 and 2012, these are increasing (statistics center of Iran,2011:111). These figures show addicted individuals are increasing annually. Most referred individuals to this center are youth that due to addiction have left their families and are inhabited in this center for several months. They are far from their family for a while, therefore, their women and children have to sustain this situation but in reverse. This could be grounds for tensions and conflicts in the families and could be grounds for divorce between the couples.

According to census of years 1976, 1986, 1996, 2006, the rate of Employment of women in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad Province was in the order of 1505, 3684, 7889, 15692 individuals and this figures are raising these years (Ibid:121).
Women's employment can provide a sense of independence for women and this independence causes women to decrease the dependence on their husbands, and this subject gradually affects the relationship of males and females leading to an increase in sensitivity and autonomous of women. In this state, women know that they do not need their husband's money. Hence, they are obedient lesser than males who are
unemployed and don't have salary. Of course it doesn't mean that any wife have to be obedient completely, it means that employed women are more autonomous than women who don't have job and salary.

Finally, occupation can provide a background which is in first tension among males and females that increases hatred and ultimately some of these tensions turn into divorce. Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad's people are traditional and traditionally females have to follow their husband’s behaviors and provide satisfaction of their husbands. Therefore, in this society expectations on husbands are more than another non-traditional society and if women disobey their husbands the rate of hatred is more than another society. This province is passing from traditional attitudes to modernity attitudes. Males cannot sustain disobedience of their wife but in modern society sometimes males obey their wife and there is no difference between wife and husband in life and management of family.

According to census of years 1976,1986,1996,2006 to now, the number of female students have been 6021,17356,54335,73064 in order and this flow is increasing (Ibid:122). Education for women can provide a background for awareness and growth of them who administrate life and children and provide a social welfare for family. Usually illiterate women have lesser experience than literate women and they have a lesser perception and some time they cannot realize their husband and children’s demand. Then hates and tension in the families are expected among women and their husband who are illiterate or with low literacy. While statistics and information show other things different from these expectations and with a lengthy addition of number of educated women, divorce is increased.

It is already noted that the people of this province are traditional so education can provide a kind of self-consciousness for women who understand their environment and education because they sense there is no difference between woman and man and women can behave like men, and hence they expect to be treated like men, as regards to governed traditional culture in this province, this culture doesn’t allow women for participation in social work or in other words women have to obey their husband. Educated women some time want to break these norms and the breaking of these norms causes hate and tension in families, and finally sometimes these tensions turn into divorce.

According to information and figures of statistical yearbook of this province, the number of individuals who get divorced in village were 44.7% and in cities of this province were 55.7% in last census of years 2008,2009,2010,2011 (Ibid:111). Anybody who lives in city, is not affected by informal governance while in village there is dominated of an informal investigation if anybody is separated from one’s spouse may be placed in contempt. In cities especially metropolitan divorce is not stigma and shame and it is a usual subject because the people live in cities in anonymity.

Karamali Rezai, head of the Branch of 101 Family justice said: if the ethical cases by parents and young couples is observed, we will see dramatic reduction of divorce in this province. He said: with regards to initial investigation before marriage can be helpful to many of their problems, we expected that parents before marriage of their children are too careful. He said: one of method that can prevent divorce is transparency and honesty of couples in sage of courtship and marriage (http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=8708071372).

Thus we can conclude that transparency and honesty are two terms that are important in life and couples have to pay attention to them, and there can be a relationship between increase of divorce and lack of transparency and honesty of couples before or after marriage. Unfortunately some times, sons and daughters in initial stage look for marriage and stipulate each other. They try to brag and bounce onto each other, then this problem arises as they cannot know each other and understand each other. But later after marriage they discover capability of each other, if this capabilities are opposite in treatment of each other in stipulate period or before marriage, it turns into tension and hate in their life and if it continues, these tensions later lead to divorce.

Dr. Mohammad Reza Norouzi (Iranian Urological Association board member) said: “men at all did not refer to physician or they refer too late in background of diseases such as blood in urine, sexual potency of divorce and that leads to sexual disorder” (http://boyernews.com/23376). Women in this province due to dominance of traditions and customs cannot express sexual problems, they express another problems instead of sexual problems, also customs have caused men and women not to have knowledge about sexual relationship. Therefore they are unable to sexually satisfy each other and this lack of sexual satisfaction causes tension in family and eventually leads to divorce.
According to the information and figures of registration organization in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province, in years 2009, 2010, 2011, most divorces are related to those who have been married for less than one year (registration organization of Iran, 2011: 492). This problem can be due to different reasons such as: lack of sufficient knowledge, honesty and integrity, transparency before marriage in relationship between wife and husband. There are a lot of young people who on whim love girl and promise her a social welfare but after marriage they turn away from their promises. Thus these characteristics of youth can provide background of h and tensions in family and finally divorces.

The addition of population in cities in this province and dominance of urban culture have caused to remove the influence of kinship groups slowly, kinship groups have a lot of functions in this province such as: to prevent crime and disorder of youth, to prevent divorce, to resolve local hatred and tension between individuals. The population of cities in this province in the years of 1966 was 9.48%; while in last census in the year 2011, the population of cities was 52.6% and population of villages are 47.4% (statistics center of Iran, 2011: 106). With strong development of cities and urban culture, individualism and collectivism was replaced and materialism appeared between people. Today the influence of these groups is not like previous times. Thus it is more difficult to solve tension of families.

Results/Implications:

Based on the data analysis, we can say one of the causes of divorce in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad is addiction of men to narcotic materials that caused damage to family and causes separation of wife and husband from each other.

Male unemployment is one factor that will be provided in the context of divorce. According to tradition, work is usually expected from men more than women in the province and so the rate of unemployment is 14.1%, therefore men unemployment can be the ground for divorce of couples. Women’s employment can be another reason to addition of divorce between couples. It is already noted that occupation provides kind of independence to women who reduce their dependence on their husband and with starting of the smallest stress, women want to get separated from their husbands. Education of women is another predisposing cause of divorce in this province. Education has caused self-awareness of women and caused added capability of women to understand their rights and participation in social work but traditions in this province expect other works for women or this subject is not a match to traditions. Thus after tensions, divorce appears. Lack of honesty, transparency and veracity of couples when they want to marry each other or after marriage are another reasons of divorce in Kohgiluyeh and Boyer-Ahmad province.

Sexual disability in men, sexual disorders, fertility disorders are another factors are an addition to divorce in this province. Growth of urbanity and fading of kinship group’s investigation and traditional culture can affect the rate of increase of divorce in this province.

Suggestions:

Parents through education and correct training can familiarize their children to methods of better life. Parents have to prevent the mistakes or errors of children when they are in their childhood or teenage because if this task would not be done, in future it will be worse and parents and society cannot control them.

Governments through schools, NGOs, organizations etc. should teach their citizens background of marriage, safe sexual training and methods of sexual satisfaction of couples in life. Governments through investment, increasing banking sources, addition of marriage loans and policies of population control can help youth and eliminate unemployment and reduce divorce of couples. Governments can help to change patriarchal attitudes in family in traditional society and semi-traditional societies and establish equality between men and women and educate men through mass media, schools and NGOs.

Families should be given free or low-cost medical care, until they check themselves and prevent themselves from some of the diseases and disorders. For example, family physicians can help people in villages and cities.
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Abstract:
India-Iran relations span centuries marked by meaningful interactions. The two countries shared a border till 1947 and share several common features in their language, culture and traditions. Both South Asia and the Persian Gulf have strong commercial, energy, cultural and people-to-people links. Relations between peoples of the Iranian plateau and India were extensive and uninterrupted between the 13th and 18th centuries. Migration, commerce, and politics all led to a range of cross-regional influences. In this research we have used the library methodology and descriptive analysis. By study and sociological investigation we observed that two civilizations of Iran and India with a rich and ancient culture during history have friendly and kind relations with each other.
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Introduction:
In order to have the discussion regarding cultural relations, it is needed to have a brief mention to the knowledge of sociological investigation which is sociology and culture in this writing. One of the approaches of sociologists in defining culture is descriptive definition. In this approach, “culture or civilization is a woven generality including knowledge, religion, art, law, ethics, custom and any ability and habit the human gains from the society”. However, in the historical approach, “culture means a correlative set of actions and beliefs which are inherited by society that composes the texture of our life (Ashoori, p 380). The trend began with India’s first sultan, Qoṭb-al-Din Aybak (r. 1206-10; q.v.), whose congregational mosque in Delhi followed the Iranian plan of a central open courtyard surrounded by cloistered halls on three sides, with a prayer chamber on the fourth side (Tsukinowa, pp. 54-60). This appears to have happened in the case of Bengal's Adina Mosque (1375), which in structural terms recalls the third-century Sasanian palace, Ţāq-e Kesrā (Eaton, pp. 40-47). In India these elements appeared first in Homāyūn's tomb (1571), whose architect had himself come from Bukhara. Through Timurid influence, too, came the Iranian conception of the garden, symbolic of paradise, with water channels, pools, and pavilions (Subtleny, pp. 119-20). Already evident in Bābor’s own memoirs, the aesthetic of the garden was translated into many Mughal architectural triumphs, most famously the TājMaḥal (Golembek, 1632-43; pp. 43-5). The relations of Iran and Indian subcontinent before Islam have been based on common race, language and custom. Iran and Indian subcontinent with the Dari Persian language created the same relation they had with, Avestan and Sanskrit languages before Islam and by prevalence of different languages that today 22 languages officially has been recognized in different states of this country and 1400 official accent has turned this society to a large democracy and have provided a bed for propagation of different religions. For people of Iran and the history and literature of Iran no land is more famous and known than India. No historical-literature and geographic book is found in Persian that has not talked about India, in a way that the most important and ancient legendary book of Iranians, Shahnameh has mentioned the name of India, Sand and Macran for over a hundred times. Perhaps, one of the best descriptions from the cultural closeness of two nations and their common interest in each other is provided by “Sobramanian Soami”, the post minister of India and the head of Janata movement. After visiting Iran, several years ago he writes: “India and Iran have centauries of cultural and civilization relation and have many cultural common points. In the past, Iran has influenced India via Persian language, art and architecture. However, the critical aspect I encountered during my visit of India is related to the great interest of Iranians in India, ordinary
people usually feel good of India and this goes back to clean cultural and civilization connections of the two countries and has nothing to do with the overseas policy of Iran” (Soami, 1831, p 15).

**The precedent of cultural relations of Iran and India:**
The antiquity of cultural, language and immigration relations of Iranians and Indians is so famous that there is no need for explanations, for about 2500 to 3000 years ago, a large wave of immigrants started from north-east Iran to Sand which is called Aryans’ immigration. Since Sasanid, a cuneiform inscription is remained in Saint Thomas church, that Dr. Aliasghar Hekmat has brought its picture on page 11 of the book Persian symbols on Indian stones (Hekmat, 1959. p-91) The famous sentence of Jawaharlal Nehru “the relations between two countries of Iran and India is an old story of the history of the universe, it seems even older of that.

**A review of the history of relations of Iran and India:**
In the explorations conducted on 1930 at Kashan Silk Hill by archeologists, it is discovered that Kashan old town has been the intersection of ancient civilization of Iran and India. Few archeologists think that the old relation between Iran and India in fact goes back to the time before Medians and Sumerians (before invasion of Aryans). From the old time in the past, Iran and India have had integrated historical and cultural relations with each other and in the speeches of Jawaharlal Nehru the Late Minister of India and Alameh Shebeli Namani it is brought that: “in the history of the whole world, two nations of Iran and India have been so close to each other that no more example can be found like them”.

As a result of the same race and origin of these two civilizations, is the compatibility and similarity of Avestan Language in Iran and Vada Language in India. From the remained proves and stuff, we can conclude that from the very long time ago, the Iranians and Indians were living with each other. And by emerge of Sasanid dynasty good relations existed between Iranian Royals and Indian Maharajahs that the historians call that “The Golden Age of Iran”. The Indian lands were known by the kings and from Punjab and Kashmir to North India was ruled by them.

**The ages of cultural prosperity and cultural exchanges:**
If we consider culture as a complicated set including studies, believes, arts, techniques, ethics, rules, customs and all habits, behaviors and regulations that the person learns as a society member and has duties and responsibilities against that for the society (Salimi, 1998, p 11), thus Iran and India with the ancient background from the ancient times until Goorkanian and Safavian, they have had cultural exchanges in different ways. The common roots and mutual contacts for cultural exchanges have been made between the two nations. In fact, the ages of Goorkanian kingdom in the Indian land is the age of cultural transformation, revitalization of literature and philosophy of old India and the age of prosperity and development of Persian language, literature and culture. The most important faces for cultural penetration can be observed in development of Persian language and literature in India and the Hindu-Iranian art such as painting and architecture.

**Persian language and literature:**
The Persian language and literature is the most important symbol of the rate of effectiveness of the two cultures from each other. Indian languages such as Urdu-Hindi, Bangali, Sandi, Kashmiri, Pashto-Hindi, Dakani, Gujarati, Saraahi, Bahari, Tamil, Kenari and Malayalm have taken advantages of Persian language (Yektaee, 1974, p 164). From the Indian-Iranian Persian languages we can mention to Mirzamenos, Hartoseni, Krishnavasi and Chandarbahan Berahman (Hekmat, 1958, p 91) The Goorkani kings of India were interested in Persian poetry and literature and were promoting that. When Babarshah attacked Delhi from Kabol and conquered the north India, Persian poets such as Atashi Ghandehari came to India with him (Ibid, Hekmat, p 11). Also Khandmir, the great Iranian Historian joined the Barbar’s kingdom (Ghiaseddin Homam Khandmir, 1983, p 9). Therefore, not only Persian language was considered by the Indian Muslims, but the Hindus learnt it soon and communicated with it. Dr. Tarachand, “the premier consul of India in Iran” has considered two elements regarding relations of Iran and India civilizations: one is Islamic mysticism of Iranian people and the other is the Persian language and he says: Cultural relation between two civilizations of Iran and India empowered by emergence of Islam and penetration of this religion in Indian subcontinent (Tarachand, 1958) and for Islam found India via Iran lands most Islamic trainers, teachers and missionaries were Iranians A result of cultural relation between Hindus and Persian language, a deep transformation has occurred in Indian culture specifically in the field of poetry, terminology, biography, journalism, study of India and translation of texts (Roohollah Amini, 1986, p 11)

**Painting:**
In the time of Goorkani kingdom in India the influence of Iranian painting art is more obvious and the footprint of Iranian immigrants is clearly apparent. Wall drawing and miniature painting which was flourishing in Safavi era in Iran was taken to India by the students of KamaleddinBehzad. When Homayoon was in Iran, learnt miniature painting and by returning to his country, he took a number of students of Behzad including AbdolsamadShirazi and Mirseyed Ali Tarizi with himself (FarhangErshad, 1986, p 275). The colors used were coming from Iran and its perspective was thoroughly Iranian (FarhangErshad, Ibid, p 276).

The influence of Iranian painting school was not a transient and sectional issue, because several Indian artists were trained by Iranian painters and were working in the Teymoorian kingdom, among them we can mention to Beshnovas, Dolat and Dasvanet. In the book of Akbari bylaw, name of a number of Indian painters is recorded who have been students of Abdolsamad and Mirseyed Ali (FarhangErshad, Ibid, p 257).

**Architecture:**

The art of architecture in India was evolved by taking advantage of Islamic Iranian Architecture. The influence of Iranian architects on creation of this art is observed as well. Homayoon Shah accepted Iranian Architecture, and his tomb was made by an Iranian architect called MirzaMirakGhias and Iranian symbols were used in it. Iranian Architecture reached to its peak at the time of successors of Homayoon. The most durable samples of Hindu-Iranian architecture is including: tomb of Etemadodolleh in Agra, royal mosque of Lahore at the time of Jahangir, Tajmahal building in Agra (the tomb of Mointazmahal the spouse of Shah Jahan) and they took them from local architects based on their taste and by mixture of both styles, the Hindu-Iranian style was created. For instance, Sabat (the roofs seen on some Iranian alleys) by the local name of Sovat, is a sample of architecture belonging to India applied in Iran. The crescent forms and arch buildings, simple walls and narrow smooth columns with vast piles and astonishing arches are signs of Iranian architectural style. In many buildings a mixture of Iranian-Hindu architecture is observed.

**Conclusion:**

By study and sociological investigation we observed that two civilizations of Iran and India with a rich and ancient culture during history have friendly and kind relations with each other. Since the far past, they have had stable relation with each other and the people of these two civilizations (Iran and India) have ancient precedent in race and culture and they have the same .however following emergence of social and political evolutions in India and emergence of critical changes in common geographic boundaries between the two countries of Iran and India and after Goorkanian dynasty and at the time of colonization, the Persian language which had become the common language between Iran and India was forgot and the common culture which was the result of thousand years of cultural exchanges was neglected and the relations of two nations were reduced .The most visible form of Iranian influence in India is found in the hundreds of architectural monuments patronized by rulers who looked to Iran for their aesthetic inspiration, and often for their architects.

At the end, we hope to observe progress and development of relations between two lands of Iran and India in different fields especially cultural fields.
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Abstract
This is an attempt to investigate the relationship of serum creatinine with aerobic and anaerobic power of national level athletes. The study was conducted on 17 male athletes in the age group of 16-20 years who have been under training at Madan Mohan Malviya Stadium Allahabad for participating in National meets. At the time of evaluation their competition experience was of minimum three years. The creatinine was estimated by taking blood samples through Jeffers’s methods. The physiological variables such as aerobic power and anaerobic power were examined with the help of three minute step up test and Sarjant jump test respectively. Each subject was examined individually during rest hours with the help of standard scientific instruments. The results of the study were drawn here: (1) the mean values of creatinine (1.32± 0.39) anaerobic power (106.29±15.26) and aerobic power (54.41±9.06). Significant relationship with anaerobic power of athletes was found in relation to creatinine.

Key Words: Creatinine, aerobic and anaerobic power

Introduction
The concentration of creatinine in serum is the most widely used and commonly accepted measure of renal function in clinical medicine. Reference values of biochemical variables specific for sportsmen have never been defined, and those used for the general population are also applied to athletes (Giuseppe B. 2006). It is understandable that a degree of scepticism exists as to the relevance of talent identification and selection but this assumption is largely untested. Therefore this study namely comparison of serum creatinine values of elite athletes with their aerobic & anaerobic power can contribute to selection procedures in junior athletes at elite senior level as well as sketch of selecting, training, comparing, improving and knowing the status of both level athletes and determinants of success and be profiled later at senior level. The present study aims at analyzing and predicting the factors to success in sports among junior and senior players.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Factors that could not be controlled in the study were as follows:
Environmental factors
Difference regarding subjects daily routine
Training schedule. Non availability of sophisticated tools.

Hypotheses
There would be no significant relationship between creatinine and aerobic power.
There would be no significant relationship between creatinine and anaerobic power.

Objectives
The result of the present study may contribute effectively to guide the users in the following ways:
The physical educator and coaches will be able to utilize serum creatinine, aerobic power, anaerobic power, components for adequate training to enhance these important characteristics in the players.
Results of this study will be helpful to select the best players for competitive team. On the basis of the results of their study coaches will be able to give the training according to the preference level of the players. The coaches and physical educators will be able to compare their team with other team. The players will be able to self evaluate themselves.

METHODOLOGY
To know the effect of serum creatinine on aerobic power and anaerobic power the study was conducted on 17 subjects. All were male players of National level & were under training in Madan Mohan Malviya stadium of age ranging from 16-20yr.
The vertical jump test known as the Sargent jump is conducted to measure anaerobic power. The difference in distance between the simple reach height and the jump height is recorded. Modified Harvard Step test was conducted on 17 male athletes and to monitor the efficiency of cardiovascular system by using 12 inches bench at the step of one every two second for 3 minutes. After completion of test pulse rate was counted for 15 second from carotid artery and then multiply by four to get aerobic power.
Serum creatinine is taken to know the relation with aerobic and anaerobic power. Serum creatinine of athlete was measure by Jeffers method.

FINDINGS
To know the relation of serum creatinine with aerobic power and anaerobic power study was conducted on 17 subjects.
Mean and standard deviation of aerobic and anaerobic power were given in following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anaerobic Power</td>
<td>106.29</td>
<td>±15.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic Power</td>
<td>54.40</td>
<td>±9.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graph 1: Represent the Anaerobic Power of 17 Athletes and number 18 represent the mean value of 17 athletes:
**Graph 2:** Represent the aerobic Power of 17 Athletes and number 18 represent the mean value of 17 athletes:
The Mean anaerobic power of male athlete of Madan Mohan Malviya Stadium(106.29) was much higher than Sargent Jump Ratings for Anaerobic Power (excellent>65) it is might be due to that most of athlete are thrower and engaged in short duration, high intensity exercise. The Mean aerobic power of male athlete of Madan Mohan Malviya Stadium(54.40) was much lower than Harvard Step Test rating for Aerobic Power (Poor<50) it is might be due to that most of athlete are thrower and engaged in short duration, high intensity exercise.

**Graph 3:** Represent the Creatinine of 17 Athletes and number 18 represent the mean value of 17 athletes:

Correlation of biochemical indices with aerobic and anaerobic power table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creatinine</th>
<th>Aerobic Power</th>
<th>Anaerobic Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion:**
The above table and graph shows that there is no significant relation between Creatinine & Anaerobic power while there is no significant relation between Creatinine & Aerobic Power is may be due to fact that creatinine may improve the performance of short-duration, high-intensity activities such as weight lifting.

**Conclusion:**
Serum creatinine is taken to know the relation with aerobic and anaerobic power. Serum creatinine of athlete was measure by Jeffers method. The compilation of studies by Williams et al (1998) is suggestive that creatinine supplementation has little or no effect upon athletic performance under field conditions. Additionally, it is quite likely that creatinine supplementation may be less effective in elite or highly trained athletes.
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Abstract:
A vegetarian is a person who does not eat meat (including fowl) or seafood, or products containing these foods. The eating patterns of vegetarians may vary considerably. The lacto-ovo-vegetarian eating pattern is based on grains, vegetables, fruits, legumes, seeds, nuts, dairy products, and eggs.

This study compared the dietary and anthropometric profile of vegetarian and Omnivorous meals and female adolescents, between 13 and 14 years old. Method: The study was carried out in the year 2013-2014. Government schools in Hyderabad were stratified randomly sampling selected. The target population was adolescent girls and boys who studied in the selected government schools. A total of 470 (235 girls and 235 boys) Government in the age group of 13 years (117 boys and 117 girls), 14 years (118 boys and 118 girls) was selected schools. The selected adolescent girls and boys were briefed on the objectives of the study and all of them gave consent to take part in the study.

Finding:
It has been verified that 108 (23%) of the vegetarians, 49 (10.4%) OvoVeg and 313 (66.6%) of the omnivores however, according to finding in this study 65 (40.7%) of the vegetarians was and 64 (59.3%) was girls (p≤0.03). It was BMI-for-age 7 (6.5%) of the vegetarians less than < -3 Z-score, 11 (10.2%) of the vegetarians less than -3Z to -2Z and 4 (4.3%) vegetarians was overweight, and was not a vegetarian obese.

Discussion:
In the present study where rice has been the staple food, it could not provide the energy needs and other nutrient foods. This provides the ground for different levels of malnutrition in the consumers which is seen in the current study. The status has been the same in both vegetarians and omnivorous. It means that the staple food of both groups of students was rice and both of them had different levels of malnutrition. The continuation of this status would cause chronic malnutrition in the adolescent students who are in the second period of growth.

Introduction:
A vegetarian is a person who does not eat meat (including fowl) or seafood, or products containing these foods. The eating patterns of vegetarians may vary considerably. The lacto-ovo-vegetarian eating pattern is based on grains, vegetables, fruits, legumes, seeds, nuts, dairy products, and eggs. During the past decades, increasing knowledge has emerged about the effects of vegetarian diet on nutritional status and physical health. Taken as a whole, studies have shown that vegetarians are in good physical health compared with national averages and as healthy as non vegetarians with a comparable background and lifestyle. This outcome can be explained by the more health conscious behaviors of vegetarians and by the fact that vegetarian diets are often healthy with the respect to such factors as fat composition and fiber. In 2006, based on a nationwide poll, approximately 2.3% of the US adult population (4.9 million...
people) consistently followed a vegetarian diet, stating that they never ate meat, fish, or poultry. About 1.4% of the US adult population was vegan (6). In 2005, according to a nationwide poll, 3% of 8- to 18-year-old children and adolescents were vegetarian; close to 1% were vegan (7).

Vegetarians tend to have a lower body mass index (BMI) and lower overall cancer rates. Vegetarians are predominantly female (8), are more likely to live in urban areas and to be single (9). A small but increasing number of people in Western countries are choosing to restrict meat for various reasons. While in countries such as India a high proportion (35%) of the population follows a vegetarian diet due to cultural and religious traditions (10), rates in Western countries are much lower. However, a considerable minority of populations in Western countries do not consume meat. In a methodologically sound study (11) 1.6% of respondents in a representative sample of 20,000 Germans reported being vegetarians (11). Estimates for US and UK samples are slightly higher (3%) (12,13). The body mass index (BMI) was calculated. The nutritional diagnostic criteria proposed by the World Health Organization (14) were used, which state that adolescents between the 5th and 85th percentile of BMI-for-age are at a normal weight, those below this cutoff value are thinness, those above the 85th percentile are at risk of overweight, and adolescents above this cutoff value and $90th percentile for both triceps and subscapular skinfolds are obese (14).

**Methods and materials:**

The study was carried out in the year 2013-2014. Government schools in Hyderabad were randomly selected. The target population was adolescent girls and boys who studied in the selected government schools. A total of 470 (235 girls and 235 boys) Government in the age group of 13 years (117 boys and 117 girls), 14 years (118 boys and 118 girls) was selected. The selected adolescent girls and boys were briefed on the objectives of the study and all of them gave consent to take part in the study. The anthropometric measurements included height and body weight and calculated (BMI).

**Finding:** It has been verified that 108 (23%) of the vegetarians, 49 (10.4%) OvoVeg and 313 (66.6%) of the omnivores however, according to finding in this study 65 (40.7%) of the vegetarians was and 64 (59.3%) was girls (p≤0.03). It was BMI-for-age 7 (6.5%) of the vegetarians less than -3 Z-score, 11 (10.2%) of the vegetarians less than -3Z To-2Z and 4 (4.3%) o vegetarians was overweight, and was not vegetarians obese. In addition 20 (6.4%) omnivores was less than -3 Z-score, 39 (12.5%) omnivores were less than -3Z To-2Z and 14 (4.5%) overweight, and was not a vegetarian obese table. It was Height-for-age 7 (6.5%) of the vegetarians less than -3 Z-score, 12 (11.1%) of the vegetarians less than -3Z To-2Z and was not vegetarians more than normal height. In addition 5 (1.6%) omnivores was less than -3 Z-score, 36 (8.3%) omnivores was less than -3Z To-2Z and 1 (0.3%) more than a normal height table. His popularity of vegetarianism has increased greatly over the regarding regular physical activity, the total time on physical exercise was by vegetarians 107 (98.1%), ovovegetarins 48 (98%) and omnivorous 309 (98.7%) (p≤0.03). In addition staple food by vegetarians, ovovegetarins and omnivorous, respectively; rice89 (82.4%), 44 (89.8%) and 273 (87.2%) the difference is not statistically significant. It has become evident that only 44.4% of the vegetarian and 31.8% of the omnivorous adolescents exercised with adequate frequency and duration of training. Besides, 57.1% of the vegetarians and all of the omnivores carried out moderate intensity activities. In addition, 33% of the vegetarians had very inadequate diets, even considering total proteins. As far as the omnivores are concerned, 28% had a very low intake of animal protein and only 6% of total proteins. It must be emphasized that a significantly higher percentage of vegetarians consumed very low amounts of total proteins (p ≥ 0.05) and animal proteins (p≥ 0.0001) than omnivores.

### Table 1. Assessment of gender according to Type diet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender Type diet</th>
<th>Boy</th>
<th>Girl</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetarian</td>
<td>65(40.7%)</td>
<td>64(59.3%)</td>
<td>108(100%)</td>
<td>df 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OvoVeg</td>
<td>21(42.9%)</td>
<td>28(57.1%)</td>
<td>49(100%)</td>
<td>=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omnivores</td>
<td>170(54.3%)</td>
<td>143(45.7%)</td>
<td>313(100%)</td>
<td>=0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>235(50%)</td>
<td>235(100%)</td>
<td>470(100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion:

In this study, the type of food and staple food diet in the main meals (lunch and dinner) in the adolescent students were considered as one of the objectives. The findings showed that students were categorized into two groups of vegetarians and omnivorous. At the same time, the most important part of food intake was rice, which was taken in large scale on a daily basis (information is in the table 4-12). Evaluation of the relationship of food diet with anthropometric indexes (body mass index, height for age index) is shown in the table 4-. There is a significant relationship between the nutrition status and the type of diet (0.000). These findings confirm the fact that intake of all food groups and the type of diet have an important relevance to the health and growth in the age and gender groups. In the present study where rice has been the staple food, it could not provide the energy needs and other nutrient foods. This provides the ground for different levels of malnutrition in the consumers which is seen in the current study. The status has been the same in both vegetarians and omnivorous. It means that the staple food of both groups of students was rice and both of them had different levels of malnutrition. The continuation of this status would cause chronic malnutrition in the adolescent students who are in the second period of growth. This causes negative consequences. It also is a threat to the adult and fertile years (especially in the girls). The macro policies of nutrition and health should be performed by the planners and the chief managers of health sectors and the policy makers in the government. They include the plans such as supporting consumers regarding food security and environmental hygiene in order to decrease chronic nutrition and prevent nutrition issues in the age groups.
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Introduction
Vital capacity is closely related with motor qualities especially endurance. Endurance is one of the elements of physical fitness and it is determined first and foremost by the functional efficiency of the cardiovascular metabolic and nervous systems as well as the level of co-orientation of the activities of the systems of the body. Vital capacity is very essential in the games like Kabaddi where the players have to perform with endurance and strength endurance capacity for a longer period with breathing mechanism. The players of such games need to have larger lung volume to supply sufficient amount of oxygen to working muscle groups for effective performance. Keeping these aspects ahead the present study aims to find out the vital capacity among the high school Kabaddi players of six selected districts of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State. The researcher ventured to undertake this study as there was little evidence of studies made to show the vital capacity of high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region.

Significance of Vital Capacity
Vital capacity is especially important during intense physical activity such as exercise, sport, rigorous work or running away from a dangerous situation. Such demands require more air and oxygen in the lungs to fuel body organs, especially those of the musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, respiratory and nervous systems. If you are unfit and overweight, you will not have the lung capacity to increase the volume of air you inhale and exhale beyond normal breathing. You will become out of breath and be unable to perform many activities more difficult than sitting or lying down. Participating in sports you enjoy, such as Kabaddi can be a win-win situation. It helps you to get in shape without you really realizing how hard you’re working because you’re having fun. Playing Kabaddi can condition your body and strengthen your cardiovascular system. But while exercise has many far-reaching benefits, expanding your lung capacity can't be achieved through working out.

Statement of the Problem
The problem formulated for the present study is “Study on vital capacity of selected district high school Kabaddi players of Karnataka State”.

Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this research is “Study on Vital Capacity and Body Mass Index of selected District High School Kabaddi players of Karnataka State”. The study is conducted on selected districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State which compromises of six districts like Gulbarga, Bidar, Yadgir, Raichur, Koppal and Bellary.

The study aims to find out the vital capacity level among the high school Kabaddi players. The study also makes the comparisons on vital capacity among the six districts high school Kabaddi players.

Further present study attempts to make the suggestions and recommendations to the Department of Public Instructions and Department of Youth Empowerment and Sports, Karnataka for developing the vital capacity level through scientific method of training among Kabaddi and of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State. Further the study makes recommendations and gives suggestions to improve the
Objectives of the Study
To find out the vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State. To compare the vital capacity level and body mass index among six districts high school Kabaddi players with standard norms to find out in which category they will fall in. To compare and analyze the vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State. To make suggestions and recommendations to the Department of Public Instructions and Department of Youth Empowerment and Sports, Karnataka for developing the vital capacity level through scientific method of training among Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State. To make further recommendations and suggestions to improve the basic infrastructure facilities at high school level for the promotion and development of Kabaddi game in selected six districts of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka State.

Methodology
The methodological aspects related to the present investigation have been described. The procedure and methods applied in selection of subjects and sample design, selection of variables, selection of tests, instrument reliability, reliability of data, orientation of the subjects, collection of data, test administration, experimental design and statistical technique are present in this chapter.

Selection of Subjects and Sample Design
The purpose of the study was to find out the vital capacity level among six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region. To achieve the purpose of study total 300 subjects ranging 14-16 years of age were selected at randomly. The sample design is presented in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Total Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kabaddi</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Selection of variables
The researcher had gone through the available literature and had discussions with various experts and with his guide before selecting variables. The availability of technique for the purpose of analysis, feasibility, reliability of the procedure and the outcome were extensively taken care before finalizing the variables. After analysing the various factors associated with the present study, criterion variables vital capacity is selected.

Criterion Variables
Each sport demands specific requirement of endurance capacity for successful performance, the importance of endurance capacity lies in the fact that in majority of the sports, it scores as the basis for good endurance. The vital capacity is selected.

Selection of Tests
To measure the selected variables the respective tests are administered and represented in the table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. N</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Vital Capacity</td>
<td>Forced Vital Capacity (FVC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrument Reliability
In the present study standard equipment such as digital spirometer which is available in the physiology laboratory, Department of Physical Education, Gulbarga University, Gulbarga are used.

Reliability of the Data
Test and retest method was followed in order to establish reliability of data by using 50 subjects at random. These ten subjects were tested twice by the same person under similar conditions. Johnson and Nelson’s intra-class co-efficient of correlation was used to find out the reliability of the data as suggested.

Orientation of the Subjects
The investigator explained the purpose of the study and the importance of the tests to the subjects in order to get their co-operation as well as to secure reliable data.

**Collection of Data**

The data on vital capacity were collected by administrating digital spirometer. The above said data were collected during the district high school Kabaddi matches in the Hyderabad Karnataka region.

**Test Administration**

The investigator has done pilot approach to the places of various districts of Hyderabad Karnataka region of Karnataka state where the district high school Kabaddi tournaments were organized. The investigator has collected the data related to present study in the following methods,

**Vital Capacity**

**Purpose**

To assess the vital capacity. **Equipment used**: Digital Spirometer.

**Procedure**

Prepare the players for the Spirometry test. Remember, this is a player’s effort dependent test. First explain the procedure to the players, and then demonstrate the procedure to the players. Instruct the players to place the mouthpiece on top of their tongue, with their teeth and lips around the mouthpiece. Seal the outer part of the mouthpiece with their lips. Let the players get used to the feeling of breathing with the mouthpiece in their mouth to realize there is no resistance.

When the players are ready, instruct the players to hold the handle close to their cheek, not in front of their mouth. Be sure that the players are not breathing through the mouthpiece when you start the test. Click on Start New Test - wait for the zeroing process – DO NOT ALLOW AIRFLOW TO PASS THROUGH THE MOUTHPIECE DURING THIS PROCESS. Wait for the Spirometry incentive display. When “Start When Ready” appears, instruct the players to take a full inspiration and to then place the mouthpiece in their mouth. Instruct the players to Blast out the air; try to achieve 80% in the first second. Encourage the players with verbal and body language to blast out fast and blast out long (try for 6 seconds). Coach them to Squeeze out the air until “Inhale Now” appears or a volume-time curve plateau is achieved. If a flow volume loop is required, the players must keep the mouthpiece in their mouth, and inhale deeply at the end of the expiration. Click the Stop button or press the ENTER key to conclude the test. Accept or Reject the test based on the player’s effort. Click on Yes to start another test, No to stop. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the appropriate number of tests has been performed. Try to obtain 3 accepted tests for the players. Click the Save Review button to save the test session and display the review screen. Use the review screen to review, edit the interpretation, print the results, and/or to initiate a Post-BD test.

**Scoring**

The best of the three trials was recorded as the test score.

**Cooper Normative data for VO2max (Vital Capacity)**

The VO2 max assessment is based on the Cooper VO2 max tables and comprises of the following grades: Very Poor, Poor, Fair, Good, Excellent and Superior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Very Poor</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Superior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-19</td>
<td>&lt;35.0</td>
<td>35.0-38.3</td>
<td>38.4-45.1</td>
<td>45.2-50.9</td>
<td>51.0-55.9</td>
<td>&gt;55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>&lt;33.0</td>
<td>33.0-36.4</td>
<td>36.5-42.4</td>
<td>42.5-46.4</td>
<td>46.5-52.4</td>
<td>&gt;52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>&lt;31.5</td>
<td>31.5-35.4</td>
<td>35.5-40.9</td>
<td>41.0-44.9</td>
<td>45.0-49.4</td>
<td>&gt;49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>&lt;30.2</td>
<td>30.2-33.5</td>
<td>33.6-38.9</td>
<td>39.0-43.7</td>
<td>43.8-48.0</td>
<td>&gt;48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>&lt;26.1</td>
<td>26.1-30.9</td>
<td>31.0-35.7</td>
<td>35.8-40.9</td>
<td>41.0-45.3</td>
<td>&gt;45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60+</td>
<td>&lt;20.5</td>
<td>20.5-26.0</td>
<td>26.1-32.2</td>
<td>32.3-36.4</td>
<td>36.5-44.2</td>
<td>&gt;44.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Statistical Techniques**

Descriptive, Paired t-test and One way-ANNOVA statistical techniques were used to analyze and interpret the data.

**Analysis Of Data And Interpretation**

The analysis of data and interpretation is done based on the statistical results and findings of the present study. Further the levels and comparisons on the variables like vital capacity and body mass index (BMI) of selected six districts high school Kabaddi and Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state were discussed as per the findings of the study in the following steps, The vital capacity level among...
selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state. The comparison (paired t-test) on vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state. The analysis of variance (One way ANOVA) on vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state.

Findings and Discussions of Results
The vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi and Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state.

a) It can be seen from the table that the values of Gulbarga (44.36), Bellary (43.67), Raichur (43.76) and Yadgir (40.50), Bidar (40.91) and Koppal (38.93) districts Kabaddi players fall under ‘Fair’ category according to standard norms of cooper normative data for VO2 max. Thus, it can be concluded that average values of six districts high school Kabaddi players is 42.02 which fall under ‘Fair’ category according to standard norms of cooper normative data for VO2 max. In other words the above six districts high school Kabaddi players have efficiency to perform under fatigue conditions in Kabaddi game.

The comparisons (paired t-test) on vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state.

a) Pair 1, Pair 2, Pair 3, Pair 4 and Pair 5:
   - It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistic .830 and .802 of paired samples test between the of Gulbarga & Bellary and Gulbarga & Raichur district high school Kabaddi players respectively. The t-value is not significant as the p-values (.411 and .426) are higher than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Gulbarga (44.36) Bellary (43.67) and Raichur (43.76) district high school Kabaddi players are almost similar. In other words there is no significant difference between vital capacity of Gulbarga, Bellary and Raichur district high school Kabaddi players.
   - It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistics 5.17, 4.36 and 7.00 of paired samples test between the Gulbarga & Yadgir, Gulbarga & Bidar and Gulbarga & Koppal respectively. The t-values are significant as the p-values (.000) are lesser than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Gulbarga (44.36), Yadgir (40.50), Bidar (40.91) and Koppal (38.93) district high school Kabaddi players is not similar. In other words there is significant difference on vital capacity between above said district high school Kabaddi players.

b) Pair 6, Pair 7, Pair 8 and Pair 9:
   - It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistic .142 of paired samples test between the of Bellary & Raichur district high school Kabaddi players respectively. The t-value is not significant as the p-value (.887) is higher than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Bellary (43.67) and Raichur (43.76) district high school Kabaddi players are almost similar. In other words there is no significant difference between vital capacity of Bellary and Raichur district high school Kabaddi players.
   - It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistics 3.74, 3.58 and 9.24 of paired samples test between the Bellary & Yadgir, Bellary & Bidar and Bellary & Koppal respectively. The t-values are significant as the p-value (.000) is lesser than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Bellary (43.67), Yadgir (40.50), Bidar (40.91) and Koppal (38.93) district high school Kabaddi players is not similar. In other words there is significant difference on vital capacity between above said district high school Kabaddi players.

C) Pair 10, Pair 11 and Pair 12:
   - It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistics 4.28, 3.48 and 10.33 of paired samples test between the Raichur & Yadgir, Raichur & Bidar and Raichur & Koppal respectively. The t-values are significant as the p-value (.000) is lesser than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Raichur (43.76), Yadgir (40.50), Bidar (40.91) and Koppal (38.93) district high school Kabaddi players is not similar. In other words there is significant difference on vital capacity between above said district high school Kabaddi players.

d) Pair 13 and Pair 14:
   - It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistic .567 and 1.980 of paired samples test between the of Yadgir & Bidar and Yadgir & Koppal district high school Kabaddi players respectively. The t-values are not significant as the p-values (.573 and .053) are higher than 0.05.
Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Yadgir (40.50) Bidar (40.91) and Koppal (38.93) district high school Kabaddi players are almost similar. In other words there is no significant difference between vital capacity of Yadgir, Bidar and Koppal district high school Kabaddi players.

e) Pair 15:
- It can be seen from the table that the value t-statistic 2.693 of paired samples test between the Bidar and Koppal. The t-value is significant as the p-value (.010) is lesser than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that average vital capacity of Bidar (40.91) and Koppal (38.93) district high school Kabaddi players is not similar. In other words there is significant difference between vital capacity of Bidar and Koppal district Kabaddi players.

3.1.2 The analysis of variance (One way ANNOVA) on vital capacity level among selected six districts high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region, Karnataka state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ONE WAY ANOVA</th>
<th>VITAL CAPACITY OF KABADDI PLAYERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>Sum of Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>1213.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>3815.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5029.405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant at 0.05 level

The F-value (18.70) in TableNo.1 is significant as its p-value (.000) is less than 0.05. Thus, it can be concluded that there is a significant difference between and within groups on vital capacity among six districts high school Kabaddi players.

Conclusions
The Gulbarga, Bellary, Raichur and Yadgir, Bidar and Koppal districts Kabaddi players fall under ‘Fair’ category according to standard norms of cooper normative data for VO2 max. Thus, it can be concluded that average values of six districts high school Kabaddi players is 42.02 which fall under ‘Fair’ category according to standard norms of cooper normative data for VO2 max. In other words the above six districts high school Kabaddi players have efficiency to perform under fatigue conditions in Kabaddi game. There is no significant difference between vital capacity of Gulbarga & Bellary and Gulbarga & Raichur district Kabaddi players. There is a significant difference on vital capacity between Gulbarga, Yadgir, Bidar and Koppal district high school Kabaddi players. There is no significant difference between vital capacity of Bellary and Raichur district high school Kabaddi players. There is a significant difference on vital capacity between Bellary, Yadgir, Bidar, Koppal district high school Kabaddi players. There is a significant difference on vital capacity between Raichur, Yadgir, Bidar and Koppal district high school Kabaddi players. There is no significant difference on vital capacity between Yadgir & Bidar and Yadgir & Koppal district high school Kabaddi players. There is a significant difference on vital capacity between Bellary, Yadgir, Bidar and Koppal district high school Kabaddi players. There is no significant difference on vital capacity between Yadgir & Bidar and Yadgir & Koppal district high school Kabaddi players.

Recommendations
It is recommended that based on the study results coaches and trainers can prepare scientific training to various high school Kabaddi players for better performance. The data and results can be used by concerned public instruction departments of Hyderabad Karnataka region for the improvement of performances in the respective games. The study helps to prepare physiological profile of each high school Kabaddi players of Hyderabad Karnataka region which will be utilized for future training and coaching purpose.
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Introduction:
Sports mean recreational and competitive activity which involves a degree of physical exertion which requires skills in the playing of an object for scoring. Sports medicine deals with Anatomical, Physiological, Biochemical and Psychological, effects of exercises on the sports person and also includes the prevention and treatment of sports related injuries. International Federation of sports medicine was founded in Rome in 1928, and very soon various European and American Countries adopted the specialties to improve their performance of sports in their respective countries. But unfortunately, the subject of sports medicine did not see the light of the day in India till the year 1972 with the formation of Indian Association of sports medicine at Patiala as a member nation. Nearly 86 countries mostly European and American have developed sports medicine as professional subject and they are serving their countrymen from school age to adulthood through various physical education, exercises, sports and games. It is pertinent to note that in those countries sports medicine has developed to such an extent that every team when participating in any International meet in any event on athletes sports and game, whether for boys and girls or men and women a positive role with responsibility is played by sports medicine doctors along with the coaches and team managers. But unfortunately the picture in India in general is completely different and disappointing. This is due to various reasons including non availability of sports medicine oriented physicians and personnel. Only a handful of trained persons in sports medicine are working in their individual capacity but not in an organized way to promote the sports and games in our country. It is heartening to declare that with the formation of SPORTS AUTHORITY OF INDIA the situation has improved to some extent in our country. With its Headquarters at New Delhi and various regional centers at Patiala, Kolkata, Bangalore, etc. These centres are trying to develop sports in our country in a scientific way. These centers are equipped with sophisticated gadgets and modern equipments and trained personnel to identify train and assess the performance of sportsmen and women and render treatment to the injured and to rehabilitate the injured player back to their game, but unfortunately we have not been able to disseminate the knowledge and facilities to the grass-root level i.e. in the villages and peripheral areas from where most of the talents are likely to be identified nurtured. Coming to the Indian scenario of sports and games we see that the two categories of sports and games viz team games and individual games, the performance of team games in recent years is far from satisfactory and leaves much to be desired where as in the individual games the performance of Indian participants in comparison to those of other countries is far better. We see that Indians brought laurels to their motherland. We have many stars of Indian origin of whom we can be justly proud of like Karnam Malleshwari (Weight lifter), Mr. Vishwanath Anand (Chess), and Pullela Gopichand (Badminton). In the team games also we have seen that the individual performance of V.V.S.Laxman, Harbhajan Singh, Virender Sehwag, Mohammed Kaif, Zaheer Khan by world cup winning in the game of cricket against Australia, England, Sri Lanka which happens to be the top most teams in the world. But as and when performance is poor every citizen complains about all the coaches, Administrator and Sports organizer including the Government of India.

Conclusion
Hence we see that there is a great need of paying ample attention towards sports medicine so that not only physical education teachers, coaches, and sports administrator realize the importance and benefits of sports medicine but also the athletes should reap the fruits of sports medicine and make themselves familiar with
its beneficial consequences. If the sports fraternity religiously follow sports medicine the problem of failure in individual and team events will be over once and for all.
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Effects Of Yoga Circuit Training And Combined Training On Albumin, Sodium, And Potassium Among Mild I.C People
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Abstract: The purpose of study was to find out the effects of yoga, circuit training and combined training on selected metabolic and lipid profile status among mild intellectually challenged persons. Selection Of Subjects: To achieve the purpose of this study, the researcher randomly selected sixty (N=60) Mild Intellectually Challenged People from AGAPE and Deebam special schools in Chennai and Their age group ranged between 18 and 30. Selection of Variables: Glucose, Calcium, Total Protein, Albumin, Sodium, and Potassium. Experimental Design: The subjects (N=60) were randomly assigned to four equal groups of 15 Mild Intellectually Challenged People in each. The groups were designed as Experimental Group I Yogic Practices Group, Experimental Group II Circuit Training Group and Experimental Group III Combined Training (combination of yoga and circuit training) and Group IV was Control Group. Pretest was conducted for all the sixty subjects on Selected Metabolic and Lipid Profile Variables. The Experimental Groups participated in the respective training for a period of twelve weeks. The post test was conducted on the above said dependent variables after a period of twelve weeks for all the four groups. Statistical Techniques: Analysis of Covariance’s statistical techniques was used, to test the significant difference among the treatment groups. If the adjusted post-test results were significant, the schefee’s post hoc test was used to determine the paired mean significant. Conclusion: It was concluded that the Metabolic Profile such as Glucose, Calcium, Potassium, Albumin, Total Protein were significantly decreased and there were significant improvement on the Metabolic Profile such as Sodium, Creatinine due to the influence of Yoga, Circuit Training and Combined Training among Mild Intellectually Challenged Persons than the Control Group. Yoga is an art and science of living, and is concerned with the evolution of mind and body. Therefore, yoga incorporates a system of discipline or furthering an integrated development of all aspect of the individual.

Mild I.C people: Mental retardation (MR), learning disability or intellectually challenged is a common disorder among the children, characterized by significantly impaired cognitive functioning and deficits in two or more adaptive behaviors. It has been historically defined as an intelligence quotient score under 70. Once focused almost entirely on cognition, the definition now includes both a component relating to mental functioning and one relating to individual’s functional skills in their environment.

PURPOSE: The purpose of study was to find out the effects of yoga, circuit training and combined training on Glucose, Calcium, Total Protein, Albumin, Sodium, and Potassium among mild I.C people.

SELECTION OF VARIABLES: Albumin, Sodium, total protein and Potassium
SELECTION OF SUBJECTS: To achieve the purpose of this study, the researcher randomly selected sixty (N=60) Mild Intellectually Challenged People from AGAPE and Deebam special schools in Chennai and Their age group ranged between 18 and 30.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: The study was formulated as a true random group design consisting of a pre test and post test. The subjects (N=60) were randomly assigned to four equal groups of 15 Mild Intellectually Challenged People in each. The groups were designed as Experimental Group I Yogic
Practices Group, Experimental Group II Circuit Training Group and Experimental Group III Combined Training (combination of yoga and circuit training) and Group IV was Control Group. Pretest was conducted for all the sixty subjects on Selected Metabolic and Lipid Profile Variables. The Experimental Groups participated in the respective training for a period of twelve weeks. The post test was conducted on the above said dependent variables after a period of twelve weeks for all the four groups.

**STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES:** Analysis of Covariance’s statistical techniques was used, to test the significant difference among the treatment groups. If the adjusted post-test results were significant, the scheffe’s post hoc test was used to determine the paired mean significant. Thirumalaisamy R. (1995)

**COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF ALBUMIN**

The following tables illustrated the statistical results to the Effects of Yoga, Circuit Training and Combined Training on Glucose of Mild Intellectually Challenged people and ordered adjusted means the groups under study.

**TABLE- III-COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF ALBUMIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre Test Mean</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Test Mean</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>3.35*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Post Test Mean</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE- III (a) - COMPUTATION OF SCHEFFE’S POST HOC TEST ORDERED ADJUSTED FINAL MEAN DIFFERENCE OF ALBUMIN** (Scores in gm/dl)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion On The Findings Of Albumin**

From these analyses, it is found that the results obtained from the Experimental Groups had significant decrease in the Albumin level from the higher level to moderate or normal level, when compared with the one from the Control Group. This is due to the influence of Yoga, Circuit Training and Combined Training in the analysis of Experimental Groups.

It is interesting to note that the results obtained from Experimental Group III had more significant effect than Experimental Group I and II on the decreased level of Albumin. Further, the results obtained from Experimental Group II had significant influenced on Albumin than the Experimental Group I and Control Group.

These results are found to be in a good agreement with the earlier works done by different researchers. Clark and Bannon.(2005)determined that the Serum Albumin in Down syndrome with and without Alzheimer's disease. He has concluded that serum albumin significantly decreases.

**TABLE- V-COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF SODIUM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre Test Mean</td>
<td>140.27</td>
<td>140.6</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>140.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>138.67</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Test Mean</td>
<td>145.07</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>150.07</td>
<td>140.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>726.72</td>
<td>14.58*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE V (a) - COMPUTATION OF SCHEFFE’S POST HOC TEST ORDERED ADJUSTED FINAL MEAN DIFFERENCE OF SODIUM (Scores in mmol/L)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140.90</td>
<td>145.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>147.82</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150.13</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>145.09</td>
<td>147.82</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>145.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>150.13</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>147.82</td>
<td>150.13</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion On The Findings Of Sodium

From these analyses, it is found that the results obtained from the Experimental Groups had significant increases in the Sodium level from the lower level to moderate when compared with the one from the Control Group. This is due to the influence of Yoga, Circuit Training and Combined Training in the analysis of Experimental Groups.

It is interesting to note that the results obtained from Experimental Group III had more significant effect than Experimental Group I and II on the increases of level Sodium. Further, the results obtained from Experimental Group II had significant influenced on Glucose than the Experimental Group I and Control Group.

TABLE VI- COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF POTASSIUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre Test Mean</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Test Mean</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>8.79*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Post Test Mean</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>21.16*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XVII (a) - COMPUTATION OF SCHEFFE’S POST HOC TEST ORDERED ADJUSTED FINAL MEAN DIFFERENCE OF POTASSIUM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion On The Findings Of Potassium
From these analyses, it is found that the results obtained from the Experimental Groups had significant decreases in the Potassium level from it higher level to moderate when compared with the one from the Control Group. This is due to the influence of Yoga, Circuit Training and Combined Training in the analysis of Experimental Groups. It is interesting to note that the results obtained from Experimental Group III had more significant effect than Experimental Group I and II on the decreases level of Potassium. Further, the results obtained from Experimental Group II had significant influenced on Potassium than the Experimental Group I and Control Group.
These results are found to be in a good agreement with the earlier works done by different researchers. Medved, et. al, (2004) evaluated the effects of intravenous N-acetylcysteine infusion on time to fatigue and potassium regulation during prolonged exercise.

Conclusions:
Within the limitation of this study, the following conclusions were drawn:
It was concluded that the Metabolic Profile such as Potassium, Albumin were significantly decreased and there were significant improvement on the Metabolic Profile such as Creatinine due to the influence of Yoga, Circuit Training and Combined Training among Mild intellectually Challenged Persons than the Control Group.

It was concluded that the Experimental Group III (Combined Training Group) showed greater significant decrease on the selected metabolic profile such as Albumin, Total Protein and there were significant improvement on such as Creatinine, Sodium than Yoga Training Group (Experimental Group I) and Circuit Training Group (Experimental Group II).
Abstract:
Forty five intercollegiate level male Football players were selected from different affiliated colleges of Bharathiar University. The selected subjects were randomly divided into three groups (15 in each group). Group I was considered as High Load Complex Training Group. Group II was considered as Contrast Load Complex Training Group. Group III was considered as Control Group which was not given any training. The dependant variable is kicking ability (right foot and left foot). The intensity for the high load complex training group was increased consistently. The intensity for the contrast load training group was increased and decreased alternatively. The training was given 5 days a week for 6 weeks. Pre-test was conducted for all the three groups before giving the training and post-test was conducted after 6 weeks of training. The statistical technique used was ANCOVA. The result of the study showed that high load complex training improved kicking ability (right foot and left foot) better than contrast load complex training after 6 weeks of training program among the male inter-collegiate football players.

Keywords: High Load Complex Training, Contrast Load Complex Training and Football.

Introduction
Football is the most popular and exciting sport in the world. The game has evolved in terms of tactics and strategies, first articulated by Herbert Chapman, a continuous process of trying to bring the best out of the eleven players in the light of changing rules, players and playing conditions. The competition demands that this process be unfailingly kept up. Fundamental to this skill speed and surprise. Managers and coaches have foresaw the variables involved in the game, plan for every second of actual play; players and coaches together have to prepare to exploit situations and initiate moves to clinch victory from seemingly impossible situations. According to Baechle and Earle, “complex training is a combination of high intensity resistance training followed by plyometrics”. However, a somewhat more detailed definition is provided by Ebben who states: “Complex training alternates biomechanically similar high load weight training exercises with plyometric exercises, set for set in the same workout. An example of complex training would include performing a set of squats followed by a set of jump squats.” As in the case of plyometric training, complex training appears to have its origins in Eastern Europe. Certainly this is the argument put forward by Chu: “Complex training was developed by the Europeans to blend the results of heavy weight training with what they call shock training and what we call plyometrics.” Note that in some programmes, the plyometric or explosive drill precedes the strength exercise. Complex training activates and works the nervous system and fast twitch muscle fibers simultaneously. The strength exercise activates the fast twitch muscle fibers (responsible for explosive power). The plyometric movement stresses those muscle fibers that have been
activated by the strength training movement. During this activated state, the muscles have a tremendous ability to adapt. This form of intense training can teach slow twitch muscle fibers to perform like fast twitch fibers.

Methodology
Forty five intercollegiate level male Football players were selected from different affiliated colleges of Bharathiar University. The selected subjects were randomly divided into three groups (15 in each group). Group I was considered as High Load Complex Training Group. Group II was considered as Contrast Load Complex Training Group. Group III was considered as Control Group which was not given any training. The dependant variable is kicking ability(right foot and left foot). Kicking ability was measured by noting the kicking distance by right foot and left foot separately. Each training session started with light warm-up and ended with cool-down exercises. The intensity for the high load complex training group was increased consistently. The intensity for the contrast load training group was increased and decreased alternatively. The training was given 5 days a week for 6 weeks. The training schedule for group I and group II are:

Table 1
Group I - High load complex training group – Training schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Weight training</th>
<th>Plyometric exercises</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rest was for 2 minutes in between sets and duration was for 45 minutes for each session.

Table 2
Group II - Contrast load complex training group – Training schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Weight training</th>
<th>Plyometric exercises</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise</td>
<td>Bounds, box jump, Hurdle hopping, Single leg hop, depth jump, two leg hopping</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise

3. Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise

4. Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise

5. Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise

6. Leg press, half squat, knee extension, leg curl, abdominal curl, heal raise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>High load complex training</th>
<th>Contrast load complex training</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>35.06</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>B/G</td>
<td>209.38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>104.69</td>
<td>3.46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W/G</td>
<td>1271.73</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>36.20</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30.66</td>
<td>B/G</td>
<td>438.18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>219.09</td>
<td>7.84*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W/G</td>
<td>1173.73</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted mean</td>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>35.65</td>
<td>33.25</td>
<td>B/G</td>
<td>59.41</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.71</td>
<td>22.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W/G</td>
<td>.55.34</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant level at 0.05 level

The adjusted post test means on High load complex training, Contrast load complex training and control group were 35.97, 35.65 and 33.25 respectively and the obtained F ratio of 22.01 was greater than the required F ratio of 3.21, which indicates that test was significant at 0.05 level of confidence for the degrees of freedom 2 and 42. The results of the study indicate that there was statistically significant difference in a kicking for right foot. Further, to determine which of the paired means had significant difference Scheffe’s post hoc test was applied.

Table 3.1: Scheffe’s post hoc test for the difference between the adjusted post-test paired means of kicking for right foot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High load complex training</th>
<th>Contrast load complex training</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Mean diff</th>
<th>Confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>35.65</td>
<td>33.25</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>33.25</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>35.65</td>
<td>33.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant level at 0.05 level
Table 3.1 indicates that the mean difference in kicking for right foot between High load complex training group and Contrast load complex training group is 0.32, it is higher than the confidence interval of 1.07 required for significance at 0.05 level. The mean difference in kicking for right foot between High load complex training and control group is 2.72, it is higher than the confidence interval of 1.07 required for significance at 0.05 level. The mean difference kicking for right foot between contrast load complex training and control group is 2.40, it is higher than the confidence interval of 1.07 required for significance at 0.05 level.

This clearly indicates that there is better improvement in the High load complex training group than the contrast load complex training group and control group. It may be concluded from the results of the study that 6 weeks of training increased kicking for right foot significantly for High load complex training group than the contrast load complex training group.

Table 4 : Analysis of co-variance on pre, post and adjusted means on kicking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>High load complex training</th>
<th>Contrast load complex training</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Source of variance</th>
<th>Sum of square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>25.06</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>B/G</td>
<td>232.53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>116.27</td>
<td>5.41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W/G</td>
<td>902.27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td>27.33</td>
<td>21.86</td>
<td>B/G</td>
<td>394.98</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>197.49</td>
<td>9.45*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W/G</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted mean</td>
<td>26.94</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>B/G</td>
<td>24.39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>12.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W/G</td>
<td>40.78</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant level at 0.05 level

The adjusted post test means on High load complex training, Contrast load complex training and control group were 26.94, 26.05 and 24.95 respectively and the obtained F ratio of 12.26 was greater than the required F ratio of 3.21, which indicates that test was significant at 0.05 level of confidence for the degrees of freedom 2 and 42. The results of the study indicate that there was statistically significant difference in a kicking for left foot. Further, to determine which of the paired means had significant difference Scheffe’s post hoc test was applied.

Table 4.1: Scheffe’s post hoc test for the difference between the adjusted post-test paired means of kicking for left foot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High load complex training</th>
<th>Contrast load complex training</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Mean diff</th>
<th>Confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.94</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.94</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant level at 0.05 level

Table 4.1 indicates that the mean difference in kicking for left foot between High load complex training group and Contrast load complex training group is 0.89, it is lower than the confidence interval of 0.91 required for significance at 0.05 level. The mean difference in kicking for left foot between High load complex training and control group is 1.99, it is higher than the confidence interval of 0.91 required for significance at 0.05 level. The mean difference kicking for left foot between contrast load complex training and control group is 1.1, it is higher than the confidence interval of 0.91 required for significance at 0.05 level.

This clearly indicates that there is better improvement in the High load complex training group than the contrast load complex training group and control group. It may be concluded from the results of the study that 6 weeks of training increased kicking for left foot significantly for High load complex training group than the contrast load complex training group.

Discussion

Football is quite simply, the most popular sport in the world, a game where humanity comes alive with one goal. It inspires and enthuses millions of people all over the world. The Federation of International de Football Association (FIFA) is probably the single largest organization in the world. With the establishment of the Football Association in England in 1863, Football has evolved into fiercely competitive sport, requiring
the highest levels of physical fitness, technical skill, courage and endurance. Training is usually defined as a systematic process of repetitive progressive exercise or work, involving the learning process and acclimatization (David, D. 1987). The performance of a footballer is largely depended upon his or her physical fitness and technical skill. Kicking the ball is an important basic technical skill in football. Various fitness factors affect the kicking ability of a footballer like his core strength, quadriceps and hamstring strength, flexibility, balance, explosive power etc.

Complex training, one of the most advanced forms of sports training, integrates strength training, plyometrics, and sport-specific movement. It consists of an intense strength exercise followed by a plyometric exercise. According to Ebben and Watts: “High load weight training increases motor neuron excitability and reflex potentiation which may create optimum training conditions for subsequent plyometric exercise. Also, the fatigue associated with high load weight training may force more motor units to be recruited during the plyometric phase, possibly enhancing the training state.” The results of the study reveals that there was a significant improvement in kicking ability(right foot and left foot) after the completion of 6 weeks of complex training program among the male inter-collegiate foot ball players as compared to the control group. Further the study revealed that the kicking ability(right foot and left foot) was better improvement by high load complex training programme than by contrast load complex training programme.

Conclusions
Based on the analysis and results of the study the following conclusions were drawn.
High load complex training and contrast load complex training improved kicking ability(right foot and left foot) after the six weeks of training program among the male inter-collegiate foot ball players.
Six weeks of high load complex training improved kicking ability(right foot and left foot) better than contrast load complex training among the male inter-collegiate foot ball players.
Six weeks of contrast load complex training improved kicking ability(right foot and left foot) better than control group among the male inter-collegiate foot ball players.
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Abstract
This article explains about various historic action sports played in India. This article mainly concentrates and identifies about more popular and well known action sports that are existing in India. It tells about History of sports before independence and after independence of various sports and listed about the same. The history of sports in India dates back to the Vedic era. Physical culture in ancient India was fed by a powerful fuel-religious rites. There were some well-defined values like the mantra in the Atharva-Veda, saying," Duty is in my right hand and the fruits of victory in my left". In terms of an ideal, these words hold the same sentiments as the traditional Olympic oath: "......For the Honour of my Country and the Glory of Sport." The founders of the Olympic idea had India very much in mind when they were deciding on the various disciplines. There is a fascinating link between Greece and India which stretches back to 975 B.C. The zest for chariot-racing and wrestling was common to both the countries. With the flowering of Buddhism in the country, Indian sport reached the very peak of excellence. Gautam Buddha himself, is said to have been an ace at archery, chariot - racing, equitation and hammer - throwing. In Villas Mani Manjri, Tiruvedacharya describes many of these games in detail. In Manas Olhas ( 1135 AD.), Someshwar writes at length about bharashram ( weight - lifting ), bharamanshram ( walking ), both of which are established Olympic disciplines at present, and Mali - Stambha, a peculiar form of wrestling, wherein both contestants sit on the shoulders of their 'seconds', who stand in waist - deep water throughout the game. The renowned Chinese travellers Hieun Tsang and Fa Hien wrote of a plethora of sporting activities. Swimming, sword - fighting ( fencing, as we know it today ), running, wrestling and ball games were immensely popular among the students of Nalanda and Taxila.

Keywords: Indian Sports, Sports in India, History of Sports, Games, Athletics

Introduction:
In India, dehvada or the body-way is defined as "one of the ways to full realisation." In the day and age of the Rig-Veda, Ramayana and Mahabharata men of stature and circumstance were expected to be competent in chariot-racing, archery, horsemanship, military tactics, wrestling, weight-lifting, swimming and hunting. The guru-shishya (teacher-pupil) relationship has always been an integral part of Indian sport from time immemorial. Indian sport reached a peak of excellence when Buddhism held sway here. In Villas Mani Majra, Tiruvedacharya describes many fascinating games, namely, archery, equitation, hammer-throwing and chariot-racing. In Manas Olhas (1135 A.D.), Someshwar writes about bhrashram (weight-lifting), bhramanshram (walking) and also about Mali-Stambha (wrestling). It is more than likely that many of today's Olympic disciplines are sophisticated versions of the games of strength and speed that flourished in ancient India and Greece. Chess, wrestling, polo, archery and hockey (possibly a fall-out from polo) are some of the games believed to have originated in India.

There are a number of popular sports in India but cricket is the most popular. The country also has won eight Olympic gold medals in field hockey. India has hosted and co-hosted several international sporting events, including the 1951 and 1982 Asian Games, the 1987, 1996 and 2011 Cricket World Cup, the 2003
Afro-Asian Games, the 2010 Hockey World Cup and the 2010 Commonwealth Games. Major international sporting events annually held in India include the Chennai Open, Mumbai Marathon, Delhi Half Marathon, and the Indian Masters. In 2011, India hosted its first Indian Grand Prix at the Buddh International Circuit, an Indian motor racing circuit in Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India.

The National Games of India is a national domestic sports event, which has been held in the country since 1924. India also is home to cricket's Indian Premier League (IPL), launched in 2008.

**Purpose of the study:**
To study the existing action sports in India which includes before and after independence and also mainly concentrates the sports activities that are still popular in this present age.

**Methodology**
To adopt data collection from the secondary source of data that are existing in Books, Journals and various websites. After collecting the information about various Action Sports activities with its origin and historical background, will be present in this article.

History of Indian Sports: During the era of the Rig - Veda, Ramayana and Mahabharata, men of a certain stature were expected to be well - versed in chariot - racing, archery, military stratagems, swimming, wrestling and hunting. Excavations at Harappa and Mohenjodaro confirm that during the Indus valley civilization (2500 - 1550 B.C ) the weapons involved in war and hunting exercises included the bow and arrow, the dagger, the axe and the mace. These weapons of war, for instance, the javelin (toran) and the discus (chakra), were also, frequently used in the sports arena. Lord Krishna wielded an impressive discus or Sudarshan chakra. Arjuna and Bhima, two of the mighty Pandavas, excelled in archery and weightlifting respectively. Bhimsen, Hanuman, Jamvant, Jarasandha were some of the great champion wrestlers of yore. Women, too, excelled in sport and the art of self - defence, and were active participants in games like cock - fighting, quail - fighting and ram - fighting.

The history of sports in India is very ancient and dates back to the Vedic era. It is more likely that many of today's Olympic disciplines are advanced versions of games of strength and speed that flourished in ancient India. Chess, wrestling, polo, archery and hockey (possibly a fall-out from polo) are some of the games believed to have originated in India.

**Kabaddi:** It is one of the most popular sports in India played by the people in villages as well as in small towns. Kabaddi is an Indian game which requires both power and skill for its play.

*Origin*
The origin of Kabaddi can be traced to pre-historic times when man learned how to defend in groups against animals or attack weaker animals individually or in groups for survival and food.

**Kho-Kho:** Kho-Kho is one of the most popular traditional sports in India. KhoKho is a ‘run and touch’ game that is very simple to play and can be enjoyed by people of all ages.

*Origin*
Kho-Kho in India goes back a long way, as it was first started in the state of Maharashtra. One of the main points of a successful animal life is “Active Chase” which is a fundamental principle of the Indian game called KhoKho, synonymous with the phrase “Game of Chase”. It will not be a mistake to say that KhoKho was a recognized sport in the ancient times even earlier to the oldest mythological writings of classics-Mahabharata.
**Mallakhamb:** Mallakhamb is an ancient traditional Indian sport. ‘Malla’ means gymnast, and ‘kamb’ means pole. Thus, the name ‘Mallakhamb’ stands for ‘a gymnast’s pole’. Mallakhamb was used by wrestlers for practicing their skills in the game KUSTI. But now a days the trend has changed and it has got a special identity.

**Origin:** The origin of this ancient Indian sport can be traced to earlier part of the 12th century. A mention of wrestlers exercising on wooden poles is found in the Manasholas, written by Chalukya in 1153 A.D.

**Ball badminton:** Ball badminton is an indigenous sport of India. It is a racquet game played with a woolen ball upon a court of fixed dimensions. Ball badminton is a fast-paced game; it demands skill, quick reflexes, good judgment, agility, and the ability to control the ball with one’s wrist.

**Origin:** Previously, ball badminton was an attractive game for rural boys since it required a minimum of equipment. The game drew a large number of students from South India, resulting in the formation of the Ball Badminton Federation of India in 1954. This game was played as early as 1856 by the royal family in Tanjore, capital of Thanjavur district in Tamil Nadu.

**Gilli-Danda:** Gilli-Danda is an amateur sport played in the rural areas and small towns all over India and Pakistan as well as Cambodia and Italy. This sport is generally played in the rural and small towns of the Indian subcontinent. It is widely played in Punjab and rural areas of the North-West Frontier Province and Sindh (Pakistan) and Sultanpur district, Uttar Pradesh (north India).

**Origin:** The game’s origins in India date back to at least the Maurya Dynasty.

**Vallamkali:** The snake boat race, known as Vallamkali in Kerala. It is an interesting traditional game held on the occasion of Onam. It is a famous water sport and one of the main attraction held in Kerala. Boat Race is truly a feast to the eyes of the visitors, who come from far off places to see it.

**Origin:** The Vallamkali was first originated in Assyria, on a New Year day in BC.300. The history also reveals that, the Vallamkali (Boat Race) also took place in some other countries like The Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Combodia, Bangkok, Burma, Britain etc. In the 14th century, there was a war occurred between Kayamkulam and Chembakasseridevanarayana had decided to build a suitable war boat and he gave the responsibility to the famous “Thachan” (Carpenter) in that period.

**Jallikattu:** Jallikattu is one of the oldest living ancient sports seen in the modern era. The ancient sport of Jallikattu pits crowds of brave young men against angry bulls. It is similar to the Spanish running of the bulls but a traditional part of Pongal celebrations in Tamil Nadu.
Kambala – the Buffalo race: When the fields are flush with water there is one sight not to be missed, the kambala or the buffalo race that is unique to Dakshina Kannada. This is a unique sport of this region. Historians date the roots of this race back to more than a thousand years. At that time Kambala was the event when farmers paid tribute to their gods for protecting their crops.

Camel Race: Camel racing in Pushkar is one of the major attractions for tourist in rajasthan. Camels are very important part of desert life, These camels are decorated beautifully at the time of race. Kalarippayattu (Martial Arts): Martial art is a part of India’s ancient culture. Kalarippayattu is the one of the oldest form of Indian martial art. This famous art is from Kerla. Indian martial art is a gift to the modern world and mother of all other Asian martial arts.

Archery: Archery is one of the most ancient sports originated in India. This is the favorite pastime or sports of the people of Manipur, It's an everyday activity of the state dwellers. During every festival archery matches are held.

Before independence
The history of sports in India dates back to the Vedic era. Physical culture in ancient India was fuelled by religious rights. The mantra in the Atharvaveda, says, “Duty is in my right hand and the fruits of victory in my left.” In terms of an ideal, these words hold the same sentiments as the traditional Olympic Oath: “For the Honour of my Country and the Glory of Sport.” Badminton probably originated in India as a grownup's version of a very old children's game known in England as Battledore and Shuttlecock, the battledore being a paddle and the shuttlecock a small feathered cork, now usually called a “bird.” Games like chess, snakes and ladders, playing cards, and polo originated in India, and it was from here that these games were transmitted to foreign countries, where they were further modernized.
After independence

After the IX Asian Games in New Delhi in 1982, the capital city now has modern sports facilities. Such facilities are also being developed in other parts of the country. Besides sports and games included in the international sporting agenda, there are many which have developed indigenously. Among these are wrestling and several traditional systems of martial arts. The Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports was initially set up as the Department of Sports in 1982 at the time of organisation of the IX Asian Games in New Delhi. Its name was changed to the Department of Youth Affairs & Sports during celebration of the International Youth Year in 1985.

India has hosted or co-hosted several international sporting events, including the 1951 and the 1982 Asian Games, the 1987 and 1996 Cricket World Cup, the 2003 Afro-Asian Games, the 2010 Hockey World Cup, and the 2010 Commonwealth Games. Major international sporting events annually held in India include the Chennai Open, Mumbai Marathon, Delhi Half Marathon, and the Indian Masters. The country hosted the 2011 Cricket World Cup and the first Indian Grand Prix in 2011.

**Following are the some of games played in India**

Gilli-Danda: It is a sport played using one small stick called ‘gilli’ and one long stick called ‘danda’ like cricket with ball being replaced by Gilli. This games is generally played in villages of Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Haryana etc states of India.

Kancha: It is played using marbles called ‘kancha’ in India in cities as well as in villages also. The festival of ‘MakarSankranti’ is marked with competitions of this sport in various competitions.

Badminton: Badminton is a very popular sport in India. Badminton is supposed to have originated in India 2000 years ago.

Bandy: India is having a Bandy team and Bandy Federation of India takes care of it. It's headquarters are in Himachal Pradesh. Bandy is generally played in northern India where there is generally snow and ice.

Boxing: Boxing is not so populated game in India. During the 2008 Beijing Olympics, Vijender Kumar won a bronze medal in the middleweight boxing category and Akhil Kumar and Jitender Kumar qualified for the quarterfinals.

Cricket: Cricket is the most popular sport in India. India won the 1983 Cricket World Cup under KapilDev and finished as runner-up in the 2003 World Cup under SouravGanguly.

Cycling: This history of cycling in India dates back to 1938. Cycling Federation of India takes care of the sport.

Golf: Golf is an emerging sport in India. It is more popular in wealthier classes than the middle class and poor class peoples in India. There are numerous golf courses all over India. There is an Golf Tour. India's men's golf team won silver at the 2006 Asian Games.

Ice hockey: Ice hockey in India is mainly played in the Himalayan region of Ladakh in Jammu and Kashmir. In winter season the game is extremely popular and there are more than 25 clubs and villages that play the sport. However, due to shortage of artificial freezing, the game is limited to cold winter months of December, January and February which facilitate natural freezing of lakes and ponds.

Kayaking: Indian flat kayakers are considered emerging powerhouse in the Asian circuit. Aside from professional flat water kayaking, there is very limited recreational kayaking. Indian tourists consider kayaking a one-time activity and not a sport to be pursued.

Kabaddi: Kabaddi sport basically originated in India. It is one of the most popular sport in India played mostly in villages. India has taken part in four Asian games Kabaddi and won gold in all four of them.

Lawn tennis: Tennis is popular among Indian in urban areas. However, India's fortunes in the Grand Slams singles have been unimpressive although Leander Paes and Mahesh Bhupati have won may Men's Doubles and Mixed Doubles Grand Slam titles.

Mountain biking: Mountain biking is getting popular in India also. From the last four years, Himachal MTB has been organised regularly by HASTPA, and NGO. It is attended by a number of national and international participants, such as Indian Force, Indian Air Army, ITBP and a number of young and energetic MTB individual riders from cities like Bangalore, Pune, Chandigarh and Delhi.

Ruby: Like other sports founded in England and introduced during the British Raj such as cricket, rugby union has a long history in India. The first recorded match was played on Christmas day 1872, at CFC in Calcutta. Although low in profile as compared to cricket or field hockey, it is growing as some Indian sporting clubs are beginning to embrace the game.

1. **Throw ball**: Throw ball is also gaining popularity in India as a competitive sport and Indian authorities of the game was instrumental in organizing Asian level and later, world level association
for the sport. The game is popularly played in schools, clubs, colleges throughout Asian countries such as India, Korea, Sri Lanka, China, Japan, Pakistan and Nepal.

2. **Volleyball**: Volleyball is a sport played all over India, both in urban as well as rural India. It is a popular recreation sport. Indian ranked 5th in Asia and 27th in the world. Currently, an important problem for the sport is the lack of sponsors

**Conclusion**

Given the close association of sports with national pride and the kind of influence it has on the psyche of the nation, a role for the State is imperative in sports governance. However, this role has to be subtle so that it does not violate the Olympic charter. The proposed model shows one of the ways to achieve this. It is very clear that the existing model has failed to achieve its objective and a new model is long overdue. In addition, it is quite clear that our culture and our attitude towards sports is the biggest stumbling block in improving sporting standards. The change has to begin from the primary education level to build a sporting culture in the country. The education system should be revamped to give sports an equal, if not higher importance in the holistic upbringing of a child – rather than just doing lip service. The state and its entities must provide at least basic, bare minimum facility at the grassroots level, in villages and small towns, so that those who want to play are encouraged to come out and play. The quality of infrastructure can be scaled up at major towns and regional centers are made available for those who are serious about sports as a professional option. Education of athletes must come on the priority list – they should be made aware about the right use of sports-medicines. In the end, the attitude towards sports administration has to undergo a major change in India with a strong dose of professionalism.
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Abstract:
This is a work of qualitative research [1] and, as such, is dependent and an innovative structure and supporting narrative. Author has been trained as visual artist, researcher in the visual arts, and is internationally exhibited artist specialising in digital and new media arts. The visualisations that is the focus of this article are in the form of 2D digital drawings and story telling. Art driven by digital tools being expressed by artists, lead author of this article: Tripti Singh. As such, this article provides a brief overview, with examples, of Dr. Singh’s digital art. All unedited remarks made by these Indian art professionals are presented in italics.

Narrative: These artworks define the patterns and visualise imaginary information such as what goes with which information to generate understanding in a religious, spiritual and cultural ground. An effective visual is an image, which provides viewers to threshold a story by simple drawings. For example, Paul Klee’s [2] drawings are sometimes described as simple childlike line images that were filled with symbols and yet still attractive. On the other hand, Tufte’s [3] powerful insight about visualisation is that visuals should be experience by the viewer and it should involve them in such extent that they react and participate. This series named as “Life within nonliving objects.” are symbolic and simple drawing used in the artworks talked to the subjects who are artists. The drawing of nonliving objects influences the thinking of an individual. They have motivated them to talk and they respond to the quarrries in form of stories. The nonliving things such as Charkhi or Latai, a wheel to bind threads for a kite, Gandhi’s round glasses, book named as Bharat (India), Bottles, Kite, utensils, and earth stove, these things are symbolic to particular thought based on particular culture and beliefs. It gives an influential subject to think and freedom to explore; it takes the viewer to his own personal space to pull out his/her experiences and apply their imagination as story they have told.

This artwork there are three data sets, one is dots, boxes and the spinning wheels. Dots are of different size, small and big which are connected through lines, it seems they get processed.
in these boxes (one can see those dots actually been processed inside of those boxes) and it generates some output as information by rotating wheels.

Digital Artist Mandeep Singh Manu told this story based on the above artwork, "The story is about the action of human and reaction of nature. Water is the need of life and the source of all life. Man is trying to make the world fulfill his needs. Using water for irrigation, using water for watering his cement jungle and polluting water by throwing the wastage in from of drains in rivers and other water sources. Man has forgotten his limits that the development on the cost of nature’s balance will ultimately affect him sooner or later. Man who can improve this present situation by polluting these sources of nature will be helpless when nature will apply its forces. This artwork shows how human are handling the nature. And background suggests that all efforts will be destroyed if nature applies its forces. It will be blank background. If we want life on earth man should think about saving water."

2."Bottle filled with Water"

This artwork is about the concepts behind the Klein bottle, which is widely used to visualise the surfaces, calculus etc. These bottles are randomly arranged here. It creates a pattern, which develop a framework to evaluate what belongs to which and what doesn’t belong. There is possibility to reject some of it and some can be used. A story to tell "bottle half filed with water, undergoing through litmus test they are moving here and there far and close. Like a small kid would do moving around and telling about something about s/he has come across. The container itself has explained a tough and long conversation about thinking of optimist and pessimist. Now question is why the bottle should bother about what people think where as it is solving the purpose for which it is been made". Shatarupa Roy tells the story. She has given it a title as "Sister’s Act": "This is a story of ten sisters. They were born together. There was a time when they all turned women. They began to look similar, they spoke alike, and they also started thinking alike and acted more or less in a similar manner. They tend to turn cylindrical pretty much like bottles creating such visual blocks. No one bothered to look at them no longer. Some of them were transparent, some quite opaque. Some full, some empty. No one wanted to stand in anomaly in spite of having occasional differences. They all wore caps that had choked their throats. They allowed them to loosen once in a while, as they needed to pour. The lives were a smooth sail in a process of emptying and refilling every now and then. Life was safe and downy till they realize, there is a message dwelling inside each bottles constantly in a struggle to get released. The day they would pour all those messages into those empty glasses they might be marked by a ‘crash after use’ tag. Fear, anxieties, excitements together has shaken the sisters to some extent. What will they do next?"

3."The Earth Stove"

By plotting abstract data in a given space creates pattern, these patterns plotted next to each other create some different patterns which appear on its own. Story time.... Mud Stove generally used by villagers in India, and lots of doted circular beads floating and merging in the food. What are they? How they are related to the mud stove and food being cooked. The doted circular beads represents small quantity or it can be seen as zero ... May be nothing is on the stove, and may be a poor mother has made this arrangement so that her kids will think that food will be serve to them shortly. May be mother waiting
for their father to arrange some food for her children meanwhile.

Ravindra Mardi had told this story based on this artwork as, “The limited sweetness on this Earth can only be found in our pursuit of the ‘Nirvana’ (bliss). Contentment, jubilation and the relationships stretched across a colorful sky are all from the almighty.

I’m building connections here in this world. Ones that I hope will one day allow me to, reach the castles in the sky. So yes, I choose to endlessly strive for my last day of judgment. But, I also choose to enjoy the permissible pleasantries of this world. To relish the beauty of God’s creations, to taste the sweetness of love and knowledge on the palate of life and to express my deepest gratitude to my Lord for each and every day, that I am alive and that He has mercifully blessed me. You see because my dreams and passion for life are for the whole world. I am persistently fighting for my dreams because I have a soul that is not only of this Earth. God created us all as unique individuals and blessed us with unique talents and abilities; all of which can be used to please him. The fire in my belly is fury of dense emotions. It is the sentiment that says that God is never omitted from anything that I do, from my duties, to my job, to my hobbies. Because in the end I pray that God grants us the best of this life and reward beyond compare in the next, and also keeps the fire alive in my belly to excel.”

Conclusions

From my examination of the art professionals narratives included herein it is clear that these particular viewers have been able to involve themselves very deeply and individualistically, with these artworks. The stories shared here are based on given symbolic patterns related to the religions, and cultures of India. These stories differ from individual to individual and the descriptions shared vary in from expressions of great detail to just the form of an outline. But in all cases it is clear that those who viewed the artworks and responded to the questions asked in this study were able to relate to the artworks and see a variety of narratives in Dr. Singh’s works. Moreover the visual aspects of these artworks seem to “work” with every explanation expressed by the viewers. In the end it seems clear that visualisation, the elements and principles of design, and presenting imagery as bespoke artworks can work together in an attractive and engaging manner. This approach is, of course, not entirely different from more traditional studio art practices. My contention is that this novel example of qualitative research supports contention that visualisation and story telling has a significant impact on art making in the age of the computer.
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Abstract
The objective of this study to compare the Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School. 60 Players were selected for this study in which 30 Basketball players (Boys) and 30 Football players (Boys) of Senior Secondary School. T-test Agility test was used to measure the Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players. Independent ‘t’ test used as a statistical technique. The level of significance was set at 0.05. This study shows that the Basketball players were have good Agility compare to Football players of Senior Secondary School, there was a statistical significant difference found between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School.
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Introduction
Agility is the ability of an individual to react to changes in direction without loss of speed or accuracy. The expression that someone can “stop on a dime” describes the ability of an athlete to sprint at maximal velocity and rapidly changed direction without reduction in speed. Agility is often used to describe the ability of an athlete to change from one type of movement to another (Hoffman, 2002). Basketball is one of the world’s most popular sports. It is a fast paced indoor team sport, requiring good levels of skill, speed, agility and endurance (Home of Basketball, 2014). Players will be expected to sprint for distance of up to approximately 90 feet. Changing direction quickly and maintaining balance are also paramount to proper play. Participants are expected to hold their hands above their heads for extended periods of time. For these reasons, agility, balance, speed and upper body strength are necessary for success (Basketball Fitness, 2014).Football is India’s second most popular sport (Football in India, 2014). Agility is an essential attribute if a Football player is going to give 100% effort and commitment during a match (Soccer Agility, 2014). Football refers to a number of sports that involve, to varying degrees, kicking a ball with the foot to score a goal (Football, 2014). In Football, an agile player can respond quicker to an opposing player, closing down or jockeying. An agile player has the ability to explosively brake, change direction and accelerate again (Soccer Agility, 2014).

Objective
The objective of this study was to compare agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
SELECTION OF SUBJECTS
For the purpose of this study 60 students were selected in which 30 Basketball players (Boys) and 30 Football players (Boys) between 16 to 18 years of age were selected from Senior Secondary School, through purposive sampling technique.

SELECTION OF VARIABLE
Agility
CRITERION MEASURE
T-test Agility test was used to measure the agility of the subjects or players. Equipment required: tape measure, marking cones, stopwatch.

Statistical Technique
Independent t- Test used as a statistical technique for the data analysis. The level of significance was set at .05.

Result And Discussion
Table one Show that the average value of Agility for Basketball players 12.204 and for Football players 13.82. Standard deviation for Basketball and Football players 1.61 and 2.15 respectively.

Table:-1. Showing Descriptive statistics for Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Basketball</th>
<th>Football</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12.203667</td>
<td>13.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>0.2948997</td>
<td>0.393027155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>1.6152324</td>
<td>2.152698387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-0.2281692</td>
<td>-0.81765447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>0.588489</td>
<td>0.291546082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>366.11</td>
<td>414.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table:-2. Showing significance difference for Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>‘t’ Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Basketball Player</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.204</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Football Player</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13.82</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table two shows that significance difference was found between the mean of Basketball players and Football players. Calculated ‘t’ value was 3.29 at 0.05 level of significance its shows that significant difference because this calculated value is higher than the tabulated ‘t’ value of 2.00.

Graph:-1. Showing significance difference for Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary
This graphical representation shows that mean values of Basketball players and Football players.

Graph:-2. Showing Frequency Distribution for Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School

Frequency distribution of Agility between Basketball Players and Football Players of Senior Secondary School the graph two Shows that 17% Basketball players belonged to Good category, 3% Football players belonged to Good category, 23% Basketball players belonged to Average category, 14% Football players belonged to Average category 60% Basketball players belonged to Poor category and 83% Football players belonged to Poor category.

Conclusion
On the basis of obtained result it was concluded that, the Basketball players have good Agility as compare to the Football players. There was a statistical significant difference was found between Basketball players and Football players of Senior Secondary School. Agility training must be given to Football players of School to improve the game performance and also for Basketball players to improve more.
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Abstract
The objective of this research was to study the relationship that exists between self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction among Physical Education Teachers. Standardized instruments were used to collect the primary data on self-efficacy and job satisfaction on 270 Physical Education Teachers. Statistical analysis of the data indicated that there exists a significant positive relationship between self-efficacy and job satisfaction. The meaning of this result and implications of this finding are discussed in this study.
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Introduction
Bandura (1977) introduced the concept of self-efficacy in the literature of Psychology. The concept of self-efficacy is derived from Bandura’s (1977) social learning theory. Self efficacy basically refers to the perceived ability or capability for performing a specific task. Research on self-efficacy has been carried out extensively in the area organizational behaviour (Bandura, 1997; Gist & Mitchell, 1992; Stajkovic & Luthans, 1998). In the organizational context the study of self-efficacy becomes extremely important and valuable, as perception of efficacy serves as a behavioural predictor (Bandura, 1986). In general individuals working for an organization would avoid tasks perceived as exceeding their capabilities, while they may undertake tasks, and perform, which they think they are capable of handling (Bandura, 1978). Further Wood and Bandura (1989) observed that individuals, who demonstrate strong self-efficacy beliefs are more likely to undertake challenging tasks, persist longer and perform more successfully than those with lower self-efficacy beliefs. Thus individual with high self-efficacy beliefs would be more valued assets to the organization than less self-efficacy members of their organization. Thus to what extent this self-efficacy belief would contribute to their job satisfaction is the purpose of this present research study. Schools require teachers who are psychologically connected to their work; who are willing and able to invest themselves fully in their roles; who are proactive and committed to high quality performance standards (Bakker & Leiter, 2010). They need employees who feel energetic, having high self efficacy and are satisfied with their job.

Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction has been one of the most researched work attitude in the organizational behavior literature (Spector, 1997) and one of the important constructs in psychology (Cooper-Hakim and Viswesvaran, 2005; Maertz, Griffeth, Campbell, and Allen, 2007). Spector (1997) considers job satisfaction as constellation of attitudes comprising about various aspects or facets of the job or as a global feeling about the job. Job satisfaction is generally defined as an employee’s affective reactions to a job based on a comparison of desired outcomes and actual outcomes (Cranny, Smith, & Stone;1992). Locke (1969) defined job
satisfaction and dissatisfaction as complex emotional reactions to the job (p. 314) Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969) conceptualized job satisfaction as “feeling or affective responses to facets of the situation” (p. 6). Job satisfaction is the degree to which people like their jobs (Spector, 1997). Job satisfaction leads to employee behaviors that affect organizational functioning and performance (Rowden, 2002).

Theoretical framework
Schools require reliable and responsible teachers who can solve problems, and who have the social skills, efficacy beliefs, positive attitudes, and are willing to work together with other teachers and other colleagues in the institution. They require teachers who have positive attitude towards their jobs. Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s ability to perform the behaviours required to produce a desired outcome and is considered to be an important determinant of behaviour change (Bandura, 1977).

Teachers with higher self-efficacy easily adjust to the work environment and are more likely to accept organizational goals and values, and are likely to remain loyal, and have emotional attachment with the school. Research in the area of self-efficacy indicates that self efficacy has a significant relationship with job satisfaction (Erez & Judge, 2001; Judge, Bono, & Locke, 2000; Luthans, Zhu, & Avolio, 2006; Luthans, Avolio, Avey, & Norman, 2007). Research studies don in the area of organizational behaviour have documented that employees having high job satisfaction have a great impact on the successful performance of an organization. Much of the research on self efficacy and job satisfaction has been carried out in the North American and European context, mostly focusing on executives and employees working in industrial or manufacturing organizations. Very little research has been carried out in the Indian context on teachers. The present study attempts to investigate the relationship between self efficacy and job satisfaction of physical education teachers working in India.

Method
Research Design
The present research study is designed on a quantitative research framework which utilized a descriptive research perspective. This study was a non experimental research study in nature and adopted a survey research methodology in which psychometrically sound instruments-questionnaires were used to collect primary data from physical education teachers working in different schools.

Sample
The sample for the present study comprised of 270 physical education teachers, their age range was from 32 to 52 years.

Measures
General Self-Efficacy Scale: General self efficacy scale developed by Chen, Gully, and Eden (2002) was used in the present study. This scale has 8 items having a five point Likert-type response format ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Chen, Gully and Eden (2002) developed this scale after finding inadequacies in the existing scales to measure generalized self efficacy (eg. Sherer, Maddux, Mercandante, Prentice-Dunn, Jacobs, & Rogers, 1982). They have established that this scale has higher reliability and construct validity. The possible scores on this scale range from 8 to 40. High scores on this scale indicate high self efficacy.

Job Satisfaction Scale: For measuring job satisfaction of physical education teachers, the job satisfaction survey developed by Spector (1997) was used in the study. This scale is a 36 item scale, having a response format ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. The minimum and maximum possible scores on this scale range from 36 to 180. High scores on this scale indicate high job satisfaction, and low scores on this scale indicate low job satisfaction. This scale measures job satisfaction on nine different facets, however for the purpose of the present study, the total score on all the 36 items was taken as the measure of job satisfaction. Several studies have employed this job satisfaction scale and have obtained satisfactory internal consistency-reliability coefficients. This scale has also demonstrated construct validity and reliability (Spector, 1985, 1997).

Procedure
Both the questionnaires along with the covering letter were bound in the form of a booklet, the teachers were briefly explained about the manner of responding to the items on the two questionnaires. Teachers were encouraged to give frank and honest responses to the items in both the questionnaires. Informed consent were obtained from all the teachers before administering the questionnaires. They were also assured of the confidentiality of the information that they are going to provide in this research work. Later, the researcher personally collected all the filled questionnaires from the teachers and they were thanked for their cooperation and support for the research work.

Results and Discussion
To examine the relationship between self-efficacy and job satisfaction, the correlation coefficients between self-efficacy and job satisfaction were computed and is presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Correlation Coefficients between Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1 it can be observed that the correlation coefficient computed between self-efficacy and job satisfaction is positive and found to be significant ($p = 0.005$). This indicates that there is a significant positive relationship between self-efficacy and job satisfaction. To further examine whether self-efficacy scores of teachers would predict their job satisfaction scores, simple linear regression analysis was carried out. Job satisfaction scores were treated as criterion variable and self-efficacy as predictor variable. The result thus obtained is presented in Table 2.

Table 2
Results of Regression Analysis with Self-Efficacy predicting Job satisfaction of physical education teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Adj. $R^2$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable: Job satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>5.513*</td>
<td>1, 268</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.147*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05

It can be observed from Table 2 that the F value is significant ($p<0.05$), and also the standardised regression coefficient values is found to be significant ($p<0.05$), this indicates that self-efficacy is a significant predictor of job satisfaction scores of teachers. Only two percent (Adjusted $R^2 = 0.022$) of the variation in the job satisfaction scores of teachers can be explained by the changes in the self-efficacy scores of the teachers. The positive and significant correlation between self-efficacy and job satisfaction and the emergence of self-efficacy as significant predictor of job satisfaction indicates that the self-efficacy of teachers influences and predicts their job satisfaction. This result confirms the hypothesis formulated in the present study.

**Conclusion**

The major goal of this study was to examine the relationship between self-efficacy and job satisfaction of teachers. The study found self-efficacy to be having a significant predictor and correlate of job satisfaction of teachers. This demonstrates the importance of self-efficacy for developing positive work attitude namely job satisfaction among teachers. The results of the present study suggest that self-efficacy is a significant predictor of job satisfaction of teachers. These results suggest the need for self-efficacy training of teachers. Self-efficacy training suggested by Eden and Aviram (1993) may be conducted by the schools on teachers to enhance their self-efficacy. School management may also assess the self-efficacy of teachers and may include it as one of the criterion during selection process of teachers. Further studies may be carried out by conducting an intervention, to enhance the self-efficacy of teachers, and the difference in job satisfaction it brings may also be examined.
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**Introduction:**
The word ‘mental health’ conjures up the image of mentally ill persons in the public mind. The WHO (1978), has stated quite clearly that mental health is not a state of absence from diseases but a state of well being encompassing our physical, social and emotional lives. This concept also implies that a healthy person must actualize all the potentials of growth and development without being unduly tense or unhappy. This concept needs some reiteration, as overburdened medical professionals, who are solely preoccupied with relief of immediate human suffering, have dominated this field too long. It is only in recent years that a consciousness is dawning on workers in this field, that almost every form of community activity has a direct bearing on the state of health of its citizens. Hence, the politicians, law makers, economists, people engaged in trade, commerce, industry, educationalists, food and nutrition specialists, ecology experts including doctors, nurses and social workers, are all involved, either overtly or covertly, in prompting or harming the mental health of citizens and / or in allowing them to actualize their growth potential.

**Mental Health:**
Mental health covers an elusive and diffuse field and the term itself encompasses a multiplicity of meaning.

World health organization defined mental health “as a state of complete physical, mental and social well being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. It is conceived as “a condition and level of social functioning which is socially acceptable and personally satisfying. Mental health is an adjustment of human beings to the world and to each other with the maximum of effectiveness and happiness English (1958) conveyed more of the concept of denoting mental health as “a relatively enduring state wherein the person is well adjusted, has a zest for living, and is attaining self actualization or self realization. It is positive state and not mere absence of mental disorder.

**Significance Of Study:**
The study makes an attempt to assess the influence of mental health the psychological factors on sports performance of kabaddi players selected form the Karnataka state women’s university bijapur. It is well understood that these factors are highly inter-related to sports activities. Knowing the
significant influence of factors, a sports psychologist or sports educationist can manipulate these psychological factors to improve the performance of kabaddi players.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: To study of mental health on the performance of kabaddi players

OBJECTIVES: To assess the effect of mental health on the performance of kabaddi players.

HYPOTHESES: There is a significant impact of mental health on the performance of kabaddi players.

The Sample: The study was conducted on a sample of 24 players of kabaddi selected from Karnataka state women’s university bijapur. The selection was done based on level of mental health. The respondents were administered mental health scale. The sample was divided in to high and low mental health.

Tools. Mental health Inventory; This inventory is developed by Jagdish and Srivistav (1988). The scale consists of 56 items and has four response categories. As per the manual of the scale, the one who scores high is regarded as having higher mental health. The reliability and validity of the scale is fairly high.

Statistical Analysis: To meet the objectives of the study and to verify the formulated hypotheses the data were analyzed, using the statistical technique of t-test.

The aim of this study; was to know the effect of mental health on the performance of kabaddi players. The players were selected from Karnataka state women’s university bijapur. The players were administered the mental health scale and grouped into high and low categories of mental health. Thus the sample was grouped equally in to two groups. The t-test was applied to compare the sample on mental health. The data were organized and presented in the tables.

Table: Shows the Mean’s and t-values of Sports Performance of kabaddi Players in Two categories of Mental Health (N=22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mean scores</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High mental health</td>
<td>49.41</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>8.38*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low mental health</td>
<td>41.28</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at 0.05 level

Table-1. The sample of the players was divided in to two levels of mental health-high and low mental health. The means scores of high mental health players are 49.41 and the mean scores of low mental health players is 41.28. This tells that the performance of the high mental health players is more than the players with low mental health. The anxiety, tension and stress make the players more disturbed and as a result they lose concentration in the given task. The players who are not much disturbed by such factors will have higher mental health and concentrate in the given task. Therefore the players with high mental health have higher mean scores than the low mental health players. The t-value of 8.38 is significant at 0.05 level. This suggests that there are significant differences in the performance of kabaddi players. Thus higher mental health always is facilitating factor of performance in the sample of sports persons.

Conclusions:

*. There is an effect of mental health on the performance of kabaddi players.
*. The mentally healthy players have significantly higher sports performance than those of low mental health.
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Introduction
Sports Journalism
There is a glamorous romanticism in the very mention of the two words ‘Sports Journalism’. This apparently comes from the expectation that one could get to meet and interview their sport icons as part of their day-to-day duty. As a career, it surely marks as the high point of one’s professional life. Sports journalism is a form of journalism that reports on sports topics and events. In sports journalism, it is not about using a lot of big people. Journalism should be easy to read and follow. Words and flowery language to impress. Sports coverage has grown in importance as sport has grown in wealth, power and influence. While the sports departments within some newspapers have been mockingly called the toy department, because sports journalists do not concern themselves with the ‘serious’ topics covered by the news desk.

Sports Illustrated and the Sporting News all-sports talk radio stations, and tele

Sports journalism is an essential element of any news media organization. Sports journalism includes organizations devoted entirely to sports reporting — newspapers such as L’Equipe in France, La Gazzetta dello Sport in Italy, and the now defunct Sporting Life in Britain, American magazines such as vision networks like ESPN and NDTV etc. Since the 1990s, the growing importance of sport, its impact as a global business and the huge amounts of money involved from sponsorship and in the staging of the Olympic Games and football World Cups, cricket has also attracted the attention of well-known investigative journalists. The sensitive nature of the relationships between sports journalists and the subjects of their reporting, as well as declining budgets experienced by most Fleet Street newspapers, has meant that such long-term projects have often emanated from TV documentary makers. There are several traditional disciplines, like kabaddi, kho-kho, weight-lifting, body building, ball badminton, to name a few, that are popular in rural areas but are least covered by the urban-based media. These certainly need the complete support of the State Government, nee political bosses, because there is a dearth of sponsors. Even the most liberal corporate houses prefer to be a vibrant part of cricket, tennis or badminton. A correspondent who has to file stories on lean days (when there are no tournaments) will find it extremely difficult to dig inside stories. Having sources in politically-run associations can be rewarding and easy to get inside information but a former player/athlete will be overly protective unless he is planning to float a parallel power-lobby.

Challenges In Sports Journalism In Telangana

Lack of subject information on various national, state and district level sporting events. Lack of photo/visual libraries on sports persons and sports teams. Lack of interest and space allocation to sports events in sports pages in Telugu and other Vernacular dailies. Public relations between Sports Officials and Sports Journalists. Government support to various organizations in the state to organize major events. Translation is taking major time from Telugu sports journalists compared to English and Hindi sports journalists. Too much coverage of cricket leads to less space (in print) and time (in TV) for other games. Hence Telugu sports journalists will forget other games in due course with less and less coverage. One of the biggest problems confronting a reporter is getting access to a celebrated sports person, given the security compulsions and...
the individual’s averseness to ‘open his mind to media’. But his office adamantly expects him to deliver a ‘scoop’ almost every other day. It is at aimed at scoring over the rival newspaper or regional television channel, which eventually translates to circulation figures and TRP jugglery. Lack of support from managements for abroad and upcountry coverage. Lack of refreshing programmes of rules and regulations and various developments of sporting events. Telugu Sports Journalists need to improve their speaking abilities in other language especially in English to survive in the field for a long time. Very timely. Not a lot of room for creativity. No opinion.

This is often the standard news story you would expect to see on the front page. Game/event stories. Features – less time-sensitive than hard news stories. Can be tied to an event in terms of timeliness or can be completely timeless. Columns – Opinion pieces.

**Methodology**

The researcher was interviewed the sports journalists of various newspapers and TV channels (total 30 members) like Andhra Jyothi, Eenadu, Vaartha, The Hindu, The Times of India, The Deccan Chronicle and Saakshi, TV9 Channels in Telangana region and collected data from international news agencies, exclusively sports channels like ESPN and NDTV etc. The researcher opted questionnaire method to obtain information regarding how the growth of the sports coverage occurred. From which period the newspapers giving priority to sports coverage, which Telugu paper allotted first full sports page and what are the developments, how channels air exclusively sports programmed and what are the challenges in sports journalism faced by the sports journalists.

**Results And Discussion**

Since the 1990s, the growing importance of sport, its impact as a global business and the huge amounts of money involved from sponsorship and in the staging of the Olympic Games and football World Cups, cricket has also attracted the attention of well-known investigative journalists. There are several traditional disciplines, like kabaddi, kho-kho, weight-lifting, body building, ball badminton, to name a few, that are popular in rural areas but are least covered by the urban-based media.

**Conclusion**

Do not miss deadline. Ever. Ever. EVER. Always check spelling of names, teams, places, etc. Then check them again. With the invention of spell check, there’s no excuse for having words spelled wrong. Never trust your memory for facts. Confirm that information. Double-check stats.

It is concluded that the biggest problems confronting a reporter is getting access to a celebrated sports person, given the security compulsions and the individual’s averseness to ‘open his mind to media’. A correspondent who has to file stories on lean days (when there are no tournaments) will find it extremely difficult to dig inside stories. A Lack of support from the managements for abroad and upcountry coverage and the Lack of refreshing programmes of rules and regulations and various developments of sporting events in state.

**Suggestions**

Lack of subject information on various national, state and district level sporting events. Lack of photo/visual libraries on sports persons and sports teams. Lack of interest and space allocation to sports events in sports pages in Telugu and other Vernacular dailies. Public relations between Sports Officials and Sports Journalists. Government support to various organizations in the state to organize major events. Translation is taking major time from Telugu sports journalists compared to English and Hindi sports journalists.
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Abstract
The purpose of the present study was to find out the effect of different modes of yoga practice on physiological and bio-chemical variables among middle aged men. For this purpose, forty five middle aged men residing around Kumbakonam town, Thanjavur district, Tamilnadu, were selected as subjects. The age of the subjects were ranged from 40 to 45 years. They were divided into three equal groups, each group consisted of fifteen subjects, in which experimental group - I underwent Bihar School of yoga practice, experimental group - II underwent B.K.S. Iyengar yoga practice and group - III acted as control that did not participate in any special activities apart from their regular curricular activities. The training period for the study was six days (Monday to Saturday) in a week for twelve weeks. Prior and after the experimental period, the subjects were tested on breath holding time, high density lipoprotein and total cholesterol. Breath holding time was assessed by holding the breath for maximum duration in seconds of the subject. High density lipoprotein and total cholesterol were tested after taking 5 ml of blood samples by venous puncture method, by using Boehringer Mannheim Kit Method. The Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was applied to find out any significant difference between the experimental groups and control group on selected criterion variables. The result of the study shows that the Bihar School of Yoga practice group and B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga practice group were decreased the total cholesterol and increased the high density lipoprotein and breath holding time significantly. It was concluded from the results of the study that Bihar School of Yoga practice and B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga practice has bring positive changes in breath holding time, high density lipoprotein and total cholesterol as compare to the control group. Moreover it was also concluded that there was no significant difference was found between the experimental groups in all criterion variables.

Key words: Bihar School of Yoga and B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga, Breath holding time, high density lipoprotein, total cholesterol, Boehringer Mannheim kit method, ANCOVA.

Introduction
Yoga is one of the most ancient cultural heritages of India. The word yoga in Sanskrit means “to unite”, and so yoga can be said to connote a unitive discipline. In this sense, it is an exercise in moral and mental cultivation that generates good health (arogya), contributes to longevity (chirayu), and the total intrinsic discipline culminates into positive and perennial happiness and peace.[1] Yoga is one of the orthodox systems of Indian philosophy. It was collated, coordinated and systematized by Patanjali in his classical work, the Yoga Sutras, which consists of 185 terse aphorisms. Yoga is a complete science of life that originated in India many thousands of years ago. It is the oldest system of personal development in the world, encompassing body, mind and spirit. [2]
Bihar School of Yoga (Swami Satyananda Saraswati) is a type of yoga which integrates intellect, emotion and action: the head, heart and hands. Known as Satyananda Yoga or Bihar Yoga (the School lies in Bihar in India), the system embraces many different philosophies and encourages students to examine the very
essence of their being and make gradual changes to improve their awareness. Satyananda Yoga is considered truly holistic and suitable for everyone. Iyengar Yoga, named after and developed by B.K.S. Iyengar, is a form of Hatha Yoga that has an emphasis on detail, precision and alignment in the performance of posture (asana) and breath control (pranayama). Recent scientific studies of the effects of yoga and meditation on health validates its ability to improve virtually every aspect of our functioning—brain function, hormonal function, sleep, mood, balance, etc. More active practices followed by relaxing ones lead to deeper relaxation than relaxing practices alone, documented by research from Swami Vivekananda yoga research foundation near Bangalore city and possibility of neuroplasticity bringing about changes in the hypo-pituitary–pancreatic axis. The improvement in the lipid levels after yoga could be due to increased hepatic lipase and lipoprotein lipase at cellular level, which affects the metabolism of lipoprotein and thus increase uptake of triglycerides by adipose tissues. Direct stimulation of the pancreas by the postures can rejuvenate its capacity to produce insulin. Regeneration of pancreatic beta cells could occur by yoga exercises that promote blood circulation in the region of the pancreas and yoga asanas that stimulate the meridian of pancreas also could assist in some diabetic patients. Pranayama practices, stretches the lung tissue producing inhibitory signals from action of slowly adapting receptors and hyperpolarizing currents. These inhibitory signals coming from cardio-respiratory region involving vagi are believed to synchronize neural elements in the brain leading to changes in the autonomic nervous system; and a resultant condition characterized by reduced metabolism and parasympathetic dominance.

**Methodology**

Thirty middle aged men residing around Kumbakonam town, Tanjavur district, Tamilnadu were selected as subjects. The age of the subjects were ranged from 18 to 23 years. The selected subjects were divided into three equal groups, each group consisted of ten subjects, in which group - I (n = 15) underwent Bihar School of Yoga practice, experimental group - II (n = 15) underwent B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga practice and group - III (n = 15) acted as control, which did not participate in any special activities apart from their regular curricular activities. Different modes of yoga practices were conducted six days (Monday to Saturday) per week for twelve weeks. The researcher consulted with the yoga experts and selected the following variables as criterion variables: 1. breath holding time, 2. high density lipoprotein and 3. total cholesterol. The breath holding time was assessed by asking the subject to hold the breathe for maximum duration after a deep inhalation and it was recorded in seconds, high density lipoprotein and total cholesterol were assessed by using the Boehringer Mannheim Kit method. For the purpose of collection of data the subjects were asked to report at early morning, one day prior and one day after experimental period, in fasting condition. 5 ml of blood was collected from each subject by venous puncture method and the blood thus collected was stored in small bottles for pre and post-test for measuring the high density lipoprotein and cholesterol. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was applied to find out the significant difference if any, among the experimental groups and control group on selected criterion variables separately. In all the cases, .05 level of confidence was fixed to test the significance, which was considered as appropriate. After applying the analysis of covariance, the result of this study shows that there was a significant increase in breath holding time, decrease in total cholesterol and high density lipoprotein levels.

**Results**

The data collected on breath holding time, high density lipoprotein and cholesterol among experimental and control groups were analysed and the results were presented in Table – I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Bihar School of Yoga Practice Group</th>
<th>B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga Practice Group</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>'F' Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breath Holding (in seconds)</td>
<td>Pre-test Mean ± S.D</td>
<td>30.40 ± 2.530</td>
<td>30.60 ± 1.298</td>
<td>30.0 ± 2.42</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-test Mean ± S.D.</td>
<td>32.33 ± 2.554</td>
<td>32.20 ± 1.373</td>
<td>30.07 ± 2.89</td>
<td>4.343*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adj. Post-test Mean</td>
<td>Pre-test Mean ± S.D.</td>
<td>Post-test Mean ± S.D.</td>
<td>Adj. Post-test Mean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Density Lipoprotein</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mg/dl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.265</td>
<td>45.07 ± 2.463</td>
<td>47.60 ± 2.772</td>
<td>47.357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31.297</td>
<td>44.53 ± 3.021</td>
<td>46.80 ± 3.189</td>
<td>47.088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.409</td>
<td>44.87 ± 2.95</td>
<td>44.00 ± 2.80</td>
<td>43.956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.269*</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>6.253*</td>
<td>77.42*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cholesterol</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mg/dl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>189.350</td>
<td>191.53 ± 6.39</td>
<td>188.80 ± 6.33</td>
<td>189.350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>189.957</td>
<td>192.27 ± 6.029</td>
<td>190.13 ± 6.034</td>
<td>189.957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>192.160</td>
<td>192.47 ± 5.04</td>
<td>192.53 ± 6.36</td>
<td>192.160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20.472*</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>1.532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant .05 level of confidence. (The table values required for significance at .05 level of confidence with df 2 and 42 and 2 and 41 were 3.22 and 3.21 respectively).

Table – I shows that pre and post test means ‘f’ ratio of Bihar School of Yoga practice group, B.KS Iyengar practice group and control group on breath holding time were 0.301, which is insignificant and 4.343, which is significant at 0.05 level of confidence. The adjusted post test mean ‘f’ ratio value of experimental groups and control group was 20.269, which was significant at 0.05 level of confidence. The pre and post test means ‘f’ ratio of Bihar School of Yoga practice group, B.KS Iyengar practice group and control group on high density lipoproteins were 0.137, which is insignificant and 6.253, which is significant at 0.05 level of confidence. The adjusted post test mean ‘f’ ratio value of experimental groups and control group was 77.42, which was significant at 0.05 level of confidence. The pre and post test means ‘f’ ratio of yogasana practice group, aerobic exercise group and control group on total cholesterol were 0.106 and 1.532 which is insignificant at 0.05 level of confidence. The adjusted post test mean ‘f’ ratio value of experimental groups and control group was 20472, which was significant at 0.05 level of confidence.

Table - II

**Schefé S Test for the Difference Between the Adjusted Post-Test Mean of Selected Criterion Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yogasana Practice Group</th>
<th>Aerobic Group</th>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Confidence interval at .05 level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yogasana Practice Group</td>
<td>32.265</td>
<td>31.297</td>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.7828767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogaasana Practice Group</td>
<td>32.265</td>
<td>30.409</td>
<td>1.856*</td>
<td>0.7828767</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogasana Practice Group</td>
<td>31.297</td>
<td>30.409</td>
<td>0.888*</td>
<td>0.7828767</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yogasana Practice Group</th>
<th>Aerobic Group</th>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Confidence interval at .05 level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yogasana Practice Group</td>
<td>47.357</td>
<td>47.088</td>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.7395837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogasana Practice Group</td>
<td>47.357</td>
<td>43.956</td>
<td>3.401*</td>
<td>0.7395837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogasana Practice Group</td>
<td>47.088</td>
<td>43.956</td>
<td>3.132*</td>
<td>0.7395837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yogasana Practice Group</th>
<th>Aerobic Group</th>
<th>Exercise</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Confidence interval at .05 level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yogasana Practice Group</td>
<td>189.350</td>
<td>189.957</td>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>1.16883531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table – II shows that the Scheffé S Test for the difference between adjusted post-test mean on resting pulse rate of Bihar School of Yoga practice group and control group (1.855) and BKS Iyengar Yoga Practice group and control group (0.888), which were significant at .05 level of confidence. There was a significant difference on high density lipoproteins between Bihar School of Yoga practice group and control group (3.401) and BKS Iyengar Yoga Practice group and control group (3.132) and also there was a significant difference on total cholesterol between Bihar School of Yoga practice group and control group (2.81) and BKS Iyengar Yoga Practice group and control group (2.203) which was significant at 0.05 level of confidence after the respective training programme.

Conclusions
The experimental groups such as, Bihar School of Yoga practice group and B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga practice group have achieved a significant improvement in selected criterion variables such as breath holding time, high density lipoprotein and a significant reduction in total cholesterol when compared with the control group. It was also found that there was no significant difference was found between the Bihar School of Yoga practice group and B.K.S. Iyengar Yoga practice group on selected criterion variables.
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Introduction:
Fencing: Fencing is the activity of fighting with swords. The most common version of fencing today, also called Olympic fencing or competitive fencing. Although swordsmanship can be traced back to ancient civilizations; the inclusion of fencing in the first modern Olympic game (Athens 1896) secured it’s based on the principle ‘hit opponents without being hit of self’. Fencing is an elegant, prestigious and traditional sport which reflects the success qualities that are important to contemporary people who seek a challenge to both body and mind through a competition blend of patience and determination, discipline and competitiveness. Fencing is a game that demands physical power, agility and flexibility.

History of Kabaddi Game in India

Origin
The origin of kabaddi can be traced to the pre-historic times. In India, kabaddi was primarily devised as a way to develop the physical strength and speed in young men. During its inception, kabaddi was played to boost the self-defense skills and to develop quick responsiveness to attacks. It also sharpened the reflexes of counter attacks of the individuals, who mostly played in groups or teams. Kabaddi also finds place in Hindu mythology. The dramatized version of the great Indian epic, the Mahabharata, has made an analogy of the game, wherein the warrior Arjuna’s son Abhimanyu faces a tough time, when he is trapped in the ‘Chakravyuha’ set by his enemies of the War.

Kabaddi in Modern India
In the modern times, kabaddi was given the national status of a game in India in 1918. The state of Maharashtra is accredited with upbringing the game to a national platform. Consequently, the standard set of rules and regulations for the game were formulated in the same year. However, the rules and regulations were brought to print only after a few years, in 1923. During the same year, an All India Tournament for kabaddi was organized at Baroda, wherein the players strictly followed the rules and regulations formulated for the game. Since then, the game has come a long way. Its popularity increased and a number of tournaments were organized at national level, throughout the country. The game was introduced at the 1938 Indian Olympic Games held at Calcutta, which fetched it international recognition.

The Objective Of The Study:
The purpose of the present study is to compare the selected physical fitness components between fencing players and kabaddi players.

Methodology:
To find out the physical fitness components between Male fencing players and kabaddi players. The sample for the present study consists of 40 male fencing players and kabaddi players of Medak district out of which 20 are fencing players and 20 are kabaddi players.

Selection of variable:
Among various physical fitness components generally evaluated strength, speed, and agility were chosen for this present study. The selected physical fitness components were measured through 5 hops (R&L legs), 50 m run for speed and shuttle run for agility is conducted.

Result and Discussion
The table no 1 showing the Mean, S.D, Standard Error, t-ratio of fencing players and kabadi players in 5 hops (R&L legs), 50 M run Test and agility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test items</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std.devition</th>
<th>Std.error mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig.(2tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle run</td>
<td>Fencing players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.697</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kabaddi players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.91</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 M run</td>
<td>Fencing players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kabaddi players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt.leg</td>
<td>Fencing players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.4846</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>3.186</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kabaddi players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.9739</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt.leg</td>
<td>Fencing players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.1843</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>2.983</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kabaddi players</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.1749</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result:
In shuttle run the fencing players mean is 11.08 and kabaddi players mean is 11.91. There is a difference of 0.83 in shuttle run. The fencing players are having good in egility. In 50 M run the fencing players mean is 6.79 and kabaddi players mean is 6.94 there is difference of 0.15. The fencing players are having the good speed. The 5 hops (lt.leg) test result of fencing players mean is 8.4846 and kabaddi players mean is 8.9739 similarly the (rt.leg) of fencing players mean is 8.1843 and kabaddi players mean is 9.4749. there is differene 0.4893 and 0.9906 so that indicats kabaddi players are having good leg strength when compared to fencing players.

Conclusion
It is been concluded that fencing players are having good level speed, agility and kabaddi players are having the good level leg strength.

Recommendations:
It is recommended that the fencing players and kabaddi players must be given good training or the physical fitness components for improvement of performance. Tha similar study may be undertaken by selecting subjects belonging to different level and age groups of participations in different games and spots.
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Abstract
BACK GROUND: This study examined the impact of 16 week program of maximal intensity aerobic, resistance and interval training program on LDL-C in 60 untrained men ages 21-25 years. OBJECTIVE: To investigate the training effect of sixteen weeks of maximum intensity progressive aerobic, resistance and interval training program on LDL-C in young men. METHODS: Participants were randomly assigned to an aerobic based training group (ABTG) n=15, resistance based training group (RBTG) n=15, Interval based training group (IBTG) n=15 and control group (CG) n =15 participants in the experimental groups performed their training protocols. RESULTS: Maximum intensity aerobic, resistance and interval training program on LDL-C show significant decrease when compared to control group and in between exercise protocol groups LDL-C is identical.

KEY WORDS: LDL-C, Aerobic, Resistance, Interval.

INTRODUCTION: Countries that have in terms of Technology development, as residents living, inactivity and passive enough to become prevalent that the prevalence of direct or indirect cause of many problems and issues such as health and wellness Heart diseases – Cardio Vascular Disease, Obesity and CAD is so that as a major problem in these communities are known. One of the Problems today especially in developed countries are Atherosclerosis is one. The health related physical fitness which is considered as key component in an individual's life is develop and protected through participation in various physical activities. Low density lipoprotein Cholesterol (LDL-C) is considered the most potent independent risk factor for coronary heart disease (CHD) and is inversely correlated with CHD. Endurance exercise training characterized by continuous activity at moderate exercise intensity demonstrates significant decreases in LDL-C in both men and women after a period of training, typically 20-30% for endurance athletes compared with inactive controls. Aerobic based training has been proposed as an effective mechanism for improving cardio vascular protection, with training resulting in decreases of LDL-C in men 18 years of age and older also found positive training related adaptation on Total Cholesterol, Triglycerides, Low density lipoproteins Cholesterol and High density lipoprotein Cholesterol or only on Low density lipoprotein Cholesterol and T.C/HDL-C without changes on HDL-C and T.G. Considering the observed deterioration
of the Cardiovascular system and the metabolic profile that tends to accompany young men, it is important to know the potential benefits derived from the exercise. Although the effects of aerobic versus resistance training on Cardiovascular risk factors have been compared\(^7,8\).

**Methodology And Materials:**

Sixty sedentary individuals (21-25 years) volunteered (mean (SD) age ± 22.5 (2) years) to participate in this study. Participants were informed about any potential risks and/or discomforts associated with participation in this study and were required to provide their written informed consent before being included in the study. Participants were randomized in to three training groups and one control group. All the participants were from the various colleges of Kurnool city under the Rayalaseema University, Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh, India.

**AEROBIC BASED TRAINING GROUP (ABTG):** The training was supervised by an exercise physiologist and the frequency was kept three times per week for 16 weeks with 45 minutes per session. The intensity of the main part of the session started with work heart rate (HR) 40-50% reserve (1\(^{st}\) to 4\(^{th}\) week) increasing progressively to 51-60% HR\(_{\text{reserve}}\) (5\(^{th}\) to 8\(^{th}\) week), 61-70% HR\(_{\text{reserve}}\) (9\(^{th}\) to 12\(^{th}\) week), 71-80% HR\(_{\text{reserve}}\) (13\(^{th}\) to 16\(^{th}\) week).

**RESISTANCE BASED TRAINING GROUP (RBTG):** After an adequate warm-up the participants completed resistance exercise for three days a week for 16 weeks. They performed 8 exercises with elastic bands for the major muscular groups respecting the following progression:

- 1 set of 8 repetitions (1\(^{st}\)-2\(^{nd}\) week)
- 1 set of 12 repetitions (3\(^{rd}\)-4\(^{th}\) week)
- 2 sets of 8 repetitions (5\(^{th}\)-6\(^{th}\) week)
- 2 set of 10 repetitions (7\(^{th}\)-8\(^{th}\) week)
- 2 sets of 12 repetitions (9\(^{th}\)-10\(^{th}\) week)
- 2 sets of 15 repetitions (11\(^{th}\)-12\(^{th}\) week)
- 3 sets of 12 repetitions (13\(^{th}\)-14\(^{th}\) week)
- 3 sets of 15 repetitions (15\(^{th}\)-16\(^{th}\) week)

An interval period of at least 3 minutes was assured between sets of the same exercise.

**INTERVAL BASED TRAINING GROUP:** The experimental participants run a distance of 3.2 km 3 days per week for 16 weeks. Participants ran 4 sets of 800 metres interval i.e. 4 X 800 mts interval 1:1 work: rest ratio at approximately 60-70 of their age predicted maximal heart rate (HR Max 220-age in complete years).

**CONTROL GROUP:** The control group was instructed not to undertake any vigorous exercise during the training period.

**MATERIALS:** Venous blood samples were collected in the morning between 8 AM and 9.30 AM by two specialized staff nurses before the training session and the blood samples has collected after completion of 16 week training session. LDL –C was determined using a direct two point Kinetic assay kit(CH2652, Randox, laboratories, Ltd., U.K.).

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS:** Analysis of Covariance technique was used to study the effect of the experimental variable on the selected physiological variables. Scheffe’s post hoc test also applied to find out the source of significant difference among the groups and to test the hypotheses to arrive at conclusion. The level of significance was 0.05.

**Analysis On Ldl Cholesterol:**

Table I depicts analysis of covariance for the LDL Cholesterol of the subjects on the experimental variable selected. The table indicates that there is significant effect through the selected experimental variable i.e. aerobic, resistance and interval for the selected experimental period. The obtained F value i.e. 34.915 is much higher than the table F value i.e. 2.78 and hence the selected experimental variables caused the significant change in the selected LDL cholesterol levels of the subjects.
Table II contains the mean values of the selected criterion variable i.e. LDL Cholesterol of the subject. The table brings out the following observations. The aerobic running group showed better reduction in LDL cholesterol levels when compared to the other two groups viz. resistance and Interval Based Training Group. The aerobic running group’s post training LDL Cholesterol mean is 116.30, the resistance group’s post training LDL Cholesterol mean is 121.76 and the Interval Based Training Group post training LDL Cholesterol mean is 125.214. When compared with the mean values of the three groups, it is clear that the aerobic group showed significant reduction in LDL Cholesterol when compared to the other two groups. The resistance group also showed reduction in the LDL Cholesterol levels when compared to the Interval Based Training Group. This simple analysis on the post training adjusted mean values shows that there is significant reduction in the LDL cholesterol levels of the subjects due to the selected three activities at the selected intensity.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>CR.F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2849.847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1868.653</td>
<td>622.8845</td>
<td>34.91526</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>981.1941</td>
<td>17.83989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

Pre training, Post training and adjusted post training means for LDL Cholesterol:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUPS</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>MX</th>
<th>MY</th>
<th>MY.X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBTG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>115.0667</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>125.2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>124.3333</td>
<td>114.2</td>
<td>121.7626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>136.4667</td>
<td>120.0667</td>
<td>116.3004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>153.8667</td>
<td>152.0667</td>
<td>132.0541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>132.4333</td>
<td>123.8333</td>
<td>123.833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III - Scheffe’s Post Hoc test for LDL Cholesterol

CD FOR SCHEFFE’S TEST

| CD = \sqrt{(a-1)F(\frac{((2(MsError)/n))}{4.355}} |}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDIVIDUAL COMPARISONS FOR LDL CHOLESTEROL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GROUPS And VALUES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBTG 121.7626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBTG 125.2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG 132.0541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though there is variance in the mean values of the LDL Cholesterol because of the three protocols of the exercise, to find out the real difference and the cause of significant difference the Scheffe’s post hoc individual comparison test was conducted. The Scheffe’s post hoc individual comparison test for the individual groups is presented in table III. The individual comparisons through the Scheffe’s post hoc test elicited that the aerobic running group has brought out significant reduction in the LDL Cholesterol of the subjects when compared to the other two experimental protocols of exercise. The resistance and Interval Based Training Group post training adjusted averages are different in values, the Scheffe’s post hoc comparison test indicated that the difference between the groups is insignificant and hence the training effect of the resistance and Interval Based Training Group is identical. But, all the three exercise protocol groups of the experimentation showed significant reductions in the LDL cholesterol levels as per the Scheffe’s post hoc individual comparison test when compared to the Control group.

**Conclusions:**
The following conclusion has been derived after analyzing the experimentation results through the appropriate statistical tools: All the three different protocols selected for the aerobic training group, resistance training group and interval training group at the moderate intensity of maximal heart rate intensity caused for the significant decrease in the LDL cholesterol levels of the subjects.

**Recommendations:**
Aerobic exercise programs at a moderate intensity of 60-70% percent of the maximal heart rate of not less than four kilometers distance should be needed to better control the precipitating factors for the degenerative diseases like Coronary Heart Disease, Hypertension etc. Similar study may be conducted cross sectionals for various populations changing the geographical limitations. Same type of study may be done for various ages of the same geographical population.
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Abstract
In the present study, hostile aggression was compared among university sportspersons on the basis of their tribal non-tribal belongingness. To conduct the study, 40 tribal male sportspersons (Ave. age 23.09 years) and 40 non tribal male sportspersons (Ave. age 22.38 yrs) were selected as sample. The criteria for selection of sample was participation in inter university sports competition in any sporting discipline. Sultanias Aggression Inventory (2006) was used to assess hostile aggression in tribal and non tribal sportspersons. Results indicate that hostile aggressive behaviour of non tribal sportspersons is significantly in larger magnitude as compared to tribal sportspersons. It was concluded that tribal non-tribal belongingness do affect the magnitude of hostile aggression among university sportspersons.
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Introduction
Aggression is an essential part of human nature. This aggression is dependent on several economic, social, cultural and situation specific events. Berkowitz (1989) defined aggression as “behavior directed toward the injury of some target” whereas Dollard et al. (1939) defined aggression as any sequence of behavior directed towards a person to commit intentional injury. The theories and principles governing aggression clearly suggests that it is an interpersonal behaviour accompanied by emotions towards an individual or group of people which violates norms set by society. Similarly in sports certain rules are framed for smooth conduction of a game, when a player go beyond that rule and shows his/her dissent in the form physical violence, verbal abuse etc. it is termed as hostile aggression in sports.

Just like our society, sports encompass sportspersons from all race, caste and cultures. So naturally in a country like India, sportspersons hails from non tribal as well as tribal communities. It is also worth mentioning that aggression is influenced by age, situational factors and race. In anthropological studies it has been found that distinct culture is associated with race. It has also been documented that race with different cultural background affect aggression (Thomas, 1958). So it would be interesting to know that whether hostile aggression in Indian sportspersons differ with each other on the basis of their tribal, non-tribal belongingness. Hence the present study was planned to investigate hostile aggression among Indian university sportspersons on the basis of their tribal-non tribal belongingness.

Review of Literature
Aggression has been studied widely in sporting world. Researchers such as Cox et al. (2007), Esfahani et al. (2010), Peter (2012) but no work is related with the effect of tribal-non tribal background upon aggression.

Hypothesis
It was hypothesized that tribal-non tribal belongingness will show its significant impact upon hostile aggression among university sportspersons.
**Method:**
To test the abovementioned hypothesis, following methodological steps were taken.

**Sample:**
To conduct the study, 40 tribal male sportspersons (Ave. age 23.09 years) and 40 non tribal male sportspersons (Ave. age 22.38 yrs) were selected as sample. The criteria for selection of sample was participation in inter university sports competition in any sporting discipline.

**Tools:**
Amount of hostile aggression in selected subjects was assessed by eight dimensional aggression inventory prepared by Sultania (2006). It comprise of eight aspects of aggression i.e. assault, indirect aggression, irritability, negativism, resentment, suspicion, verbal aggression and guilt. The reliability of this inventory is 0.67 while the validity is 0.45. Higher the score, higher the hostile aggression is the direction of scoring in this inventory.

**Procedure:**
All the selected subjects were asked to give their response on Aggression Inventory in a laboratory like condition and convenience of the subjects.

Scoring of responses given by the subjects was done according to author’s manual. After scoring, data were tabulated according to their respective groups. ‘t’ test was used to find out differences among these two groups. Results are presented in table 1.

**Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Male Sportspersons (N=40)</th>
<th>Male Tribal Sportspersons (N=40)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Level of Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostile Aggression</td>
<td>31.32</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>24.15</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A perusal of statistical entries reported in table 1 indicate that mean scores of male non-tribal sportspersons on aggression scale (M=31.32) is significantly higher as compared to male tribal sportspersons (M=24.15) at .01 level of significance. This shows that hostile aggression in male non-tribal players is significantly higher as compared to male tribal players at acceptable statistical significance.

**Discussion**
The result of the present study indicates that hostile aggression is significantly higher in male non tribal sportspersons as compared to male tribal sportspersons. The findings of the present study once again reiterate the previous findings that primitive people were low on aggression (Thomas, 1958) but in a sporting context. It may also be due to the fact that non-tribal are much more goal oriented and to achieve their goal they resort to hostile aggression. Hence, the result of the present study also signifies the same notion that tribal-non tribal belongingness does affect hostile aggression among sportspersons.

**Conclusion:**
On the basis of results it may be concluded that male non tribal sportspersons are more hostile in their behaviour as compared to male tribal sportspersons.
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Abstract
The purpose of the present study was to find out the relationship between leg explosive strength (jumping performance) and maximum speed (sprinting performance) on state level male and female athletes. 15 male and 15 female state level athletes (sprinters and jumpers) were purposively selected from West Bengal. The age of the subjects ranged between 16 to 22 years. ‘Leg Explosive Strength’ measured by Standing Broad Jump (S.B.J.) in centimeter and ‘Maximum Speed’ measured by 30m sprint in second. For the male athletes, leg explosive strength positively effect on maximum speed or the relationship between jumping and sprint performance of male athletes are positive and for the female athletes, leg explosive strength negatively effect on maximum speed or the relationship between jumping and sprint performance of female athletes are negative but both the value of positive and negative relationship was negligible.

Key Words: leg explosive strength, maximum speed, Standing Broad Jump and Sprint,

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The common definition of strength is the ability to exert a force against a resistance. The strength needed for a sprinter to explode from the blocks is different from the strength needed by a weight lifter to lift a 200kg barbell. Therefore, it implies that there are different types of strength. Explosive strength is the ability to overcome a resistance with a fast contraction. It can be measured by (i) laboratory test and (ii) field test. For example, leg explosive strength can be measured in the lab by Vertical Jump and it can be measured in the field by Standing Broad Jump. Explosive strength can be developed with conditioning exercises, medicine ball exercises, plyometric exercises and weight training. Speed is the rate of change of motion of an object or we can define speed is that sense that covers any distance in minimum possible time. Maximum speed should be understood as the high possible speed for moving from one place to another, for a short distance by an individual. Maximum speed measured by anaerobic work. The anaerobic and alactic energy system is best challenged as an athlete approaches top speed between 40m to 70m while running at 95% to 100% of maximum. In the study investigator was interested to find out the relationship between leg explosive strength and maximum speed on state level male and female athletes. Investigator was also interested to find out the relationship between sprinting and jumping performance of male and female performer.

Objectives Of The Study
To find out the relationship between leg explosive strength and maximum speed on state level male and female athletes. To find out the relationship between sprinting and jumping performance of male and female performer. Help the athletic coaches to understand how the leg explosive strength effect on sprint performance and vice versa.

Methodology
Total 30 (15 male and 15 female) state level athletes were purposively selected from Tarakeswar and Srirampur coaching center, West Bengal. The age of the subjects ranged between 16 to 22 years. All the athletes are sprinters or jumpers. ‘Leg Explosive Strength’ measured by Standing Broad Jump (S.B.J.) in nearest centimeter and ‘Maximum Speed’ measured by 30m run from a 100m distance i.e. 40m to 70m in second.
To compute the Mean and Standard Deviation of sprint time & jumping distance descriptive statistics was employed and to find out the relationship between leg explosive strength & maximum speed co-efficient of correlation (r value) test was employed.

Result And Discussion
In the present study sprint time of 30m distance i.e. 40m to 70m from 100m distance and the distance of standing broad jump of present male and female subjects were tested. The mean and S.D. have been presented in table – I and table – II.

Table – I
Mean and S.D. of 30m Sprint Time from 100m Running Path i.e. 40m to 70m and Standing Broad Jump of Male Athletes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30m Sprint time</td>
<td>3.37sec.</td>
<td>0.31sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of S.B.J.</td>
<td>2.44m</td>
<td>0.26m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table – I shows that the mean values of 30m sprint time (40m to 70m distance of 100m straight path) and standing broad jump of male subjects i.e. 3.37 ± 0.31sec. and 2.44 ± 0.26m.

Table – II
Mean and S.D. of 30m Sprint Time from 100m Running Path i.e. 40m to 70m and Standing Broad Jump of Female Athletes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30m Sprint time</td>
<td>3.90sec.</td>
<td>0.41sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of S.B.J.</td>
<td>2m</td>
<td>0.11m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table – II shows that the mean values of 30m sprint time (40m to 70m distance of 100m straight path) and standing broad jump of female subjects i.e. 3.90 ± 0.41sec. and 2 ± 0.11m.

Table – III
Co-Efficient of Correlation Between 30m Sprint Time from 100m Running Path i.e. 40m to 70m and Standing Broad Jump of Male Athletes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of the Subjects</th>
<th>Sum of 30m Sprint Timing (ΣX)</th>
<th>Sum of S.B.J. (ΣY)</th>
<th>ΣXY</th>
<th>ΣX²</th>
<th>ΣY²</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>36.6m</td>
<td>50.5sec.</td>
<td>116.92</td>
<td>60.39</td>
<td>230.58</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table – III shows the co-efficient of correlation between 30m sprint time and standing broad jump of male athletes, where ‘r’ value was 0.15.

Table – IV
Co-Efficient of Correlation Between 30m Sprint Time from 100m Running Path i.e. 40m to 70m and Standing Broad Jump of Female Athletes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of the Subjects</th>
<th>Sum of 30m Sprint Timing (ΣX)</th>
<th>Sum of S.B.J. (ΣY)</th>
<th>ΣXY</th>
<th>ΣX²</th>
<th>ΣY²</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30.6m</td>
<td>58.52sec.</td>
<td>122.19</td>
<td>90.25</td>
<td>170.71</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table – IV shows the co-efficient of correlation between 30m sprint time and standing broad jump of female athletes, where ‘r’ value was -0.12.

Conclusion:
From the observation and findings of the study the following conclusion may be drown:
For the male athletes, leg explosive strength positively effect on maximum speed or the relationship between jumping and sprint performance of male athletes are positive but the value of positive relation was negligible. For the female athletes, leg explosive strength negatively effect on maximum speed or the relationship between jumping and sprint performance of female athletes are negative but the value of negative relation was negligible.
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Introduction:
Billions of life energy particles keep whirling all over the body. In each life-energy particle, millions and millions of formative dust particles, functions energizing the life energy particle. The self-rotating and whirling life energy particles churn out the formative dust particles in the form of bio-magnetic waves. Thus churned out formative dust particles form a field-‘Bio-magnetic’ field which is the basic force for the functioning of the body and the soul. Formative dust particles are magnetic in nature. They are self rotating and spread over the body as bio-magnetic waves.

The origin of life force in Human body
When copulation takes place between a man and woman the sexual vital fluid passes out from the man into the womb of woman. A sperm in the fluid and the egg in the womb of the woman get united and at that point of time the ‘Life force’ starts functioning. A cell is formed and life begins. Then the cell multiplies and the child grows. The growth started on that day is still continuing.
As we said earlier we came to this earth with undated return ticket. Some with their fast life make the return faster. But with Kayakalpa and other such exercises we can stay back as long as we like as Saints and Sages did earlier. We can also fix our date of return whenever we want to leave. This stage is called death at will. When Siddhas in olden days were able to do it, Why not we?

Power Centre of the life force
Heart is the power house or control centre which controls blood circulation. The pressure created in the heart pumps out the blood to all parts of the body and to all cells, and returns to the same point where it started, with a low pressure to get recharged. Lungs are the power house or control centre which controls air circulation. “Mooladhar” or “Sexual Vital Fluid”, which lies concentrated and located a little below from the bottom of the spinal cord. A little inward is the power house of the Life Force. These life force particles, like blood, pass through all over the body.

Five Physical Transformations (Panchathanmatra)
When the dust particles come out of the energy particles. The Absolute space creates a compression on the ‘spreading dust particles’. This compression reduces the whirling speed of the dust particles slowly the speed reaches the zero point and at this point the dust particles get dissolved into the ‘Absolute Space’. During this dissolution stage the energy of the dust particle is transformed into pressure, sound, light, taste and smell. This transformation is called ‘Panchathanmatra’.

Mind:
Bio-magnetic waves function as mind, Formative dusts spread out from the life energy particle as waves. The bio-magnetic waves get generated continuously from the life force particles and this is mind which is not something permanent or static. It is a continuum of wave function.
Pressure, sound, light, taste, and smell, the Panchathanmatra are the different perceptions of the mind.
Three functions of the body:
In every human body there are three power centers (bodies)
Physical Body: This is made up of millions of cells
Astral Body: This is formed by Life force energy particles (energy particles)
Causal Body or Magnetic Body: This is made up of dust particles
The functions of the Life-force
Life-force perform two important functions:
To make the body function. The life force particles safeguard the body and cell structures without allowing any disturbance to change the organization. Life force particle is the source for bio magnetism.
When the first function is disturbed the life force gets expanded in to mind and try to remove the obstacles.
Expansion of the life force particles as Bio-magnetic waves is called ‘mind’.
Genetic Centre:
In our body three important forces get synthesized to become a great force.
Centre of intensified magnetism : When the Bio-magnetism is circulating throughout the body, it gets intensified at the centre according to the specific gravity principle.
Centre for life force particles : self rotatings, circularly moving life force particles get combined with the slow moving particles and get compressed. They also make the genetic centre as their base and function from there.
Centre for sexual vital fluid : all living beings keep producing the sexual vital fluid, generated from the brain. When it becomes surplus the fluid drips downwards through the spinal cord and reaches the genetic centre. We call a boy or girl ‘matured’ at this stage
Hence, the Genetic Centre is the coordinating centre for three vital body functions.
Intensified bio-magnetism. 2) Dense concentration of Life Force particles 3) Sexual vital fluid
All these three, coordinate their functions from the genetic centre. And also this genetic centre is the store house of all imprints which have been got collected through generation after generation from the time immemorial.
Life Force In Physical Body:
Millions of cells make the human body. The bio-magnetic force holds all the cells in a pattern with precision; like the cement holding the bricks. When the pressure and the, quantity in the bio-magnetic waves get reduced the cell-hold becomes loosened and this is the symptom of being tired or getting older.
The method of circulation of Life-Force:
To keep a man alive there need to be enough life force particles in the body. They get collected in the genetic centre and start their movements from there. These particles reach every cell and feed them with required bio magnetism to function. The same way the life force particles carry with it the bio magnetism in abundance to supply to all cells all over the body. All cells get refurbished continuously to function effectively. The life force particles move inside the body in a circuit and come back to the starting point weakened after supplying bio magnetism to all cells. The life force particles get fresh supply from the sexual vital fluid and restart their
The sexual vital fluid is the bountiful resource for the life force particles and in turn the bio magnetism. So the number of life force particles and the power of bio magnetism depend on the quantum of sexual vital fluid. In other words the quality and quantity of the life force particles depend on the quality and quantity of the sexual vital fluid.

The Power Of Sexual Vital Fluid
The originating point of sexual vital fluid is the brain. Up to 14 years it helps various parts of the body to grow. After that the surplus fluid reaches the “Mooladhar” — the genetic centre through the spinal cord. Now on the life force particles and the bio magnetic waves start functioning from the Mooladhar.

The power of the sexual vital fluid holds the life force particles together. The quantum of life force particles is always, related to the quantum of sexual vital fluid and its quality; so also the case with bio-magnetic force. The quantum of life-force particles decides the force of the bio magnetic waves. When everything is as desired the cell structure will remain intact and this in turn manifests in the sound mind in a sound body.

Base for moral behaviour:
Every action has an outcome and it produce a result. Every result is also a reason for next action and it is quite natural. One has to attune his behaviour and uplift the performance level of his body and mind towards the acme. Sexual urge is a biological instinct. One has to streamline it for a better living.

Exercise For Life-Force:
The physical exercises and meditation will make all youngsters conscious about their body structure and mind. This will automatically result in maintaining the body and mind, healthy. Because of the rotatory motion of the earth the sexual vital fluid gets drained and drops downwards and stagnates. This results in the weakening of the body structure and diseases creep in. The stagnation induces one’s sex instincts.

Consolidation:
Circulating life-force particles keep human alive. Life force particles are far smaller. Millions of fundamental energy dust particles form part of life force particles. They produce bio-magnetic waves. Bio-magnetic waves in spread out form, becomes mind. Genetic centre coordinates all three vital functions. Densely concentrated bio magnetism is called life-force. All the life force particles and dust particles originate from the sexual vital fluid. Genetic centre is the centre for the life-force.
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Abstract
Epidemiological evidence suggests that moderate exercise (ME) has a beneficial effect on the human immune system. This study aimed at investigating the changes in serum level of IFN-γ during the withdrawal syndrome induced by 8 weeks of moderate exercise and their effects on immune system function. Twenty four male Wistar rats (220±10g) were divided into four groups (n=6) of Healthy Control (HC), Addicted Control (AC), Healthy Trained (HT) and Addicted Trained (AT). AC and AT groups were made addicted with morphine sulfate 0.4 mg/mL (in 21 days). To ensure their dependence on morphine, naloxone (3mg/kg, i.p.) was injected into a number of the rats. HT and AT groups were made to run on the treadmill 5 days a week for 8 weeks where time and speed gradually increased. Both prior to the exercises and 24 hours after the last training session, blood samples were collected from all the animals and the IFN-γ serum level was measured using the ELISA method. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey post hoc test were also used to evaluate the differences among the groups. The results witnessed that after 8 weeks of exercise, there was a significant increase in the IFN-γ serum level in the HT and AT groups in contrast with HC and AC groups respectively. ME for 8 weeks increased the IFN-γ serum level in the morphine dependent rats. Therefore, this type of exercise can improve the function of the immune system during withdrawal syndrome.

Keywords: Moderate Exercise, Withdrawal Syndrome, Interferon-gamma

Introduction
Some of the most common problems of modern man and the precursor to the development of many physical diseases include nervous, digestive, respiratory ailments and drug addiction. Morphine is a drug of which a chronic use causes dependence and addiction through time. After a period of dependence body and central nervous system react to lack of substance through a set of symptoms that collectively are identified as withdrawal syndrome. The most of these symptoms include restlessness, rhinorrhea, perspiration, chills, myalgia, irritability, anxiety, joint pain, insomnia, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea (1). The withdrawal syndrome is confirmed by the
existence of three of these signs. Studies suggest that during the period of drug abuse and addiction withdrawal syndrome the immune system is weakened and its function is impaired (2).

One of the immune factors affected by withdrawal syndrome is cytokines. Cytokines are small protein particles that are biologically very active and regulate growth, function, and differentiation of cells, contributing to guidance of immune responses and inflammation (3). Many immune cells, including lymphocytes, granulocytes, macrophages and other non-immune cells secrete cytokines (4). Interferons are also one of the cytokine elements that have special importance. Interferon-Gamma (IFN-γ) is a major proinflammatory cytokine, belonging to interferons family. This cytokine is an activator of macrophages with anti-bacterial and anti-viral functions (5) of which the anti-inflammatory action has been proven in various studies. IFN-γ is produced by TCD4+ cells, NK, Th1, and TCD8+ cells (6). IFN-γ and other cytokines secreted from Th1 are involved in the elimination of intracellular pathogens (2). In recent years, several studies have focused on the impact of physical activities and exercises on human health. Many of these studies have revealed the beneficial effects of sport and physical activities on physiological dysfunctions, fitness and quality of life in general (7). The quality of the physical exercises depends on the intensity, duration and type of the activity which have different effects on the immune system. For instance, myriad number of studies have revealed that after an intense workout, different negative outcomes such as susceptibility to upper respiratory tract infections (8), and decreased IFN-γ in peripheral blood occur (9). On the other hand, many studies have indicated that ME can regulate the functions of Th1 and Th2 cells in viral clearance (10), increases level of IFN-γ (11), and shows anti-inflammatory effects of regular exercise (12). Researchers believe that ME increases the secretion of IFN-γ, so researchers want to know that ME can increase IFN-γ serum level in withdrawal syndrome? The present study, evaluate the effects of 8 weeks moderate exercise on serum level of IFN-γ during the withdrawal period.

Materials and Methods

Animals

The experiment was carried out on 24 male Wistar rats (aged 8 weeks and weighing 220±10g). The rats were purchased from Razi Institute, Tehran, Iran, and the standard laboratory food and water were provided to the animals during the research period. Rats were placed in transparent polycarbonate cages (3 rats per cage). The animals were kept under 12h light and 12h dark and temperature-controlled environment at 22-25°C and 50-70% relative humidity. All instructions were strictly considered in accordance with the ethical protocols of laboratory animals (13). The animals were then classified into four groups of six and underwent testing as following: Healthy Control (HC), Addicted Control (AC), Healthy Trained (HT) and Addicted Trained (AT).

Drug Administration

In this study, the oral method was employed to make the samples morphine dependent using morphine sulfate powder purchased from Temad Company, Tehran, Iran. The rats were made addicted to morphine with concentration of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 mg/mL per dose for 48 hours (total 6 days) mixed into the drinking water of the animals. Then the animals were fed with morphine with concentration of 0.4 mg/mL for 15 days. To eliminate the bitter taste of the morphine, sucrose at a concentration of 3% was added to their drinking water. In order to prevent decomposition of the morphine by light, the bottles containing the morphine and water mixture were covered with a thin aluminum sheet. To ensure the dependence on morphine in the rats, on day 21, naloxone at a concentration of 3 mg/kg was intraperitoneally injected into some of the rats’ body at random. After the injection, withdrawal symptoms in the animals were assessed by the researcher. A mirror chamber was used for this purpose and the animals that received naloxone for 30 minutes were placed inside the chamber to evaluate their behavior qualitatively.

Exercise protocol

The rats ran on a treadmill designed for animals (made by Arian Instruments, Iran) based on a program adapted from Calegary et al (2011) (14). HC and AC groups remained sedentary and were only allowed to move within their cages, while HT and AT groups began running on the treadmill. The rats exercised once a day, 5 days per week for a total of 8 weeks. During the first week, they ran for 10 minutes at a speed of 9m/min but the time and speed were gradually increased so that in the final week they could reach 60-minutes at a speed of 30m/min. The speed and duration of the exercise per each week are presented in table (1):
Experiments

After confirmation of morphine dependence among all four groups of animals in this research, blood samples were taken and deposited in serum separator tubes at room temperature for 30 minutes. Then, the blood samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 6°C at 3000 rpm. The obtained serum was immediately frozen at -20°C. Blood sampling process was practiced at the end of the eighth week of the exercise protocol, and again 24h after the last exercise. ELISA kit IFN-γ (Quantikine, R & D Systems, USA) was used to measure the secreted cytokines. For this purpose, fully automatic ELISA reader, Elisys UNO, manufactured by "Human" in Germany was employed.

Statistical analysis

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to determine the normality of data distribution. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey post hoc test were also used to evaluate the differences among the groups. Statistical analysis of the results was performed using SPSS software version16.

Results and Discussion

The results of this study showed that after confirmation of dependence on morphine and prior to the beginning of the 8 weeks moderate exercise protocol, there was a significant reduction in the IFN-γ serum level in the AC group in comparison with the HC (P<0.001). On the other hand, there was a significant decrease in the level of IFN-γ serum in AT compared with HT (P <0.001). After 8 weeks of endurance training, there was a significant increase in the level of IFN-γ serum of HC compared with AC (P <0.001). The IFN-γ serum level in AT group increased significantly in contrast with HT (P <0.001). The results are illustrated in table 2 and figure (1).

Table 2. Comparison results of Tukey test among the groups before and after ME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Before ME</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>After ME</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>108.500</td>
<td>9.422</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>HC</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>43.333</td>
<td>6.019</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>108.333</td>
<td>9.422</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>32.833</td>
<td>6.019</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings of this study showed that IFN-γ serum level decreased in withdrawal period and increased after 8 weeks ME among healthy and addict groups. Consistent with the results of the present study, production of IFN-γ was suppressed after morphine withdrawal period (15, 16 and 17). On the other hand, Zhao et al(2012) noted that in a series of articles that after moderate intensity exercise the IFN-γ serum level significantly increased (10). In another study, Shimizu et al (2008) came to a similar conclusion too (11). Many of the findings of other researchers are in line with the findings of this study, but some studies have reached different conclusions confirming that after exercise, IFN-γ level decreases. For example, in their research, Ranjbar et
al(2013) stated that after 30 minutes of 50% vo2max intensive cycling and 2 hours after the exercise, the IFN-γ level rose; whereas there was no significant increase at higher values (18). After 8 weeks on a treadmill with a level of 55-70% vo2max intensity, Zar et al(2012) announced decrease in the level of IFN-γ within 24-48 hours after the last session, but the registered decrease was not significant (19). White et al(2008) also reviewed a series of studies conducted on patients and reported a decrease in cytokines IFN-γ level after aerobic exercises (20). These differences may be caused by the type, intensity and duration of exercise protocols, some genetic and racial differences or differences among samples, including human and animal samples. Different conditions of physical, psychological and digestive conditions of the samples can also be effective factors. There are many reports confirming that ME drives the immune system toward Th1-type cytokine responses such as IFN-γ and IL-2 (21). Hence, following ME, increase of IFN-γ level is justified in the present study.

Conclusion
A significant increase in the amount of IFN-γ serum level in HT and AT groups, in contrast with the pre-workout levels indicate that 8 weeks of moderate training protocol used in this study could significantly affect the production amount of these cytokines. As it is known, the immune system demonstrates different responses to different exercises and narcotics. The results of the current research reveal that physical activity with moderate intensity, not only in healthy individuals, but also in those during withdrawal course, can play a significant role in increasing the IFN-γ level as an inflammation reducing cytokine. So researchers suggest that ME can be applied in the withdrawal period to improve immune system.
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Abstract
YMCA, Calcutta introduced the game of Basketball in West Bengal in the year 1927. West Bengal Basketball Association, the parent body of basketball game has taken several steps for the development, upliftment and popularity of the game towards every corner of the state by providing coaches, conducting coaching camp, organizing tournaments etc. Women's Basketball Association of Bengal was an association mainly for Anglo-Indian community. They ruled Indian women's Basketball for several consecutive years. As a result Bengal has shown their remarkable performance during sixties and seventies. Women Basketball team of West Bengal became national champion several times and sometime men's team. The state produces many International player and referee. Among them only female, Aparna Ghosh receives Dhyan Chand Award in Basketball. Not only that, Atanu Banerjee a F.I.B.A. referee, from West Bengal carry out several International matches. But the present rising basketball players of West Bengal have failed to lead West Bengal to the crescendo of fame, as a result the game is still surviving in West Bengal.
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Introduction :
Basketball was originated in U.S.A, Springfield, Massachusetts by Dr. James Naismith in December 1891 at the School for Christian Workers (now Springfield College). But the game was introduced in India in 1905 just after one year when the game was demonstrated in Olympic. YMCA, Calcutta was steered the game in Calcutta, West Bengal in the year 1927. Late S. K. Mukherjee, Physical Director of YMCA, Calcutta and Late R. N. Mukherjee, President of Bengal Olympic Association were the pioneers to introduce the game in West Bengal. Bengal Basketball Association was formed in 1927 [38th Annual Report of West Bengal Basketball Association (1964-65)] and it was recognized unit of Bengal Olympic Association. Just after two years, another association- Women's Basketball Association was formed which was an association mainly for Anglo-Indian community. This association controlled and ruled Indian Basketball for several years. From the very beginning Bengal Basketball Association, currently West Bengal Basketball Association (WBBA) was an affiliated member of Basketball Federation of India (BFI). At the initial stage the personalities like K. N. Roy, J. Buchanan, R. N. Mukherjee, S. K. Mukherjee, J. N. Mukherjee, N. Ahmed, H. K. Mukherjee, Dr. S. K. Banerjee, D. C. Lahoty, P. C. Banerjee etc. spent much more time and contributed a lot towards the growth and development of Basketball in West Bengal as well as the growth of West Bengal Basketball Association.

At the beginning, being an affiliated unit of WBBA, Women's and Girls' Basketball was mainly organized by Women's Basketball Association of Bengal and the selection of players and sending the Bengal woman’s team to the national championship was entirely controlled by Women’s Basketball Association of Bengal.

Coaching programme organized by WBBA:
By the courtesy of US embassy and with the help of Rajkumari Amrit Kaur Coaching Scheme Mr. Frank Kaufmann, a famous coach of USA, came here on 4th November 1955. K. N. Roy, Chief Inspector of Physical Education Officer & Youth Officer opened the coaching camp at WBBA ground Calcutta. 91 trainee and coach including 20 women came from Andaman, Assam, Bihar, Tanjor and Services personnel from Bareilly, Dehra Dun, and the Punjab attend the camp till 18th November.
Mr. Sam Fox, another first class coach of USA came to WBBA ground Calcutta in 1959. West Bengal State Council of Sports conducted a coaching camp by a popular Philippines coach and Chief Coach of N.I.S. Patiala Lauro G. Mumar at WBBA ground from 18th March 1964 for 45 days. Subhendu Kumar Ghosh (popularly known as BABU Da) came out ‘Most Promising Coach’ and joined N.I.S., Patiala on State Government stipend. West Bengal State Council of Sports sponsored another coaching camp by 1st foreign qualified Indian Basketball coach of N.I.S. Joseph Sam from 1st to 13th May 1965. Subhendu Kumar Ghosh qualified N.I.S. Basketball Coaching & Training Degree with Class – I and appointed as 1st Basketball coach of West Bengal State Council of Sports. Mr. Alexander Omelow, a celebrated coach from USA conducted a coaching cum demonstration camp at Netaji Indoor Stadium, Calcutta.

Various Tournaments organized by WBBA:

In the session 1954-55, the tournament was held under three groups: Senior, Intermediate and Junior and played in knock-out and league basis. Games were played in week-end and holidays only. Name of the leading goal getters were displayed to the notice board to encourage the players. Side by side the publicity & programme committee used conventional media of publicity like cinema slides, banners, posters, glow sign board etc. Basketball Federation of India first time organized National Championship for school boys in 1955. In 1955-56 a demonstration match was played by two teams of Women’s Basketball Association where men’s New International Rule was applied first time for women.

5th National Basketball Championship was held at WBBA ground, Calcutta on 8th to 12th December in 1954. Season Tickets were sold by different clubs, members, Women’s Association etc. Seating arrangement was made for 8000 spectators. Two Illuminated score boards were used with time clock and Floodlight arrangement was installed. Score Book as modified by the WBBA during the 5th National had been approved and adopted by the Basketball Federation of India. In XIV National Championship at Calcutta, Publicity & Programme Committee receives blessings from President of India, Prime Minister, Chief of Army staff, Secretary, FIBA, Chief Minister of West Bengal and several International Basketball players for their Souvenir.

West Bengal State Open Basketball Championship, a new tournament started on 10th May 1956 aiming that Basketball will become A-1 Sport in West Bengal and to educate the people about this game. Inter Office League and Knockout Tournament was introduced from 1962 – 63 and gaining popularity day by day. Eastern Railway Athletic Association joined the tournament from the session 1966-67. To popularize the game of Basketball an Inter District Basketball Tournament was introduced on 24th March 1967 at Town School ground, Burdwan. Four district were participated viz. Burdwan, Birbhum (Visva-Bharati), Calcutta Central and Calcutta South. Later it conducted at Dalmia Park, Howrah from 28th to 31st March 1968, again at Town School ground, Burdwan in 1970. With the help of WBBA, Calcutta University conducted their Inter College Basketball Tournament at WBBA ground in 1962, 1963, 1964 and so on in regular basis for selection of university team. Many times East Zone and All India Inter University Basketball Tournament were held in different places of West Bengal. By the recommendation of FIBA and accepted by BFI a Mini Basketball ground was prepared for Boys and Girls for the age groups 7 to 12 years in 1971. First time a Mini League was organized by WBBA for Boys & Girls on June 1975 and also sends a Mini Boys & Girls team for Mini National.

WBBA organized National Basketball Championship at Calcutta in the year 1938, 1954, 1963, 1969, 1976, 1990 and 1997. XXVI National Basketball Championship was held at Netaji Indoor Stadium, Calcutta from 4th to 11th January, 1976 on wooden floor with nylon rubber ball and under halogen light which seems to be the first time in National championship. First State Basketball Championship for Men & Women held from 9th to 19th December 1979 at WBBA ground. A large no of spectators watched the tournament from wooden gallery and the matches were telecasted through Doordarshan. 1st Federation Cup Basketball Championship for Men & Women was organized by Burdwan District Volleyball & Basketball Association at Aurobindo Stadium, Burdwan from 10th to 14th June 1981. First time State championship was held at Bolpur Town Club from 13th to 15th February 1981.

Performance of West Bengal Basketball Teams:

Bengal became winner in the All India Olympic Meet in 1934 and later in 1938, 1940 and 1942. From 1952 to 1959 they were the National Champion and retained Basalt Jha Trophy while absent in 1955. After 1959 they were again National Champion in the year 1964, 1965, 1970,

B.F.I. declared West Bengal Basketball Team as ‘Best Disciplined Team’ and awarded “Kalinga Rolling Trophy” in XVI National Basketball Championship and XXI National Basketball Championship.

Some distinguished Player & Official from West Bengal: Some of the player of International arena of Basketball are: Dwarik Das (represented National team at least 15 times including Asian Games at Delhi in 1951), G. Ramachandan (1963), Mihir Mukherjee (3rd ABC at Kuala Lumpur in 1965), Sukumar Chatterjee (4th ABC at Korea in 1967), Kunal Roy (Jr. ABC at Seol in 1970), Pradip Tewari and Chandan Bhattacharjya (Asian School Championship at Singapore in 1972), Jenny Godfrey (1963), Fitzie D'Sauza (1963), Joan Baptiste (1963), in Pre-Asian Basketball Tournament at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Linda Furtado and Shreen Contractor and others. Jenefer Paes represented India in 3rd and 8th Asian Basketball Confederation (ABC) Championship. Aparna Ghosh, only female Dhyam Chand Awardee in Basketball, ex-international Basketball Player from Bolpur, West Bengal represented India from 11th to 14th and 17th ABC where as she was the captain of India team 14th ABC in Seoul. This Association produces many FIBA referees, such as J. C. Dutta, Milon Dutta, P. M. John, Atanu Banerjee, Tanmoy Das, Biswajit Ojha. Among them Atanu Banerjee was FIBA official in several international tournaments.

Basketball at Santiniketan: Nobody can deny that Rabindranath Tagore was the pioneer in introducing Physical Exercise in School curriculum in India. Tagore opined that if a scholar is unable to do any kind of physical exercise he is a Half-scholar, i.e., though he is highly educated but not a proper or perfect man in the true sense. Education Department of Govt. of West Bengal sponsored a tour of West Bengal Basketball team consisting of 13 players and 3 officials to Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan on 12th February 1956 to play a friendly basketball match with Ashrama team. As desired by Sudhi Ranjan Das, Vice Chancellor of Visva-Bharati, a friendly match was arranged outside Calcutta and Visva-Bharati (Patha Bhavana School team) played against Rakhi Sangha at Ashram Ground, Santiniketan on 12th March 1963. Visva-Bharati took part 1st time in Division – II Knockout Basketball tournament in 1966-67 and lost with Calcutta Police by 36-40 points.

**Conclusion:**

Though WBBA has taken several steps for the upliftment and popularity of the game towards every corner of the state from the beginning and also the Basketball players from West Bengal has shown their remarkable performance during sixties and seventies but the rising basketball players of West Bengal have failed to lead West Bengal to the crescendo of fame, as a result the game is still surviving. The scenario of Basketball game in West Bengal is now disheartening to some extent. If we ponder over this matter, we find various reasons. But it is a fact that at present the game basketball is not played spontaneously in every corner of West Bengal and not spread at the grassroots level whereas football, cricket, volleyball etc. game have an inherited spontaneity either for competition or recreation and may be occupied top in the popularity ranking in comparison to basketball game. The game Basketball has not even taken place in the coverage of today’s wide spread media, rather neglected in our country so long, in comparison with other games like Cricket, Football, Volleyball etc. Greater attention is to be paid to the Basketball game as have been given to Cricket, Football etc. Consequently, the importance of Basketball is overlooked not only by Government but also by common people. Rabindranath writes, students of ‘Ashrama’ (Santiniketan) had an addiction towards the game Football. Once King of NATABAR came to Santiniketan and gifted many sports equipment at different games but students did not shift to other games leaving Football game.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to observe the practice of physiotherapy in Neonatal and Paediatric intensive care units (NICU and PICU) in Punjab state. The design of the study was exploratory cross sectional survey. Data was collected with the help of standardized questionnaire, which was sent to one hundred thirty therapists who worked in thirty-eight different hospitals in Punjab and these hospitals have claimed physiotherapy facilities in their NICU and PICU premises. A period of two weeks was given to the therapists for the completion of questionnaire. If the therapists were not able to send the filled questionnaire within two weeks, then a reminder call was given to them for the next two consecutive weeks. It was found that only eighty-four (i.e.64.61%) completed questionnaires was received from the twenty-five hospitals. Our Results revealed that 60% of hospitals were having physiotherapists and out of which 51.2% therapists were graduate in Nursing (B.sc), 41.7% Graduate in Physiotherapy (BPT) and 7.1% in Masters in Physiotherapy. Further results revealed that CPT techniques like percussion, vibration, suctioning and other associated techniques like positioning, breathing exercises, postural drainage, aerosol therapy were practiced in both PICU and NICU but more frequently in PICU as compared to the NICU in different hospitals. It was concluded that not all of the patients get routine physiotherapy from professionally qualified physiotherapists as part of their NICU and PICU stay in hospitals located in Punjab.
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Introduction
The infant mortality rate (IMR) in India has dropped from 144 per thousand live births to 44 per thousand live births in the past few decades. In Punjab according to the 2011 census infant mortality rate is 30 per thousand live births. The recommendation is for 30 Neonatal intensive care units beds per million population (Fernandez and Mondkar, 1993). Currently, there are only a few neonatal intensive care units in the country, majority of which are attached to teaching institutions. Over the past few years, a few privately run Neonatal and Pediatric Intensive Care units (NICU and PICU) have mushroomed in some of the major cities. However, these are inadequate for the number of babies requiring intensive care and few babies can avail these services because of the high costs. Despite the fact that establishing and maintaining NICUs in a developing country are beset with a number of problems, the fact remains that there is a need for such units which should be developed in suitable institutions on a regional basis (Fernandez and Mondkar, 1993). An intensive care unit is a specially staffed and equipped hospital ward dedicated to the management of patients with life threatening illnesses, injuries or complication (Kumar et al, 2007). Intensive care is a unit where physiotherapists are vital members of the multidisciplinary team providing a health care from acute respiratory to rehabilitation. The role of ICU physical therapist is to promote healing and recovery and return the patient to the highest level of life participation and satisfaction.NICU provides high quality skilled care to critically ill neonates through facilities like continuous clinical, biochemical and radiological monitoring and use of life support systems with the aim of improving survival of babies (Fernandez and Mondkar, 1993). NICU is typically directed by one or more neonatologists and staffed by nurses, pharmacists, physician assistants and respiratory therapists (Whitfield et al, 2004). Neonatal chest
physiotherapy has become a routine method of care in neonatal intensive care units in western world while the same is less common in India, probably due to shortage of cardiopulmonary physiotherapy training in pediatrics and neonates (Bruno Demont et al, 2007). One of the earliest published study on the effect of respiratory physiotherapists on neonates was done by Holloway et al in 1969. Inspite of presence of strong evidence base to support the role of physiotherapists in the ICU, the importance of providing specialist physiotherapists has been undermined (Kumar et al, 2007). Lewis et al, 1992, concluded through their study that methods of chest treatment and the indicators for commencing chest treatment were similar throughout NICU in Australia. Both physiotherapists and nursing staff played a role in the performance chest physiotherapy in all units but in one unit it was the responsibility of the nursing staff. Paediatric intensive care unit is an area within a hospitals specializing in the care of critically ill infants, children, and teenagers. Pediatric rehabilitation is currently becoming an independent sub-discipline of physiotherapy. Neonatal and pediatric intensive care are usually provided in distinct units, characterized by highly specialized staffs dedicated either to critically ill newborns or to critically ill children. However, such a model may not be suitable or even applicable to all medical organizations or to different local needs. In Europe there are several PICU which routinely provide care also to neonatal patients, including extremely preterm infants. Conversely, there are many NICU which occasionally, or systematically, admit young infants (Biban and Spaggiari, 2011). The precise role of the physiotherapists in the ICU varies considerably from one unit to the other, depending on factors such as the country in which the ICU is located, local tradition, staffing levels, training and expertise. The referral process is one such example of this variation. In some ICU’s, physiotherapists assess all patients, whereas in other ICU’s patients are seen only after referral from medical staff. Despite the emphasis on multidisciplinary team, the lack of role definition has resulted in many specialist physiotherapy services being undermined by other professional groups, mostly nursing staff. Inspite of presence of strong evidence base to support the role of physiotherapists in the ICU has undermined the importance of providing specialist physiotherapists (Kumar et al, 2007). Lewis et al, 1992, concluded through their study that methods of chest treatment and the indicators for commencing chest treatment were similar throughout NICU in Australia. Both physiotherapists and nursing staff played a role in the performance chest physiotherapy in all units but in one unit it was the responsibility of the nursing staff. The basic therapeutic principles in pediatric chest physiotherapy (CPT) are identical to those applied in adults. However, the child's growth and development results in continuing changes in respiratory structure and function, and the requirement for different applications of CPT in each age group (Zach and Oberwaldner, 1999). Physiotherapy is sought when there is excess secretion, poor gas exchange, and increased work of breathing or radiologic evidence of atelectasis (Vijay et al, 2012). Techniques for cardiopulmonary physiotherapy includes humidification, positioning, percussion, vibration, postural drainage and endotracheal suctioning. The purpose of the study is to find what role physiotherapists play in the care of ill neonatal and pediatric population.

Materials & Methods
The design of the present study was exploratory cross sectional survey. The participants of the present study were physiotherapists and nurses who were working in NICU and PICU. They were requested to fill the questionnaire. A list of hospitals of Punjab state was obtained from the website of Govt. of Punjab, Department of Family and Health Welfare Society and also from various pediatricians across the state. Following which data collection was started from various hospitals and nursing homes in Punjab. The hospitals in Patiala district and nearby towns were personally visited by the investigator and data was collected from the therapists who were working in NICU and PICU. Questionnaires to the hospitals located in other districts of Punjab were sent either by e-mails or personally by fellow colleagues. The investigator did not get the opportunity to meet every therapist personally. Two weeks time was given to the respondents to fill the questionnaire and after that a reminder call was given to them after consecutive one week. The aim and objectives of the study were clearly stated in a cover letter attached to the questionnaire in order to obtain the consent of respondents. The respondents were made clear that the information gathered from them shall remain confidential and be used only for research purpose. Some therapists filled the questionnaire immediately whereas others asked the
investigator to leave the blank questionnaire and collect the filled one at a later date. The investigator distributed the questionnaire to 130 therapists. Repeated requests were made to them regarding to fill the questionnaire two times after 2 weeks. Even after repeated requests made to the respondents, 46 questionnaires were not obtained and only 84 filled questionnaires were collected. Thus the response rate of this survey was 64.61%.

Results
A total of 84 completed questionnaires were received out of 130 (64.61% response rate) and the largest response was from Patiala followed by Mohali, Bathinda, Ludhiana and Muktsar.

Table 1: Table showing Qualification of the Individuals providing Physiotherapy Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPT</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.sc nursing</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: shows the qualification of the individuals providing physiotherapy treatment in different hospitals. Professionals with B.sc nursing qualification (51.2%) are mostly indulged in physiotherapy treatment than professionals with bachelor and masters qualification in physiotherapy 41.7% and 7.1% respectively.

Table 2: Table showing patients treated on Referral and Routine basis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients treated</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On physician referral</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On routine assessment</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: 88% respondents reported that patients treated by them are on physicians referral and only 12% patients are treated on routine assessment.

Table 3. Chest Physiotherapy Techniques used in PICU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chest Physiotherapy Techniques</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percussion only</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>90.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration only</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>67.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suctioning only</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>77.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning (Supine ,side-lying, prone)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>72.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing exercises</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>76.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive spirometry</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulating non intubated patients in PICU</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol therapy</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>39.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebulization</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>77.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen therapy</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postural drainage</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>73.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced expiratory technique</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>47.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted coughing</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>58.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted huffing</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Table 3:** shows the physiotherapy techniques frequently used in PICU and it was found that 91.67% respondents were involved in oxygen therapy, 90.48% in percussion, 77.38% in suctioning and nebulization, 76.19% in breathing exercises, 73.80% and 72.62% in postural drainage and positioning respectively. 58.33% and 50% respondents were involved in assisted coughing and huffing and only 14.29% were involved in incentive spirometry.

**Table 4. Chest Physiotherapy Techniques used in NICU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chest Physiotherapy Techniques</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percussion only</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration only</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>57.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suctioning only</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning (Supine, side-lying, prone)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>63.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol therapy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebulization</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>76.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen therapy</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postural drainage</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>42.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: shows the physiotherapy techniques frequently used in NICU, the nebulization was used by maximum respondents with 76.19% and 66.67% respondents were involved in suctioning, 65.48% in percussion, 57.14% in vibration, 63.09% in positioning and only 42.86% respondents were involved in postural drainage.

**Discussion:**

A total number of 48 hospitals were identified in Punjab with NICU and PICU facilities and 38 hospitals were invited for the study, out of which 25 responded. The investigator found very little or no considerable data regarding the role of Physiotherapy in NICU and PICU in India or any of its state and this study may be the first to report the practice of physiotherapy in NICU and PICU in Punjab state. Lewis et al., 1992, reported that, methods of chest treatment and the indicators for commencing chest treatment were similar throughout NICU in Australia. Both physiotherapists and nursing staff played a role in chest physiotherapy in all units but in one unit it was the responsibility of the nursing staff. He reported that in 36% of units physiotherapists were only providers of the respiratory therapy and 55% of units shared respiratory therapy between nurses and physiotherapists. In our study the qualification of the individuals providing physiotherapy treatment was also similar in many aspects with the study of Hudson et al., 2001, which reported that Respiratory therapy was carried out by physiotherapists and nurses in 54.5% of units, by physiotherapists only in 36.4% of units, and by nurses only in the remaining 9.1% of units surveyed. In our study (43) 51.2% nurses were involved in providing physiotherapy treatment and (35) 41.7% of physiotherapists were involved in providing physiotherapy care. Only (6) 7.1% postgraduate students were involved in providing treatment in NICU and PICU. Our study reported that patients in the NICU and PICU were treated on the referral basis from the physicians. 88% respondents reported to treat patients on physicians’ referral and only 12% provide therapy on routine assessment. Our study showed more prevalence of referral system than reported by Kumar et al., 2007. In this study respondents reported that 55% of the referral system in the ICU is by physicians. Though recognition of the need for physiotherapy is growing worldwide, the kind of referral system being practiced in Indian ICU’s is physician based. Norrenberg et al., 2000 study also showed that almost 100% of the ICU physiotherapists performed respiratory therapy, mobilization and positioning. Where as in study of Robyn et al., 2001 techniques used by therapists in neonatal intensive care units were postural drainage no tip (35%), postural drainage with tip (0%), non-specific positioning to alter ventilation (75%), vibrations (75%), percussion (75%), positioning prior to treatment (55%) and pre-extubation suction (55%). Other techniques used by physiotherapists in the overall management of neonates included water pillows (15%), peanut pillow (50%), nesting (90%) and techniques such as education, Fraser chair bean bags and action pads (30%). Another study by Jithendra et al., 2007 reported that 91% of the respondents were involved in chest manipulations (percussion, vibration, suctioning), 100% in
mobilization, 100% in breathing exercises, 94% in incentive spirometry, 98% in postural drainage, 95% in assisted coughing in the ICU of India. Our study showed that 65.4% therapists were involved in Percussion, 57.14% in Vibration, 66.67% in suctioning, 63.09% in positioning, 42.86% in postural drainage in the NICU of Punjab. Other techniques used by the therapists were nebulization (76.19%), oxygen therapy (66.67%), aerosol therapy (14.29%) in the neonatal intensive care units. Where as in paediatric intensive care unit 90.48% therapists were involved in percussion, 67.86% in vibration, 77.38% in suctioning, 72.62% in positioning, 76.19% in breathing exercises, 14.29% in incentive spirometry, 73.80% in postural drainage, 47.62% in forced expiratory technique, 58.33% in assisted coughing, 50% in assisted huffing. Other techniques used by the therapists in paediatric intensive care unit were nebulization (77.38%), oxygen therapy (91.67%), and aerosol therapy (39.29%). 32.14% therapists were also involved in ambulating no intubated patients in PICU. Less involvement of therapists in NICU may be because of critical conditions of the neonates or because of lack of exposure to neonate population. In our study 57.1% respondents reported that treatment techniques applied to the patient were given after discussing with the doctor, 34.5% responded that they provide physiotherapy as per the order of the doctor and only 7.1% respondents decides personally about the treatment. 1.2% respondents also reported that they provide treatment after discussing with the nurses.

Conclusion
It was concluded that majority of CPT techniques were used in PICU as compared to NICU. It may be due to lack of exposure to neonate population or because of critical condition of the neonates and physiotherapy should be standard routine management of patients in intensive care units.
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Abstract
We have imported many games from the Europeans, and we employed and excelled in them. Now we have our own games, which are indigenous in nature and played throughout the nook and corner of the country. E.g.: Kho-Kho, Kabaddi, wrestling, ball-badminton etc. These games are popular because they are simple and they also bring in a sense of togetherness. These games are simple, popular, easy to comprehend the rules, inexpensive, appealing to public and free of sophisticated equipments. Though these games are simple and easy they demand both skill and power. It develops the essential and basic motor qualities in the participants. Many indigenous games in India that are played in villages across the country. The rural population depends purely on agriculture. They do not have much time for competitive sports, and their involvement in them was purely recreational. Even the facilities provided for the rural youth is very meager and hence there is no performance of them in sports and games.

Introduction
We have imported many games from the Europeans, and we employed and excelled in them. Now we have our own games, which are indigenous in nature and played throughout the nook and corner of the country. E.g.: Kho-Kho, Kabaddi, wrestling, ball-badminton etc. These games are popular because they are simple and they also bring in a sense of togetherness. These games are simple, popular, easy to comprehend the rules, inexpensive, appealing to public and free of sophisticated equipments. Though these games are simple and easy they demand both skill and power. It develops the essential and basic motor qualities in the participants. Many indigenous games in India that are played in villages across the country. These rural sports have different variations and are known by other names depending on the region they are played in. Popular with schoolchildren, these traditional games help build stamina, sharpen the mind and create a spirit of sportsmanship needed to excel in professional sports and other fields of life. These games are very quick, requires good fitness levels and is excellent for overall development of your child. It is a quick and exciting game and can be played for hours together. Also, it does not need any training or equipment and can be played by almost anyone.

Socio-Economic Status And Indigenous Sports
The rural population depends purely on agriculture. They do not have much time for competitive sports, and their involvement in them was purely recreational. Even the facilities provided for the rural youth is very meager and hence there is no performance of them in sports and games. This has made the rural populace starting from primary to higher education select the indigenous sports though they are capable of playing the games which suits their physical, physiological and...
mental prowess. The facilities like stadiums, gymnasium, indoor stadiums and swimming pools in cities are also not in the reach of youths of low economic background hence we find indigenous activities, even in the urban areas and restricted to government colleges and schools. This is the only option for the people from rural background or from the low economic background Though these games are very poor in the organizational point but they are quite a game of combative nature which demands strength, vigorousness, guts to attack and also intelligence. The indigenous games lack patronization from the society as well as from the institutions because it is considered as a poor mans game and not for the white collars.

**Benefits Of Indigenous Activities**

Indigenous sports and community cohesion It is an effective tool in encouraging integration between different communities of different social status. Programmes must be devised to promote contact and understanding between rural -urban, ethnic minorities and cultural differences. Indigenous games and social inclusion This helps the larger section of the youths who are deprived of social justice in respect of caste, color and creed to participate focusing on social and personal development rather than involving self destructing and anti social behavior. Indigenous activities and community safety Sports, outdoor pursuits lead the youth in constructive activities and initiates the young people at risk away from crime (indirectly it helps in providing challenge and adventure and a sense of purpose to youths life).

**Indigenous Games Attracts Lot Of Rural Mass**

Reasons being, Simplicity, Popularity, Inexpensiveness, Minimum space and facilities, Natural movements

**Factors Retarding The Growth Of Indigenous Games**

Lack of patriotism, Lack of government support, Unappealing to urban mass, Lack of glamour, Fails to attract media and sponsorship, Westernization, Lack of professional approach by associations and federations

**Recommendations**

The government of India should establish an academy to protect the indigenous and traditional games. The state governments should collaborate with the corporate sector to assist the sportsmen financially. Innovations in the playing surfaces including gadgets. Indoor and outdoor stadiums should be built across rural and urban areas.
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Introduction
A highly systematized type of Physical Education, sports and games is basically a product of modern historical era. In primitive times some sports, games, dancing, and the different types of physical activity, we know today, we all in evidence. But they were practiced in a highly disorganized form. People in the different cultures and societies have involved in these activities with different purposes. Many of the physical activities, which were practiced in highly disorganized forms during the early times, have been modified into modern sports and games. Today physical education, sports and games in their diversified forms have become a part of the curriculum in schools, colleges and universities. Professionalism has entered sports and games demanding the athletes of a very high level of performance. The improvement of performance of physical skills in the field of physical education, sports and games, depends upon the various aspects of the individual such as the physical characteristics, mental characteristics, the emotional set up, etc. The performance also depends upon the personality traits, body build, age, mental age, and the training age of the individual. This vigor or vitality is demonstrated through physical performance. The performance in physical skills on the most part depends upon, how the various components of physical fitness are developed. The different components of physical fitness are strength endurance, speed, agility, flexibility, co-ordination, power, balance, reaction time and accuracy.

Concerned with the present study agility as one of the main components of physical fitness, is considered important. Agility is the ability of man to co-ordinate his movements and to synchronize them according to the requirements of changing conditions. In sports distinguish between general and specific agility. General agility is expressed by the ability of a person to perform any moment from the entire versatile range of sporting activities in a functional and resourceful manner, specific agility to develop in accordance with the nature of the body moments of particular competition event. Essentially, specific agility is the ability to vary the technique of the selected exercises.

Agility is important in all activities involving quick changes in positions of the body and its parts. Fast starts and stops and changes in direction are fundamental to good performance in practically all court games, such as basketball, tennis, badminton, and volleyball, and in many field games, such as soccer, speedball, and baseball. These games require running agility. Gymnastics and diving also depend largely upon rapid movements and quick changes in body positions, skiing, figure skating, and certain forms of dance require rapid adjustments in position and quick changes in direction.

Several factors influence agility. Amongst them most important ones are somatotype, age and sex type, over weight and fatigue. Mesomorphs and Mesos-ectomorphs tend to be fairly agile while ectomorphs and endomorphs tend to be less agile.
It is a matter of common sense that agility varies from one game or one athletic event to another. The lower limb length of athletes which is a great decisive factor in performance in many physical activities also varies from individual to individual because of individual differences. Agility is most vital to good performance in any game or activity and it may be regarded as a most single attribute.

In certain other activities strangely enough, agility is not of vital importance. The linear measure of body parts are of importance in the study of human movement, because the describe the various lever components of the body. This measures are highly affected by the bony framework of the body. The length of the lower limb, for example, cannot be any shorter or any longer than the length of the tibia and fibula (leg length) and the femur (thigh length). Since most of the lever of the body are of the third class in which the lever arm of the resistance equals the entire length of the lever, long limbs would be an advantage in those activities in which emphasis is upon velocity and range of motion and a disadvantage in which strength and equilibrium are emphasised.

**Methodology**

The purpose of the study was to find out the relationship of lower limb length to the agility level of athletes.

**Procedure**

To achieve the purpose of the study one hundred and twenty five male athletes were selected who participated in the Karnataka State Inter-University Tournament which was held at Dharwar, while the present study was on. The subjects represented their respective universities in different games and sports. All the subjects under study were selected at random. Athletes whose age fall between the subjects who actively participated in their respective games till recently.

**Testing Materials**

A Stop watch of 1/10 of a second was used to keep the timing. Tape, Chairs, Stadiometer, Avery weighting machine, Whistle, Pencils, Score sheets, Chalk pieces and Wooden blocks

**Testing Place**

Karnataka University Gymnasium Hall.

**Collection of Data**

Age, height and weight of the subjects and the activity and University to which the subjects belonged were recorded before administering the tests. Age in completed years was ascertained from the eligibility particulars and recorded. The activity group and the University to which the subjects belonged were ascertained from the eligibility particulars. The weight of the subjects was measured in kilograms using the Avery weighing machine. The subjects were weighed in athletic costume and bare foot. The height which is the vertical dimension was measured in centimetres using the stadiometer.

**Measurement of lower limb length**

The lower limb length was measured from the anterior superior iliac spine to the medial malleolus, using the measuring tape. The length measured was recorded in centimetres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Age in yrs &amp; Month</th>
<th>Height in Centimetres</th>
<th>Weight in Kilograms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>170.46</td>
<td>58.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Measurement of Agility**

Measurement of agility factor was done by administering the different tests of agility on all the selected subjects. The investigator was of the opinion that only one test of agility was not sufficient to achieve the purpose of the study. The investigator felt that performance in only one type of agility test may be influenced by a particular body type or characteristic of the selected subjects. Therefore, the investigator decided to administer the following four tests of agility. The tests are: Side-stepping test, which is the second item in the North Carolina fitness test.
Zigzag run Test, which is the second item in the Barrow Motor ability test. Shuttle run test, which is the fourth item in AAHPER youth fitness test. Side step test, which is the fourth item in the New York State Physical Fitness test.

**Analysis And Interpretation Of Data**

The purpose of the present study was to find out the relationship of lower limb length to the agility level of athletes. The raw scores of the lower limb length of the selected subjects was collected as explained in methodology.

**Results and Discussion**

The mean score of lower limb length of selected athletes, and the mean scores of the performance of the athletes on the different selected tests of agility, mean score of age, height and weight of the athletes was calculated using the formula:

\[ M = \frac{\varepsilon X}{N} \]

Where, \( \varepsilon X \) is the total of all raw scores

N is the number of subjects

The Standard Deviation for the above mentioned variable was calculated using the formula

\[ \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon d^2}{N}} = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon (x-\bar{x})^2}{N}} \]

Where

\( x \) is the raw score, \( \bar{x} \) is the mean

\( d \) is the deviation of \( x \) from \( \bar{x} \), that is, \( x-\bar{x} \)

The method of correlation was adopted to find whether the lower limb length has any bearing or relationship to agility. For this, the four tests scores were taken to find the coefficient of correlation between each test scores and the lower limb length. Karl Pearson's Product Moment coefficient of correlation formula was adopted as suggested.

\[ \frac{\varepsilon (x-\bar{x})(A-\bar{A})}{N \varepsilon \sigma_x \sigma_A} = r_i \]

Where

\( x \) is the raw score, N is the number of subjects, \( \bar{x} \) is the mean of lower limb length

\( A \) is the mean of side stepping test

\( \sigma_x \) is the Standard Deviation of lower limb length

\[ = \sqrt{\frac{x-\bar{x}^2}{N}} \]

\( \sigma_A \) is the Standard Deviation of side stepping test

\[ = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon (A-\bar{A})^2}{N}} \]

To calculate \( r_i \), the coefficient of correlation between "X" the lower limb length and "A" the side stepping test score, the following procedure was adopted. Score \( x \), its mean and standard deviation were calculated at first by the following formulae.

Mean = \( \bar{x} = \frac{\text{Total of } x}{\text{Total number}} = \frac{\varepsilon x}{N} \)

Standard deviation of \( x = \sigma_x = \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon (x-\bar{x})^2}{N}} \)

Similarly, the mean \( \bar{A} \) and standard deviation of A namely \( \sigma_A \) was calculated
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Mean: \( \bar{A} = \frac{\text{Total of } A}{\text{Total number}} = \frac{\varepsilon A}{N} \)

Standard deviation of \( \frac{(x - \bar{x})(A - \bar{A})}{N\sigma_x \sigma A} \)

As a further step, the coefficient of correlation between \( x \) and \( A \) was computed by using the formula.

\( r_{xA} = \frac{(x - \bar{x})(A - \bar{A})}{N\sigma_x \sigma A} \)

Similar procedure was followed to find out the coefficient of correlation between \( x = \) lower limb length and \( B, C, \) and \( D, \) the Zig Zag run, the Shuttle Run, the Side Step Test scores namely

\( t = r \sqrt{\frac{N - 2}{1 - r^2}} \) respectively.

To test the significance of the correlation between a set of paired observations namely lower limb length and performance of the athletes in each selected test of agility, was calculated using the formula

\( t = r \sqrt{\frac{N - 2}{1 - r^2}} \)

Where

- \( r \) is the coefficient of correlation
- \( N - 2 \) is the degree of freedom.

**Conclusions:**
On the basis of the figures obtained in the present study, it was concluded that lower limb length has either a negative relationship or a low and insignificant positive relationship to the agility level of athletes, as assessed through the performance of the subjects in the selected tests or agility. The correlation between lower limb length and agility was not significant, or that the relationship of lower limb length to the agility of athletes is insignificant.

**Recommendations:**
The present study revealed that the relationship of lower limb length to agility is insignificant. Therefore, lower limb length may not be taken into consideration while assessing an individual’s agility level and placing them in various sports and games demanding agility. Similar studies may be undertaken with different agility tests being administered. Similar studies may be conducted on non-athletes. Similar studies may be conducted on athletes and non-athletes of different age groups. Similar studies may be conducted on women subjects. Similar studies may be conducted on a larger number of subjects or a larger sample to get tangible results.
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Introduction:
Yoga has gained tremendous popularity in the last few years; it is the most rapidly growing health movement despite it was developed thousands of years ago. Age, religion, caste; sex is no bar with breathing and meditation techniques. There are many types of yoga and it may be hard for the beginners which yoga type he or she wants to do. The important benefit of yoga is the physical and mental therapy, the very essence of yoga lies in attaining mental peace, improved concentration power and a relaxed state of living.

Physical benefits from yoga:
There are many health benefits from yoga; studies have shown that yoga can relieve many common and life threatening illness such as arthritis, chronic fatigue, diabities, AIDS, asthma high blood pressure, back pain, weight education, obesity common cold, constipation epilepsy, skin problems and respiration problems. Yoga also helps in rehabilitation of new and old injuries.

Psychological benefits from yoga:
Regular yoga practice creates mental clarity and calmness, increase body awareness, relives stress patterns, relaxes the minds and sharpens concentration. Yoga provides tools through which one can cope which the pain and helps counter with the feeling of helplessness and depression. Yogic breathing and stretching exercises have been seen to result in better mental and physical energy and improved mood. The mental performance also increases with yoga and doctors suggest that yoga can enhance cognitive performance

Spiritual benefits from yoga benefits:
When you achieve that yogic sprit you can begin knowing yourself at peace. If one succeeds in achieving skills which provide health and self confidence, one can justly raise his self esteem simply by observing himself living the improved result as an achieved fact. Yogic therapy leads to increase self knowledge, this is not just the practical knowledge this includes knowledge pertaining to grasping something

Aerobics in modern Sports training
Media is relentlessly flashing the negative outcomes of a sedentary life style and the net result is: people are slowly but steadily coming to realize the value of a fit and healthy lifestyle. Nothing can
help you more effectively than aerobic exercises to help you stay fit and healthy through your busy and demanding lifestyle.

**The gym in modern sports training**
In late modern societies, the body has become a project. The reflexivity of the self also gradually extends to the body; the body is, therefore, drawn into the narcissistic pursuit of the self. The body is cultivated in different places, such as the gym, which is the focus of this study. Young people who spend considerable time in the gym form a sort of subculture; that is, they develop a certain style, taste and a specific way of relating to the body. Subsequently, aerobics and weight training should not merely be regarded as physical activities, but as elements of a more general lifestyle phenomenon.

**Recommendations:**

Exercise can help prevent excess weight gain or help maintain weight loss. When you engage in physical activity, you burn calories. The more intense the activity, the more calories you burn. You don't need to set aside large chunks of time for exercise to reap weight-loss benefits.

The regular physical training can help you prevent or manage a wide range of health problems and concerns, including stroke, metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes, depression, certain types of cancer, arthritis and falls.

Exercise and physical activity deliver oxygen and nutrients to your tissues and help your cardiovascular system work more efficiently. And when your heart and lungs work more efficiently.

Physical activity stimulates various brain chemicals that may leave you feeling happier and more relaxed. You may also feel better about your appearance and yourself when you exercise regularly, which can boost your confidence and improve your self-esteem.

Regular physical activity can help keep your thinking, learning, and judgment skills sharp as you age. It can also reduce your risk of depression and may help you sleep better. Research has shown that doing aerobic or a mix of aerobic and muscle-strengthening activities 3 to 5 times a week for 30 to 60 minutes can give you these mental health benefits. Some scientific evidence has also shown that even lower levels of physical activity can be beneficial.

**References:**
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Introduction:

Sports Infrastructure plays a crucial role in achieving excellence in the global arena of sports. It not only helps in producing sports of international repute, but also encourages the youth population of a country to participate in sporting activities to create a physical culture of sports in the country. In India the standard of sports infrastructure is not at a satisfactory level for a number of reasons. The lack of infrastructural facilities is one of the major impediments in the process of development of sports in India. Sports infrastructure will be made readily available to the public at large so that it can participate in various activities. Various State and nongovernmental organisations will need to be encouraged to build infrastructural facilities. The creation of infrastructure at district and tehsil levels will be the responsibility of the State Governments. There will be maximum utilisation of the existing facilities. Proper coordination, joint effort and congruence of objectives are required to get the maximum output. For this purpose it is necessary to do a detailed analysis and prioritization of schemes. Youth constitute the most creative segment of any society. Their role and contribution are vital to all societies and more so in a country like India with wide social, cultural and other demographic diversities. Youth constitute about 34% of the total population of India. The need and importance of physical education for health and physical fitness with a view to increasing individual productivity, and the value of sports as a means of recreation and with a potential for promoting social harmony and discipline are well recognised.

India has a tradition of sports and physical fitness. In recognition of the importance of sports, a separate department was set up in 1982, prior to the commencement of the 9th Asian Games. Subsequently, the first ever National Sports Policy was announced in 1984. The Ministry of Human Resource Development was set up in 1985, with the objective of integrating efforts for development of human potential in the areas of Education, Women & Child Development, Arts and culture, Youth Affairs & Sports through its constituent departments.

The Sports Authority of India (SAI) was established in 1984 as a registered society in pursuance of a Government of India resolution. Its main objectives include the effective and optimum utilization of various sports facilities and all matters pertaining to sports promotion and sports management. The Sports Authority of India is contributing towards development of sports through its various programmes viz.
The PYKKA scheme provides for strengthening the sports infrastructure in schools and linking the community sports as an integration of physical education and sports with school education. School playgrounds are given overriding priority in the selection of PYKKA playfields for promotion of community sports beyond school hours. More than 75% of the PYKKA playfields are located in schools.

Sports competitions are conducted annually at block/district, state and national level wherein the participants are mainly from the schools. Under the USIS, Government colleges and Universities are provided grants-in-aid to develop sports infrastructure facilities. Sports promotion is primarily the responsibility of the various The role of the Government is to create the infrastructure and promote capacity building for broad-basing sports, as well as for achieving excellence in various competitive events, at the national and international levels. All schemes are geared towards achieving these objectives. The growing role of sports has made participation and winning of medals in competitive sports a matter of great significance. In recognition of this fact, many states have set up national training academies- External window and specialized centres- External website that opens in a new window of sports excellence which offer an opportunity for exceptionally talented young children to train under experts for long duration with modern training aids.

Several central/state universities also impart physical and sports education at graduate and post graduate levels. Besides, almost every state government has a department dedicated to promoting sports and youth affairs

Sports play an important role in shaping up the personality and fitness of a person

Review of Related Literature

Beijing Sport University (BSU) founded on November 1, 1953, has contributed greatly to the sustainable development of Chinese sport and physical education and has enjoyed the fame as one of the key sport universities in China.

In the past five decades, over 30,000 students of sports-related majors have graduated from BSU. There is a wide range of academic courses and majors studies, and the number of master and doctoral positions ranks the first among its counterparts in China.

Currently, BSU consists of seven colleges, two elite sports schools and has a large number of qualified teachers, among whom 227 are professors and associate professors. Its excellent staff and facilities can satisfy the needs of teaching, training and scientific research. BSU has established friendly cooperative relations and intercollegiate relations with 28 universities and tens of non-governmental organizations in 16 countries.

Beijing Foreign Studies University Gymnasium covers 7600 square meters and is a comprehensive, multi-functional gymnasium, equipped with swimming pools, sports hall, cardio and weight training facilities, and a chess and card room. Students are also welcome to relax at the leisure bar and coffee shops, or pick up some sports equipment in the merchandise department. The gymnasium has two indoor swimming pools, both filled with natural hot springs geothermal water. Changing rooms are easily accessible from the swimming pools and are equipped with secure lockers and hot showers. Membership fees for the gymnasium vary according to the selected facilities and period of membership.

PE course is the main form of PE in educational institutions of different types and at different levels. It is a compulsory course from primary school to the second year of undergraduate program in institutions of higher learning with 2 or 3 class hours per week in institutions of higher learning. Some schools even have PE class every day. Starting from the third year in institutions of higher learning, PE course is offered selectively. In schools with PE course as compulsory, students must attend the class. If a student fails to do so for one-third of the total class hours in one semester, her ill not be given final scores for this course, and not be regarded as reaching the National Standards for PE Qualification of Students. On graduation, he can only receive learning certificate, which will not qualify him for education of higher level. In recent years, PE course has been listed as one for test of entrance to senior secondary schools.

Since 1954, PE course syllabi were compiled and issued successively for educational institutions at different levels. In order to meet the needs of educational reform and development, since the founding of the People's Republic of China, the syllabi have undergone revision and re-compilation for several times. The current syllabi are for use nationwide.. They define the teaching contents of PE as including basic PE and health education knowledge and sports events.
such as track and field, gymnastics, games, ball games, artistic gymnastics and dances, training games to develop student body and traditional sports events of national minorities. The structure of the syllabi consists of both unified teaching contents and selective ones compiled based on local situation. Events such as swimming and skating are listed as selective because of their dependence on location and climate. In the PE syllabi for 9-year compulsory education.

Discussion

In India the Universities infrastructure is very important for promotion of Physical Education, Sports, Health and Competitiveness among the Students of the Country. A good university will ensure that there are facilities in place for students to exercise their bodies as well as their minds. This is a bonus for high-level athletes (college sports are a multi-million dollar industry in the US) and those who just want to play a game with friends alike — and, of course, those who just want to stay fit. We award points for swimming pools, gyms, indoor sports courts, outdoor sports courts, outdoor sports pitches, athletics tracks, stadiums and full-time staff.

(a) Scheme of Grants for Creation of Sports Infrastructure

This scheme has been in operation in the Department for more than 25 years. Under this scheme, State governments, state sports councils, U.T. administrations, local statutory bodies and registered voluntary organizations can avail assistance for creation of various kinds of sports infrastructure like play fields, indoor and outdoor stadia, swimming pools, velodrome and sports hostels. Grants for establishment of SPDA centres, district level sports complexes and State sports training complexes are admissible only to State Governments. The grant admissible is 50% of the estimated cost subject to stipulated ceilings. The maximum grant for a State level training complex is Rs. 2 crore.

(b) Grant to Rural Schools for Playfields & Sports Equipment

This is a sub scheme of the main Scheme of Grants for Creation of Sports Infrastructure. Under this scheme, a Secondary and Senior Secondary School, fulfilling the prescribed conditions and located in a rural area, is entitled to claim a one time maximum assistance of Rs.1 lakh for development of a play field or purchase of nonconsumable sports equipment or for both. There is no matching contribution against the grant released, either from the State Government's side or the School. Only one school, per block is being initially assisted. However, there is provision for giving grant to two schools located in tribal/hilly areas.

(c) Laying of Synthetic Tracks/Artificial Hockey and other Surfaces
des a sports field with running track, tennis courts and basketball courts, a fully equipped gymnasium is also available to students.

With the motto of Healthy mind lives in the healthy body, a massive drive was initiated in 2001 – 2002 to develop state-of-the-art Recreation & Wellness Centers with facilities of Gymnasium, Aerobics and Yoga. Every student is expected to attend these activities and adequate incentives are given so that students take part in these activities voluntarily.

d) Grants for Sports Infrastructure in Universities/Colleges

All colleges/universities can avail assistance for creation of sports infrastructure upto 75 per cent of the estimated cost subject to given ceiling through the University Grants Commission. The lumpsum grant is placed annually at the disposal of the Commission by the Department. The grant is sanctioned directly by the Department in favour of technical/medical/agricultural colleges/universities

In India also Many Universities are having good facilities for promotion of sports and games along with the fitness of the students.

Recommendations

The following infrastructure is recommended for the Promotion of sports and games and Health and fitness of the students.

6. Gymnasium Halls  7. Badminton Courts  8. Table Tennis Halls

References:
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Abstract
Despite the potential of sport development to highlight broader social complexities, sociologists in India remain disinterested in the area (and sport generally) as avenues of legitimate study. Yet, sport development programs provide sociologists opportunities to know and engage with body politics, questions of structure & agency, and social transformation. Accordingly, in this paper I draw on Bourdieu (1992; 1993) & Giddens (1990; 2009) to understand the construction and consequences thereof, sport development projects and the broader processes to which they are a part. I discuss my research with youth in two Indian states, and, consider how sport development agendas are often confounded by tensions, negotiations, and resistances contours of the local context.

Introduction
Over the past decade, UN agencies, international sport federations, international and national non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and national governments have been using sport as a tool for development. The rationale that can be attributed to this belief is documented from studies that under appropriate conditions physical health benefits of sport such as prevention of diseases, lessening of likelihood of unhealthy practices (such as illegal drug use and unsafe sex), potential to positively influence social integration and inclusion of people with disabilities, women & girls, enhancement of self-worth etc. contribute to the social fabric of our society. Perhaps when we talk of development, more pervasively there should be a talk of Sport. Sport implies to all kinds of physical activities that contribute to physical fitness, psychological well-being and social interface, such as structured or competitive sport, play, recreation, and aboriginal sports and games (European Charter 2001). As I intend to study the sociological perspective of sport through which the development mechanism can be generated, it would be appropriate to apprehend it in a broader sense. This field should be concerned with the descriptions and explanations of the interrelations between sports and other social components...the unique feature about the sociological approach to sport, as distinct that from psychology has been a focus about sport in its function as a component of social organization (Edwards, Harry: 1973). The sociological perception of sports is based on three fundamental themes; sport is a social institution worthy of sociological examination like the more traditional institutions of politics, religion, economy, marriage/family, law, health/medicine education, and science; sport is a microcosm of the larger society and as such reflects and reinforces the foremost philosophy; and several institutional links between sport and other societal institutions make it impossible for changes in one sphere not to have deep effects in all spheres. Bourdieu’s social approach to the study of sport, the sub discipline of Sport Sociology, and the scope it offers to those inquiring into the social dimensions of sport and physical education have been widely recognized (Clement, 1995; Jarvie& McGuire, 1994; De France, 1995). His sociology has inspired many publications on ‘sport studies’ (Clement, 1995) and Clement (1995) and argues that it is the relevance of the bodily dimensions
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His notion of habitus in particular, suggests a means of understanding how bodily engagement in
day to day practice and in the practice of sport and other institutionalized physical activity function
to symbolize the interacting dynamics of culture, class and gender. However, when I try to
collaborate Giddens structuration with what I intend to do, I do find a symmetry. The structuration
approach does not focus on the individual actor or societal totality but social practices ordered
across space and time. Agency, as Giddens calls, is human action. To be human is to be an
agent, although not all agents are human beings. The agency, according to Giddens, can lead to
both the reproduction and the transformation of society. Practices are produced in a context of
the duality of structure and agency (Rob Stones, 2005, Structuration Theory, pp.4-5) and are not
themselves simply agency. It is the practices that reproduce social structures and these social
structures can develop the mind set of the very vast populace of India, in particular the youth, by
driving them in to the main stream of national development. With the given potential and India
developing as a youth nation in the forth coming 15 years, there are dream projects by which I
intend to draw schedule as to why we have still to move ahead in this area of sports, despite that
other big nations are already on the pace of development far more than us.

Importance of the Proposed Topic and Objectives of the Research
The sports culture in India is one prime issue which needs to be analyzed. The sociological
mindset of parents towards sports which visualizes it only as a recreational activity (that too in
very less number of cases) and not as a career growth prospect, the educational curriculum
which puts more emphasis on academics leaving behind sports are some of the concerns which
require investigation. Research directed at the relationship between parents and their children is
important in that the behavior and approach of parents may impact the players’ desire to continue
playing sports. With this background, it is trusted that this study shall contribute towards a better
understanding of the sociological factors which can be instrumental in promotion of sports,
development of the youth and the nation.

Literature Review
By naming 2005 The International Year of Sport and Physical Education, the United Nations did
much to broaden the analysis of sport, and child and youth development, globally, and to
increase the acceptance of sport as both an end and a means to aspects of international
development, such as the Millennium Development Goals (Van Eekeren, 2006, p.19). Although
much of the literature reviewed in this document uses definitions, concepts and evidence from
high-income countries, such as Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia, a
great deal of international attention is being paid to the potential utility of sport for child and youth
development in Lower Middle Income Countries (LMICs). Recently, scholars have argued for the
need to conduct prolonged, critical and empirical analyses of the utility of sport for child and youth
development in LMICs, although this literature is only now emerging, and evidence of the success
(or failure) of sport and child/youth development interventions in LMICs is scarce at this time
(Auweele et al., 2006, p.15). With context to India, there is almost no research work done in this
area, particularly with reference to the sociological measurements pertaining to growth and
development of the children and youth through sports practices. As such, reliance on a single
type or source of data (statistics, case profiles, and interviews with stakeholders and/or
participants) will fail to capture the complexities of the relationship between sport and child/youth
development and many studies need to be reflected upon, apart from evidence based research.

Research Methodology
The data drawn upon in the present study has a sample size of 500 interviews, spread over the
two big States of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.) and Bihar. 350 interviews have been conducted from Uttar
Pradesh and 150 interviews from Bihar. The States of U.P. and Bihar had been chosen due to
reasons of their population percentile (U.P. being the most populated and Bihar the third most
populated state of India) (Census, India 2011), and due to their lagging behind in the human
index of development. A choice of these states helped me in assessing the virtual impact of
sociological development through sports. Geographically, districts (both empowered and
underpowered were selected) from both the states were selected for interviewing, so as to get a
mix of the sample and spatial classification method was used. Urban, Semi-urban and rural areas were given due consideration in my study, so as to make it more pragmatic and meaningful. For each interview, the questionnaire was bifurcated.

The first part imbibed questions which were put up to the parents of the children (students) and the other part for the children (students). The age group of students interviewed ranged from 15 to 24 years. Prior to this, the first phase considered data collection for recruitment of families. Some initial questions relating to interviewee’s sporting habits, what sports they ever did, or what sports will they be doing, how often they did these sports, who with, where they did them, and how they become involved in them were common to both. Furthermore, both interviews included questions regarding the parents’ behaviors and beliefs in relation to the child’s sports participation, thus shedding light on the children’s socialization into sport. Children’s sports activities, their schoolings, hobbies, interests towards other social activities, their inclination towards sports and which sport in particular, facilities in their schools or colleges and back at home, availability of telecommunication facilities such as mobile phones, internet etc., their experiences after playing, their level of satisfaction at the end of the day after playing, etc. were recorded. Gender consideration was given while interviewing the children. The parents interview scheduling consisted of their occupations, socio-economic background, whether they too hail from a sportive cultural background, and if yes, then whether they have tried to provide opportunities for their children, their views about national and international sports events and inclinations, their opinion about sport as a sociological tool for their children’s development and growth, or sport as a leisure time activity, sport as a career objective, sport as a feel of patriotism, role of government in promoting sports, etc. Some interviews were recorded also. Marks in a point scale from 0 to 100 in groups of 0-10, 10-20, 20-30...were assigned for each question thereby quantitatively classifying the data. Frequency distribution was ascertained thereafter.

Results & Conclusion

It has been analyzed that the inclination of parents given their socio-economic background towards putting their children in sports activities shows a declining trend (i.e.27% and 24% in the 1 – 1.25 lac bracket) in both the States. The meager enhancement of 1% (i.e. 29% in 0.75 – 1 lac bracket) in the State of U.P. but again a dip in the same bracket in Bihar shows the disinclination. The overall percentage of inclination of the parents, who had been thoroughly questioned, is dismal. The mindset of these parents towards sports and social development is read as less impacting. Involvement and attainment in a ‘field’ are based on a combination of one’s habitus and cultural capital and those groups that possess the most capital can dictate the legitimate means of access to the ‘field’. The proletariat class suffers. The Socio-Cultural scenario is somewhat different, with some healthy factors. The parents were discussed about their social and cultural backgrounds, with not only sports but regarding participation in other co-curricular activities, such as indoor games, meetings in societies, attending panchayats, fairs, exhibitions, traditional dancing, singing and other such activities which make them and their children more vibrant and active. The results at Table 2 show that with the rise of income level, the inclination towards cultural activities and sports does increase. In many ways sport represents a social ‘field’ (Bourdieu, 1990), a structured space of positions that impose specific determinations on those who enter it and this has been tested. The observations given by the respondents establish that geographical location plays a vital role towards educating the mindset of the people. It is evident that the state of Uttar Pradesh takes lead in comparison to the state of Bihar. It was assessed that the per capita income of the state of UP is higher in relation to Bihar. Moreover, the various districts covered in the state of UP, pose the advantage that people take over. A good geographical location, which envisages the desired infra structure, helps in aiding and enhancing the outlook of the parents and children/youth both. The parents informed that the availability of infra structure somewhat incited them to send their children to playgrounds. However, in the state of Bihar, despite the less percentile in comparison to UP, we observe that there is increase in the percentage and involvement, and this goes to establish somewhat that geographical location does play a role in changing social awareness and belongingness towards sports. The knowhow of Government Sports policies is very less, and as such there is no follow up in this regard from the participants. These policies are yet to make inroads, and therefore it becomes imperative for the Government of India to judiciously exercise its authority and ensure that the sports development
programs do reach its destination so as to benefit the populace at large. Observations on gender participation were heartening.

Out of the income brackets shown, the percentile of women increases with the enhancement of income. It were the women which had been interviewed, and they were of the opinion that sports does change the mindset of children and youth. They compared sports with the physical work which they were doing at home, and stated that this keeps them mentally and physically healthy. Naturally, the increase in income level provided them with more able opportunities. However, it was informed that female participation was less in comparison to male, and many factors such as environment, economic background, etc. were attributed, besides the male hierarchical approach.

Rather than simply enhancing individual freedom and opportunity, sport-based intervention programs also serve as a form of social control and regulation. Basic education is important for gaining foothold in sports in order to think of social neoliberalism. Sport (organizations) can be viewed as a vehicle for generating different forms of capital, most notably economic, cultural, social and symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1986), from which certain benefits can be derived that enable social agents to improve or maintain their social position. The social environment, geographical conditions, educational arrangements and the regional economy determine to a large extent if personal development and ambition are able to flourish. The role of schools and colleges in promoting sports activities and social involvements is meager. Rather than simply enhancing individual freedom and opportunity, sport-based intervention programs also serve as a form of social control and regulation. Basic education is important for gaining foothold in sports in order to think of social neoliberalism. Sport (organizations) can be viewed as a vehicle for generating different forms of capital, most notably economic, cultural, social and symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1986), from which certain benefits can be derived that enable social agents to improve or maintain their social position. The social environment, geographical conditions, educational arrangements and the regional economy determine to a large extent if personal development and ambition are able to flourish. The role of schools and colleges in promoting sports activities and social involvements is meager.

Expected contribution of the research

The potentials that exist within sport are those that can help with fundamentally different views of the world perhaps based upon opportunities to encourage trust, obligations, redistribution and respect for sport in a more socially orientated humanitarian world. A broader discussion relates to the capacity of sociology to address multiple publics (Burawoy, 2005). This issue is as relevant to the activities of sociologists of sport as it is to other sociologists and, indeed, to all university teachers and researchers, particularly those who are involved in the social sciences. In India, the Sociology of Sports is yet to make a route. No work at all for the study of a sociological impact of sports on the development perspective has been carried out. References, books, bibliographies etc. in the fraternity of sports sociology in India are rare, to say, negligible. Studies such as the present one or for that sake leading to study of sociological interests in the field of sports are not present. With the given youth potential of India, its young population, achievements in the field of sports, advancement in the area of Indian Sociology, advancement of the Indian Economy, and other co-related factors, the need and interest in the area of sports sociology and studies has risen. It was indeed a challenging assignment, as references from western countries can only be taken in to account. It is in this more detailed analysis that the power of Bourdieu's theory, and the importance of sports, will become most apparent.

The value of this work embarking on the problems will be important above all due to the need to awaken and develop “a sociological imagination” in Indian society, a humanistic approach to matters related to sport, and also to formulate future hypotheses that would be useful for more advanced empirical studies. Despite the growing number of actors and actions promoting sporting activity, it remains true that few of the young people are used to sports practices in India. To address the use of sports practices by the children and youth and inculcate a habit of indulging in to physical activities, this study visualizes those reasons which may prove to be of assistance in garnering their resources. The socio-political situation of the States of U.P. and Bihar is responsible for the underestimation of sports developmental trends in families. This study will for sure contribute towards this direction in understanding the reasons for underdevelopment in sports.
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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to find out the difference of the personality traits between the coaches of individual games, so the problem was stated as, “A Comparative Study on the Personality Traits among The Coaches of Individual Games”. A Total 70 coaches were selected from individual games with the help of purposive sampling, of which coaches of the individual games were selected from Athletics, Archery, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, & Tennis. The age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 60 years with minimum experience of 3 years coaching in their respective sport. Five factors model of personality traits such as Openness, Contentiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism, were selected. Data was collected by administering the BFI (John 1999) for Five Factors Model of Personality. Descriptive Statistics and One-way Anova test were employed as statistical techniques. Results revealed that significant difference was found only in Openness and no significant differences were found in Neuroticism, Contentiousness, Extraversion, and Agreeableness.

Key words: Coaching, Individual Games, Personality, Big Five, Openness etc

Introduction
Personality is the particular combination of emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral response patterns of an individual. Prince (1927) defined personality as a “Sum total of all the biological innate disposition, impulses, tendencies and instincts of the individual and disposition and tendencies, acquired by experiences”. Personality impulses our social behavior, they are meant to effect as well as be affected. Personality is a characteristic way of thinking, feeling, and behaving. Until the 1980s the majority of research on personality especially on workplace outcomes concluded that personality did not matter (Barrick, et. al., 2001). This view changed with the emergence of the five factor model of personality (FFM), which grouped and classified traits into five independent and universal personality traits; extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness, and neuroticism (Barrick et al., 2001). Personality, as seen in the light of the Big Five taxonomy, is established in five universal dimensions. Each dimension in turn, entails several personality traits. The magnitude of traits one individual possesses within each dimension can vary, and so can the degree to which a person’s traits are on the higher or lower level of the continuum of each dimension (Goldberg, 1992). One particular set of global dimensions used to examine personality is known as the Big Five personality traits, Lounsbury and Gibson (2009, p. 5). In relation to sports, in spite of the increasing popularity of coaching, little is known about what contributes to an effective coaching experience, particularly from a psychological perspective.

Procedure And Methodology
The subjects were selected through purposive random sampling, a total of seventy (70) coaches (both male and female) belonging to individual games were selected from Athletics, Archery, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, & Tennis. The age group of the subjects ranging from
18 to 60 years and the average age was 25 years, with minimum experience of 3 years coaching in their respective sport. All the subjects were of Indian origin.

Keeping in mind feasibility aspect and importance of psychological aspects, Big Five Personality trait inventory (BFI) developed by John, O. P., & Srivastava, S. (1999) was used as the criterion measure for the study for the assessment of (i) Openness, (ii) Conscientiousness, (iii) Extraversions, (iv) Agreeableness, & and (v) Neuroticism.

Collection of Data
The data was collected through purposely selected a total of 70 coaches of Individual games of Delhi & Haryana (India), by administrated through the Big Five Personality Inventory (John 1999). The questionnaire consists of forty four (44) questions for the five variables that are Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversions, Agreeableness, & Neuroticism. The response of the subjects in the questionnaires was computed through the test manual of the BFI (John1999). Standardized protocol for filling up the questionnaire was adopted. Detailed instruction pertaining to filling up the questionnaire was thoroughly explained to them. They were asked to give their genuine response to each question and were ensured of confidentiality of their responses.

Results & Discussions
After collecting the data from the subjects the responses were computed through the scoring was of the BFI test manual, for the selected variables named Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversions, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism of the coaches of Individual Games, the Descriptive Statistics and One-way Anova were applied. The finding pertaining to the data has been presented as following;

Table no. 1
Descriptive Statistics and One-way Anova of the Individual Game Coaches for Extraversion Variables of BFI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of BFI</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.20</td>
<td>3.458</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>3.929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>4.243</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>6.182</td>
<td>6/63</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>4.606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.20</td>
<td>3.048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.40</td>
<td>5.461</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“F” (df = 6/63) 2.25 at 0.05
* The ‘F’ value is significant at the .05 level in tabulated table
Table No.1, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI’s variable extraversion, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable extraversion for the players of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be 28.20 ± 3.458, 25.90 ± 3.929, 28.00 ± 4.243, 29.00 ± 6.182, 30.90 ± 4.606, 26.20 ± 3.048, and 26.40 ± 5.461 respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable extraversion, as the ‘f’ value is found to be 1.571 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. The Graphical representation has been shown in fig.no.1.
Table no. 2: Descriptive Statistics and One-way Anova of the Individual Game Coaches for Agreeableness Variables of BFI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of BFI</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.60</td>
<td>5.854</td>
<td>6/63</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>5.078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>3.274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>5.812</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.40</td>
<td>4.274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>5.371</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>4.832</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“f” (df = 6/63) 2.25 at 0.05

Table No.2, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI’s variable agreeableness, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable extroversion for the players of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be 33.60 ± 5.854, 32.70 ± 5.078, 32.50 ± 3.274, 34.00 ± 5.812, 33.40 ± 4.274, 31.80 ± 5.371, and 30.70 ± 4.832 respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable agreeableness, as the ‘f’ value is found to be 0.522 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. The Graphical representation has been shown in fig.no.2.

Fig. no. 2: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Agreeableness for Individual Game Coaches

Table no. 3: Descriptive Statistics and One-way Anova of the Individual Game Coaches for Conscientiousness Variables of BFI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of BFI</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.00</td>
<td>3.682</td>
<td></td>
<td>6, 63</td>
<td>1.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.70</td>
<td>5.250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.60</td>
<td>2.547</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>4.900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37.30</td>
<td>4.057</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.10</td>
<td>5.507</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.60</td>
<td>4.195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“f” (df = 6/63) 2.25 at 0.05

Table No.3, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI’s variable conscientiousness, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable conscientiousness for the players of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be 34.00 ± 3.682, 31.70 ± 5.250, 31.60 ± 2.547, 34.70 ± 4.900, 37.30 ± 4.057, 33.10 ± 5.507, and 33.60 ± 4.195 respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable conscientiousness, as the ‘f’ value is found to be 1.958 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. The Graphical representation has been shown in fig.no.3.
Fig no. 3: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Conscientiousness for Individual Game Coaches

Table no. 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of BFI</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>3.725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>4.551</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25.70</td>
<td>3.093</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.30</td>
<td>6.767</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td>1.853</td>
<td>6, 63</td>
<td>2.195*</td>
<td>.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25.40</td>
<td>8.809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.90</td>
<td>3.247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"f" (df = 6/63) 2.25 at 0.05

* The 'F' value is significant at the .05 level in tabulated table

Table No.4, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI’s variable extroversion, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable neuroticism for the players of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be 26.10 ± 3.725, 21.60 ± 4.551, 25.70 ± 3.093, 27.30 ± 6.767, 20.90 ± 1.853, 25.40 ± 8.809, and 24.90 ± 3.247 respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable neuroticism, as the ‘f’ value is found to be 2.195 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. The Graphical representation has been shown in fig.no.4.

Fig no. 4: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Neuroticism for Individual Game Coaches

Table no. 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables of BFI</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41.70</td>
<td>3.433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>4.447</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38.70</td>
<td>6.308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.40</td>
<td>5.337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36.90</td>
<td>4.175</td>
<td>6/63</td>
<td>3.582*</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.10</td>
<td>5.820</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>5.395</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"f" (df = 6/63) 2.25 at 0.05

* The ‘F’ value is significant at the .05 level in tabulated table
Table No.5, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI’s variable openness, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable extroversion for the players of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be 41.70 ± 3.433, 33.00 ± 4.447, 38.70 ± 6.308, 40.40 ± 5.337, 36.90 ± 4.175, 35.10 ± 5.820, and 39.00 ± 5.395 respectively. Further the table also shows that there is a significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable Openness, as the ‘f’ value is found to be 3.582 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is significant at 0.05 level. The Graphical representation has been shown in fig.no.5.

**Fig no. 1: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Team & Individual Game Coaches**

**Table no. 5: Post Hoc Tests of Individual Games Coaches for Openness Variables of BFI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Group (1)</th>
<th>Group (2)</th>
<th>Mean (1-2)</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPENNESS</td>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>8.700</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>4.800</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>6.600</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>2.700</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>-5.700</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>-7.400</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>-3.900</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>-2.100</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>-6.000</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badminton</td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>-1.700</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>1.800</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>3.600</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>-.300</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>5.300</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>1.800</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>-2.100</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>Tennis</td>
<td>-3.900</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level

**Discussion**

Table No.1, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI’s variable extroversion, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable extroversion for the coaches of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and
Tennis is found to be $28.20 \pm 3.458$, $25.90 \pm 3.929$, $28.00 \pm 4.243$, $29.00 \pm 6.182$, $30.90 \pm 4.606$, $26.20 \pm 3.048$, and $26.40 \pm 5.461$ respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the coaches from the selected sports for the variable Extroversion, as the 'f' value is found to be 1.571 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. Table No.2, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI's variable Agreeableness, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable agreeableness for the coaches of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be $33.60 \pm 5.854$, $32.70 \pm 5.078$, $32.50 \pm 3.274$, $34.00 \pm 5.812$, $33.40 \pm 4.274$, $31.80 \pm 5.371$, and $30.70 \pm 4.832$ respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable Agreeableness, as the 'f' value is found to be 0.522 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. Table No.3, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI's variable Conscientiousness, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable conscientiousness for the coaches of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be $34.00 \pm 3.682$, $31.70 \pm 5.250$, $31.60 \pm 2.547$, $34.70 \pm 4.900$, $37.30 \pm 4.057$, $33.10 \pm 5.507$, and $33.60 \pm 4.195$ respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable Conscientiousness, as the 'f' value is found to be 1.958 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. Table No.4, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI's variable Neuroticism, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable neuroticism for the coaches of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be $26.10 \pm 3.725$, $21.60 \pm 4.551$, $25.70 \pm 3.093$, $27.30 \pm 6.767$, $20.90 \pm 1.853$, $25.40 \pm 8.809$, and $24.90 \pm 3.247$ respectively. Further the table also shows that there is no significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable Neuroticism, as the 'f' value is found to be 2.195 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is not significant at 0.05 level. Table No.5, depicts the values for descriptive analysis and One Way ANOVA for the BFI's variable Openness, which shows that the mean and Standard deviation values of the variable openness for the coaches of Archery, Athletics, Badminton, Gymnastics, Judo, Swimming, and Tennis is found to be $41.70 \pm 3.433$, $33.00 \pm 4.447$, $38.70 \pm 6.308$, $40.40 \pm 5.337$, $36.90 \pm 4.175$, $35.10 \pm 5.820$, and $39.00 \pm 5.395$ respectively. Further the table also shows that there is a significant difference is observed among the players from the selected sports for the variable Openness, as the 'f' value is found to be 3.582 against the tabulated value of 2.25 at df 6/63, which is significant at 0.05 level.

Conclusions

On the basis of the analysis and finding of the study it was concluded that there is significant difference observed among the coaches from the selected sports for the psychological variable like Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness. But this significance is found to be more in Openness as compared to other psychological variables in individual games.
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Introduction
Yoga, an ancient science, is becoming an integral component in contemporary athletic training. The scientific research of the use of yoga as a therapy in developing psychological skills and physical training for sports, and the effects of meditation, breath control and yoga postures in the enhancement of increased athletic performance. Yoga is a holistic system that teaches skills many athletes seek, such as control over the mind, control over the body, good breathing habits, relaxation under pressure, highly developed concentration skills and the ability to focus on the present. In competition, athletes at all ability levels tend to have a fear of losing, of other competitors, or of developing mental deterrents to excellent performance. Meditation is useful in overcoming these problems.

Need and Importance of the Yoga Therapy
Athletes can be powerful enhancement in regular training exercise. Adding yoga in a routine training programme helps develop strength, flexibility, and range of motion, concentration, cardiovascular health, stress, tension, and tightness etc. The most significant benefit of players, adding yoga to be a training programme is its effect on performance and goals.

Yoga therapy holds that a person's health condition depends on himself. It lays emphasis on physical, mental and emotional balance and development of sense of harmony with all of life. Yoga therapy endeavors to re-establish inner balance through a variety of ways, ranging from the gross to the subtle. Yoga therapy that knowledge comes the ability to more easily accept and adapt to change, resulting in enhanced well-being in body, mind, heart and spirit.

Yoga may enhance whole-brain function. Studies indicate that when the brain was vibrated in the alpha state, subjects relaxed until they attained an alert state of awareness. The more aware the athlete is of body and mind, the greater his or her opportunity to prevent or control injuries. The body and mind can only cope with a certain amount of stress before breakdown occurs, producing illness and injury. The three aims of yoga are: physical tone and awareness, controlled breathing and controlled concentration.

The consequence of this deep relaxation (or alpha) state for the Meditator is increased mind-body coordination, faster reaction, more effective interaction with the environment, increased intelligence, increased ability and decreased anxiety. Psychological investigations suggest that yoga improves mood, reduces anxiety and develops willpower, which helps eliminate psychological barriers. Yoga uses awareness, relaxation, visualization, and willpower techniques, which have been found over thousands of years of experience to be effective in remolding the mind and body.

Hatha Yoga (Physical Postures for Flexibility, Strength and Recovery)
The most pertinent form of yoga to athletes is hatha yoga, characterized by holding passive physical positions, relaxing the mind and body, and focusing attention. Yoga asanas, or postures, are similar to passive stretching before or after competition or training. Asanas help develop flexibility, an easily recognized benefit. These also help develop an awareness of the body to maintain good ‘tone and tension of specific muscles. Hatha yoga practices are not designed to increase the fitness of the individual as measured by traditional fitness tests.

However, according to Gharote, after administering several tests of physical fitness before and after a three-week programme of yoga training, the results showed a statistically significant positive change in the overall fitness index of those tested. Asana is a relaxation technique that
athletes find accessible. It can be easily incorporated into an athlete's competition/preparation schedule.

Mental concentration is of great benefit to all athletes. The development of concentration occurs because when one is in an asana, one focuses the mind on one aspect of the body position. Any extraneous thoughts that pass through, interrupting the flow of concentration, are allowed to pass through with one's attention always returning to the point of focus. The aim of all yoga is to focus the mind on the present and the present only.

**Application of Asanas**

Asanas are both static and dynamic. They are designed to relax and strengthen both body and mind. They are not gymnastically exercised requiring strain and effort, or even muscle development. Instead, asanas afford relaxation and increased energy, and they help one gain more out of meditation. There is an important distinction between physical exercise and yoga asanas. Exercise is derived from exercere, a Latin word roughly meaning "to drive forth"; hence, to employ, to set to work. Exercise connotes exertion of the muscles and limbs. Exertion, in turn, requires vigorous action or effort. Asana, on the other hand, literally means "sitting positions or posture." As used by Patanjali, it refers to the attainment of a steady and comfortable posture for the practices of pranayama (breath control) and dyana (meditation). Asanas are composed of meditative sitting postures and the non-meditative asanas that promote general physical well-being. When practiced correctly in conjunction with mental concentration and breath control awareness, homeostasis is the beneficial result. Pasek and others conducted experiments that point to increased input to the brain from the various sensory receptors during asana practice. This occurs because of increased pressure on particular muscle and organ groups while the muscles remained relaxed. Simultaneously, there is increased blood flow and oxygen to the brain, liver, and other organs combined with excitation of certain centers within the brain through mental concentration. This increases tissue health through a massaging effect on the affected muscles and external organs. This stimulation to the brain registers relaxation and reduces tension, which increases energy within the body.

**Yoga Therapy for Athletes**

Yoga recognizes that a healthy, aligned spine is conducive to better health. As we already know, by freeing the energies of the spine, the tissues of the entire body are better controlled by the higher centers of the brain. The organs of the body benefit, and their internal function is synergistically enhanced. Yoga philosophy are based on a holistic view of the universe, in which the mind and body are seen as one organ functioning as an expression of a universal intelligence that manifests itself as our human innate intelligence. Yoga can be aligned to clinically enhance health and well-being to all athletes. The sports persons may want to include yoga as a personal lifestyle/philosophy and practice to enhance and improve mental and physical relaxation and concentration.

Through asana, pranayama and dyana or meditational techniques as self-help methods to maintain an aligned position and a more relaxed nervous system, athletes can learn to improve their concentration and refocus techniques for peak performance enhancement. Relaxation and mental concentration techniques provided by yoga asanas, breathing and meditation to enhance athletes’ ability to learn how to dive deep within themselves and find the cause of their imbalances, pain, or tension, etc. as well as to discover their inner peace and harmony.

**Conclusion**

Scientific investigations on the main components of yoga have concluded that yoga improves mind-body coordination by increasing physical tone and awareness while improving mind and breath control, which are necessary components for better performance in competition. Meditation has been proven to reduce anxiety, stress and muscular tension, and it aids in the process of focusing and refocusing on an object, which is essential to athletic performance.
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1-Introduction research and its importance

Learning the basic skills handball be faster when compared to other sports that play ball, because of the player to use his hands since childhood in basic movements, such as hold, flinging, drag, pivot and others, and the innovation and the use of instruments and means of assisting working on reducing the time and effort to deliver the vocabulary skills to the learner and the trainee, one of the important thing sought by organizers of sporting events to serve the game and its development.

Research objectives
1- Identify the impact of the use of certain devices and tools to assist in the development of physical abilities among private players Specialist National Center for Giftedness sports handball ages (14-16 years) for the sports season 2014 members of the research sample.
2- Identify the impact of the use of certain devices and tools to assist in the development of skill accuracy correction of high jump at the players of the National Center for Giftedness Specialist sports handball members of the research sample.
3- Identify the differences between the tests before and after the special physical variables and the skill of accuracy correction of jumping high among members of the experimental group and the control group members of the research sample.
4- Identify the differences between the posterior tests before between the experimental group and the control group in the research variables under study.

1-4-Hypotheses the researcher guess-
1-4-There is a positive effect of the use of certain devices and tools to assist in the development of physical abilities and skill for the correction of the high jump at the players of the National Center for Giftedness Specialist sports handball ages (14-16 years) for the sports season 2014 members of the research sample.

3-1-Research Methodology

And the use of the experimental method in a manner experimental and control groups equal to the suitability of the nature of the problem to get the information and the results of a sound and accurate "and experimentation, a deliberate change and tuned to the conditions specified for the accident and note what changes resulting in the same incident and interpretation And that the design of experimental and control groups with pre and post tests to measure any two groups before and after the experiment.

3-2-Community and the research sample

Sample was selected search way intentional class youngsters aged (14-16 years) within the National Center Specialist for the Gifted handball for the sports season (2014)’s (50) player out of (60) players by up to 0.833 % were divided way randomized into two equal groups (control group and experimental) for each group (21) as a player and a rate of 0.42% were excluded (8) players for the purpose of conducting the experiment exploratory and we enter the variable demo which used special exercises on according to some of the tools and equipment to help the experimental group, while the left members of the control group to train with their handlers note
that the main part of the curriculum will be agreed upon between the trainers and researchers with different means and exercises used by the researchers placed.

3-3-Methods, tools and equipment used in the search

Search Tools: It is "the means by which the researcher can collect data and problem-solving to achieve the objectives of the research, whatever those tools. Tools and assistive devices that have been the preparation and implementation of exercise on your accordingly:-

1- Balls hands of legal type ((kempa)) of different sizes and weights.
2- Device Development Movement wrist movements in several different directions marcy)
3- Rubber ropes of different lengths fists hand movement for the development of the technical performance of the Ba straighten arms to prove the stairs gymnastics on the wall or colleague.
4- Glove game gymnastics for men to talk to the development of new movements, jumping to the skill of the correction of the high jump.
5- Wooden chairs different heights for the development of the movement of the two men jump to correction of the high jump.
6- Balls medical different weights and oceans for the development of high-performance technical skill for the correction of high jumping.
7- Trampoline to jump to the development of the movement to jump high.

3-4-Determine the capacity and the tests used in the research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of test</th>
<th>changes</th>
<th>numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test based front payment status for a period of (10) seconds</td>
<td>The ability of speed-strength of the arms</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Partridge (20) seconds for maximum distance with the man on the switch limits Stadium Handball</td>
<td>The ability of speed-strength of two men</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring accuracy correction of high jump</td>
<td>The accuracy of the correction of high jump</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test:- "is a measure of an individual's ability to perform certain work according to the guidelines :3-4-1-Tests for special physical capabilities with handball players.3-4-2-The scientific basis for the tests used in the research

3-5-Exploratory experiment
It is "an initial pilot study carried out by the researcher on a small sample before carrying out his research with the aim of testing research methods and tools"

3-5-1-The first exploratory experiment
It was an experiment exploratory first for the purpose of knowing the mechanism for implementing the tests adopted to search on 14/02/2014 Friday according to the time domain of research and on a sample of (8 players from the research community of 50 player) and the amount of increase of 0.16% were excluded this sample from the research community.

3-7-Tribal tests to search
The researchers set a date testing Tribal among members of the research sample experimental and control groups on Monday, which falls on 17/18/19/2/2014 at four in the afternoon on according to the special period in the field of research temporal, and then do the researchers have installed all the right conditions and the right to conduct these tests and recording the data and two experimental and control groups, and has over three days and a dedicated cadre assistant under the supervision of researchers in the inner hall at the National Center for the care of the talent in sports Handball / Baghdad / Zayouna.

3-8-The application of the special vocabulary exercises according to the means and the equipment and tools to help The implementation and application of field experience in of Friday 22/05/2014 on according to field temporal your experience key members of the experimental group and by four units per week and by ((32 units over 8 weeks)) and a time ranging from 20 to
40 minutes to the length of the application of field experience which is the main part of the unit training along the specified period. In addition the method of determining and training methods adopted to achieve the objectives of the research hypotheses set a special table was set with all details of the times own experience in the field.

3-9-Posteriori tests used to search: After implementing the field experience and apply vocabulary exercises Applied to sample individuals and end on time for the field of temporal own was implemented posttests to search for members of the experimental group and the control group at day 16, 17, 18 Thursday, Friday and Saturday / 5/2014 and over the course of three days and taking into account implement the same before testing conditions. 3-10-Statistical methods used to search: Has been the use of means and methods and statistical laws that are on the program in the bag ready Statistical Social Sciences ((spss)) and will apply the laws to serve the search. 3

11-View and analyze and discuss the results of field: After making steps for the implementation of testing for research, the researchers managed to get the raw scores for the tests and that "access to the raw scores is not difficult, but the difficulty lies in balancing these grades total vocabulary test and that the different means of measurement of the test to another. The researchers have arranged the results of the research and treatment of this data statistically and then put this data in the form of tables, illustrations. 4-View and analyze and discuss the results of the post tests and a posteriori tests of the physical capabilities of the special skill and accuracy correction of the high jump between the experimental group and the control group. 4-3-View and analyze and discuss the results of the tests before and after the tests own physical abilities and skill accuracy correction of jumping high among members of the experimental group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When the level of significance 0,05</th>
<th>Value T Tabulated</th>
<th>Value T Calculated</th>
<th>posttest + X – SD</th>
<th>pretest X+ SD</th>
<th>Statistical treatments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>5.669</td>
<td>1.0131825</td>
<td>1.490</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>6.812</td>
<td>62.45 1.066</td>
<td>55.30</td>
<td>1.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>3.563</td>
<td>1.032 9.50</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the degree of freedom (n - 1 equal to 21-1 = 20) and at the level of significance (0.05) (4-4-View and analyze and discuss the results of the tests before and after the tests own physical abilities and skill accuracy correction of jumping high among members of the control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When the level of significance 0,05</th>
<th>Value T Tabulated</th>
<th>Value T Calculated</th>
<th>posttest X+ –SD</th>
<th>Pretest X+</th>
<th>Statistical treatments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>moral</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>3.419</td>
<td>17.25 1.073</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>1.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non moral</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.987</td>
<td>56.60 1.234</td>
<td>54.70</td>
<td>1.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non moral</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.870</td>
<td>1.410 6.25</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>1.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5-Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions:

After the results were treated in the laws of statistical processing extract them appropriate outcome of the objectives and hypotheses identified by researchers researchers concluded the following conclusions:

1-of Applied exercises were carried out in accordance with the application to the hardware and tools by the sample positive influence in the development of physical abilities own which is reflected in the performance of the skill of accuracy correction of high jumping.2-That the process of organizing according to a method of exercise and careful programmer and entrepreneur with a vocabulary designed for coaches working helped the emergence of differences between pre and post tests and in favor of a posteriori to the experimental group and all the variables under consideration.3-To identify duplicates of the exercises according to the modules that have been implemented by the sample and have contributed to these differences between the experimental group and the control group accurate appearance.4-Exercise contributed for the development of the capabilities of the players of the arms and legs clearly the results of the tests posteriori.5-Programming the importance of exercise in accordance with the scientific method correctly determine the appropriate period within the preparation phase or stage of your numbers for the competition and during the competition is very necessary to develop the capacity.6- Emergence of obvious importance to determine which group exercise care with special physical capabilities handball players in the overall training curriculum at the level of these samples.

5-2-recommendations:

After that was determined according to the most important conclusions on the results that came out of the researchers recommend their search this group’s recommendations public and private research, including:

1- Attention by all trainers working in the field of competence of handball in the training and preparation of the players and that includes Mfirdataaathm special exercises according to the devices and utilities because of their importance and that we got to this study:2-contain training curricula own team vocabulary bother capabilities kinetic and physical, including exercises speed-strength movements, arms and legs because of their importance in the development and reflection developed on the movements of defense and attack, including the skills of the correction of jumping high and this is what Zhrva discussed this.3-determine an appropriate period for the development of capacity because these variables have a positive effect was clearly evident in this research.4-increased occurrences of Applied exercise correctly according to the hardware and utilities and calculate grades density between duplicates and identify Cdd appropriate.5-diversify the exercises and the use of different forms of exercise and a new search for the thrill and to get away from the boredom of application exercises and one in the overall curriculum.6-make a research and other studies take these variables that have been applied in this research and apply them to other samples to see the results you get these samples and conduct a comparative study.
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Introduction:

Speed is not just how fast someone can run (or cycle, swim etc.), but is dependent on their acceleration (how quickly they can accelerate from a stationary position), maximal speed of movement, and also speed maintenance (minimizing deceleration). Movement speed requires good strength and power, but also too much body weight and air resistance can act to slow the person down. In addition to a high proportion of fast twitch muscle fibers, it is vital to have efficient mechanics of movement to optimize the muscle power for the most economical movement technique.

**Association football**, more commonly known as **football** or **soccer**, is a team sport played between two teams of eleven players with a spherical ball. It is played by 250 million players in over 200 countries and dependencies, making it the world's most popular sport. The game is played on a rectangular field with a goal at each end. The object of the game is to score by getting the ball into the opposing goal.

Players are not allowed to touch the ball with their hands or arms while it is in play, unless they are goalkeepers (and then only when within their penalty area). Other players mainly use their feet to strike or pass the ball, but may also use their head or torso. The team that scores the most goals by the end of the match wins. If the score is level at the end of the game, either a draw is declared or the game goes into extra time or a penalty shootout depending on the format of the competition. The Laws of the Game were originally codified in England by The Football Association in 1863. Association football is governed internationally by the International Federation of Association Football (FIFA; French: **Fédération Internationale de Football Association**), which organises World Cups for both men and women every four years.

**Hockey** is a sport in which two teams play against each other by trying to maneuver a ball or a puck into the opponent's goal using a hockey stick. Field hockey is played on gravel, natural grass, or sand-based or water-based artificial turf, with a small, hard ball approximately 73 mm (2.9 in) in diameter. The game is popular among both males and females in many parts of the world, particularly in Europe, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Argentina. In most countries, the game is played between single-sex sides, although they can be mixed-sex.

The governing body is the 126-member International Hockey Federation (FIH). Men's field hockey has been played at each Summer Olympic Games since 1908 except for 1912 and 1924, while women's field hockey has been played at the Summer Olympic Games since 1980.

Modern field hockey sticks are constructed of a composite of wood, glass fibre or carbon fibre (sometimes both) and are J-shaped, with a curved hook at the playing end, a flat surface on the playing side and a curved surface on the rear side. All sticks are right-handed – left-handed sticks are not permitted.

The Purpose of the Study is to find out the speed among foot ball and Hockey players of Rayalaseema university.
Methodology
The sample for the present study consists of 20 Male Foot Ball Players and 20 Male Hockey Players between the age group of 18-22 Years of Rayalaseema University. To assess the speed the 50 M Run were conducted among Foot Ball Players and Hockey Players Players by the well qualified Testers.

Discussion
This study shows that Foot Ball players are having the better speed compare to Hockey players. The Mean Values of 50 M Run of Foot Ball Players is 7.20 and Compare to Hockey Players is 7.70

Table-I: Mean values and Independent Samples Test of 50 M Run between Foot Ball Players and Hockey Players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P - Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foot Ball</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 M Run</td>
<td>Players</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hockey</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Players</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant at 0.05 level
In Table –I the Mean Values of 50 M Run of Foot Ball Players is 7.20 and Hockey Players is 7.70

Conclusion:
It is concluded that Foot Ball players are having better speed than Hockey Players. This study also helps the physical educators and coaches to improve their training regime to excel in Foot Ball and Hockey

Recommendations:
It is recommended that Motor qualities development coaching must be given by Coaches to promote speed, endurance, strength, agility etc. among the basket ball and hand ball players. Similar studies can be conducted among female players and in other sports and games. This study also useful to develop the speed among foot ball and Hockey Players.
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